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Executive Summary
This document presents the status of the work performed for WP5–Deep robot action and
decision making. WP5 consists of four main tasks, that are Task 5.1–Deep Planning, Task 5.2–
Deep Navigation, Task 5.3–Deep Action and Control, and Task 5.4–Human Robot Interaction.
After a general introduction that provides an overview of the individual chapters with a link
to the main objectives of the project, the document dedicates a chapter to each tasks. Each
chapter (i) provides an overview on the state of the art for the individual topics and existing
toolboxes, (ii) details the partners’ current work in each task with initial performance results,
and (iii) describes the next steps for the individual tasks. Finally, a conclusion chapter provides
a final overview of the work and the planned future work for each individual task.
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Introduction

This document describes the work done during the second year of the project in the four major
research areas of WP5 namely deep planning, deep navigation, deep action and control, and
human-robot interactions.
The next sections (Sections 1.1-1.5) provide a summary of the work done so far on these
three main topics and the link with the project objectives. The rest of the document is structured
as follows. Chapter 2 details our work on deep planning. Chapter 3 describes our work on deep
navigation. Chapter 4 presents our work on deep action and control. Chapter 5 presents our
work on human robot interaction. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this deliverable.
More details related to the implementations of the proposed methods in the OpenDR Toolkit
can be found in D7.2 (WP7).

1.1
1.1.1

Deep Planning (T5.1)
Objectives

Conventional robot motion planning is based on solving individual sub-problems such as perception, planning, and control. On the other hand, end-to-end motion planning methods intend to solve the problem in one shot with less computation cost. Deep learning enables us to
learn such end-to-end policies, particularly integrated with Reinforcement learning. AU introduces end-to-end motion planning methods for UAV navigation trained with Deep reinforcement learning.
1.1.2

Innovations and achieved results

AU proposed a novel end-to-end path planning algorithm (AgroRL) for multiple aerial-ground
robots team for green transition in agriculture. In the proposed solution, while main operations
in the field are handled by the ground vehicle, the aerial robot is responsible for re-planning a
collision-free trajectory for the ground robot when the robot faces an obstacle. Deep reinforcement learning is used for training the end-to-end policy for local re-planning of the aerial robot.
The agent, informed by the global trajectory, generates local plans based on depth images.
Variational autoencoders are also investigated for dimension reduction of the depth images in
obstacle avoidance context to speed up deep reinforcement learning and alleviate the computational complexity of the policy network. The agriculture environment is developed in the
Webots open-source robot simulator. Finally, the efficiency and efficacy of the ground-aerial
robot team are evaluated over a number of cluttered field scenarios. The extensive simulation
and real-world experiments demonstrate that the use of an aerial robot enhances the ground
robot’s capabilities significantly compared to having further sensors on the ground robot.
1.1.3

Ongoing and future work

There are two possible future directions to improve the presented end-to-end planner. Firstly,
AU aims to make the planner more lightweight to execute in real-time by providing a lighter
representation learning methodology to the framework. Secondly, AU plans to improve multirobot planning infrastructure by introducing UGV’s actions to the learning framework.
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Deep Navigation (T5.2)
Objectives

Learning based approaches have shown to be well suited to solve navigation tasks across diverse
environments and platforms, including autonomous vehicles, video games and robotics. Particularly deep learning and reinforcement learning approaches have shown to work well with the
complex, high-dimensional inputs of real-world environments. Navigation tasks involve both
long-horizon goals that require long-term planning as well as local, short-term decision making
such as traversing unknown terrain or avoiding static and dynamic obstacles. As a result both
the decomposition of the problem into different components and levels of abstraction as well as
the combination of traditional optimization and planning approaches with learned modules are
very promising approaches.
1.2.2

Innovations and achieved results

ALU-FR has developed a novel mobile navigation and manipulation approach for wheeled
robots. While existing approaches most commonly separate such tasks into point-goal navigation and static manipulation, this is both inefficient and restrictive for certain tasks such as
door opening. We decompose mobile manipulation into an arbitrary end-effector motion and
a reinforcement learning agent controlling the base. This enables to very easily specify tasks
such as pick & place or door opening tasks as simple Cartesian motions. At the same time this
formulation leaves the trained agent agnostic to the exact task, allowing to generalise to unseen
tasks in a zero-shot manner. The approach is demonstrated to achieve high success rates on a
real PR2 robot and the tool is integrated into the OpenDR repository. ALU-FR has proposed
a novel dynamic audio-visual navigation benchmark as well as an approach which strongly
improves the generalization to unheard sounds on static audio-visual navigation.
1.2.3

Ongoing and future work

We are currently extending our mobile manipulation approach to incorporate obstacle avoidance, enabling it to easily complete tasks within cluttered, human-centered environments. Furthermore, we are aiming to demonstrate it’s effectiveness in navigating dynamic obstacles, with
promising initial results.

1.3
1.3.1

Deep Action and Control (T5.3)
Objectives

Model-based reinforcement learning (RL) is well-suited for robotics due to its sample complexity. In the high-dimensional case, the policy must be learned in a lower-dimensional latent space
to fully exploit this data efficiency. For the learned policy to run on a robotic platform with limited computational resources, the latent dynamics model must be compatible with fast control
algorithms. Therefore, TUD aims to find a lightweight and sample efficient control method that
can deal with high-dimensional observations.
Modern quadrotors are agile and can perform complex tasks in difficult-to-reach places.
Quadrotor flight and maneuvers are commonly controlled by proportional integral derivative
(PID) control or model predictive control (MPC). Although these methods are adequate for setpoint or trajectory tracking, they fall short when it comes to more complicated maneuvers that
OpenDR
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exceed the linearization range or require long prediction horizons. One such maneuver is the
landing on an inclined surface, which is relevant for applications like delivery, maintenance, or
surveillance. To aid in safe operation with quadcopters, TUD aims to find a method for safely
learning an inclined landing policy.
OpenAI Gym [8] is the standard for training and evaluation of reinforcement learning algorithms. However, developing Gym environments for robot control tasks is an inefficient process
that requires expertise, since it is all but trivial to synchronise actions and observations while
having asynchronous input and output streams for sensors and actuators that run at different
frequencies. In order to facilitate this process TUD aims to develop EAGERx, a toolkit that
bridges the gap between OpenAI gym and robot, both real and simulated. The EAGERx toolkit
aims to separate everything that is engine-specific from everything that is engine-agnostic, such
that that environments can be reused for different simulators and even when switching from
simulated to real robots.
Despite the recent successes of deep neural networks in robotics, it has not yet become a
standard component in control design toolbox. This is due to several limitations imposed by the
practice/requirement of manually tuning a large number of hyperparameters. Optimal tuning of
these parameters require significant expertise. To simplify the tuning process and to save the
rare resource of experts, TUD aims to develop a holistic hyperparameter tuning tool, which is
compatible with all learner classes from the OpenDR toolkit. This tool provides integration of
the OpenDR toolkit with the existing hyperparameter tuning framework Optuna [3].
Learning-based grasping models typically require a vast amount of training data and training
time to train an effective grasp pose detector. Alternatively, small non-generic grasp models
have been proposed that are tailored to specific objects by, for example, directly predicting
the object’s location in 2/3D space, and determining suitable grasp poses by post processing.
In both cases, data generation is a bottleneck, as it has to be separately collected for each
individual object. Moreover, most works consider objects in household scenarios which makes
them unsuitable for industrial settings as the physical properties of the objects are different. In
this work, TAU aims to tackle these issues and propose a light-weight grasping pipeline that
is divided in four main steps: 1. single object demonstration, 2. object data augmentation, 3.
grasp model training and 4. object grasping action.
1.3.2

Innovations and achieved results

TUD focused on the use of Koopman theory combined with deep learning for efficient control
of robotic systems. A novel model based agent, DeepKoCo, was presented, that learns a latent
Koopman representation from images. This representation allows DeepKoCo to plan efficiently
using linear control methods, such as linear model predictive.
TUD presented a method for learning a quadcopter inclined landing policy in simulation
that directly transferred to the real world. As the policy was learned entirely in simulation, it
was not only efficiently learned but also completely safe as exploration was only performed in
simulation.
TUD develops the EAGERx toolkit that bridges the gap between OpenAI gym and robotics.
It facilitates the process of creating Gym environments for robot control tasks and will provide
synchronisation of actions and observations even when sensors and actuators are running at different rates and are providing asynchronous data streams. Also, by isolating engine-specific
definitions, EAGERx allows to reuse environments for different simulators and even when
switching from a simulated to a real robot.
OpenDR
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TUD develops a hyperparameter tuning tool that provides integration of the Optuna hyperparameter tuning framework within the OpenDR toolkit. The tool was designed with the aim to
be compatible with all learner classes of the OpenDR toolkit.
TAU proposed an approach that utilizes state of the art keypoint detector ”Keypoint-RCNN”
to develop a grasping pipeline that is able to learn the grasp pose demonstration by the user. In
this work, our grasping pipeline generates an augmented training dataset from a single user
demonstration which consist of a few images of the object from different camera views. These
images then are heavily augmented and utilized to train a keypoint detector and the predicted
keypoints are then post-processed and translated to 3D grasp poses. Four different visionbased methods are evaluated for deriving the relative rotation of the object with respect to the
reference/target frame alongside an object detection module. Evaluation considers the grasping
of different industrial and 3D printed objects with an industrial collaborative manipulator, and
shows >90% success rate.
1.3.3

Ongoing and future work

Concerning the use of Koopman theory combined with deep learning for control of robotic
systems, as part of future work, TUD plans to investigate if DeepKoCo can be extended to
manipulators. If convincing results are achieved, TUD intents to include the extended method
into the toolkit. Else, TUD will focus on more promising research directions.
The presented method for learning a quadcopter inclined landing policy by the TUD, provides valuable insights on sim2real transfer of quadcopter policies that could prove valuable
for the quadcopters used in the agricultural use-case. This will be further investigated in future
work.
The development of the EAGERx toolkit will be continued and additional features will be
added in order to improve the usability, such as a graphical user interface, validity checks and
extensive documentation. Also, the toolkit will be further evaluated and more experiments will
follow. Furthermore, support for more hardware will be provide.
The hyperparameter tuning tool will be evaluated on a practical problem in order to validate
its usefulness. Also, hyperparameter and search space definitions will be provided for existing
tools in order to facilitate the hyperparameter tuning process for users of the OpenDR toolkit.
The proposed single demonstration grasping method by TAU demonstrates ability to perform in agile production use cases. Using 3D mesh and depth information and infusing more
sensory data would increase the robustness and mitigates the limitations of 2D RGB solutions.
On the other hand, the quality of grasp is also of high importance in agile production use-case.
TAU will study this possibilities in the future.

1.4
1.4.1

Human Robot Interaction (T5.4)
Objectives

The interaction between human and robot can serve several functions. When considering a
collaborative scenario, the robot can assist a person by taking heavy, dirty or repetitive tasks,
relieving the person to a more supervisory or coordinating role. In addition, robots can learn
to interact with humans but also from interactions with humans. In both cases understanding
human intentions and behavior is crucial, which can by enabled by motion capturing and other
ways of instrumenting the human partner. Typically, the human state and intentions are very
OpenDR
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ambiguous and uncertain (e.g., forces that are crucial for successful completion cannot be estimated from video) and simulations of the human partner and its behavior are unlikely to be
very realistic, compounding the uncertainties. Fusing information from multiple modalities will
allow the robot to disambiguate. For DRL of human-robot interaction tasks require approaches
that can deal with large uncertainties by making optimal use of fused, multimodal perception.
Learning from demonstrations, for example, often relies on kinesthetic teach-in, videos, VR,
or textual instructions. The objectives of this task are therefore to utilize the OpenDR toolkit
towards human-robot interaction and enable efficient and effective collaboration.
1.4.2

Innovations and achieved results

TAU has studied human-robot interaction in the context of collaborative manufacturing, where
a small collaborative robot assists an operator in assembly tasks. In these scenarios, robot
programming has mostly focused on automated robot motions and interactive tasks or coordination between human and robot still requires additional developments. For example, the
selection of which tasks or actions a robot should do next might not be known beforehand or
might change at the last moment. Within a human-robot collaborative setting, the coordination of complex shared tasks, is therefore more suited to a human, where a robot would act
upon requested commands. In this work we explored the utilization of commands to coordinate
a shared task between a human and a robot, in a shared work space. Based on a known set
of higher-level actions (e.g., pick-and-placement, hand-over, kitting) and the commands that
trigger them, both a speech-based and graphical command-based interface are developed to investigate its use. While speech-based interaction might be more intuitive for coordination, in
industrial settings background sounds and noise might hinder its capabilities. The graphical
command-based interface circumvents this, while still demonstrating the capabilities of coordination. The developed architecture follows a knowledge-based approach, where the actions
available to the robot are checked at runtime whether they suit the task and the current state of
the world. Experimental results on industrially relevant assembly, kitting and hand-over tasks in
a laboratory setting demonstrate that graphical command-based and speech-based coordination
with high-level commands is effective for collaboration between a human and a robot. These
results are evaluated with metrics as typical in manufacturing, such as human and robot idle
time (H-IDL and R-IDL), concurrent activity (C-ACT) and functional delay (F-DEL), which
demonstrate benefits towards the coordinated actions, as compared to traditional approaches.
1.4.3

Ongoing and future work

As ongoing work, the human-robot collaboration scenario has utilized the tools developed in
WP3 (speech recognition). Initial results look promising and will be extended and evaluated as
future work. This includes the recognition of words relevant to the collaborative scenario (i.e.,
agile production) and the recognition of word pairs (i.e., action-target). In addition, multi-modal
perception tools will be included to enable more precise commanding by, for example, combing
speech and gesture/object recognition.

1.5

Connection to Project Objectives

The work performed within WP5, as summarized in the previous subsections, perfectly aligns
with the project objectives. More specifically, the conducted work progressed the state-of-theart towards meeting following objectives of the project:
OpenDR
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O2.c To provide lightweight deep learning methods for deep robot action and decision making,
namely:
O2.c.i Deep reinforcement learning (RL) and related control methods.
* TUD contributed to this objective as detailed in parts of Chapter 4. A lightweight
and sample efficient method based on Koopman theory was presented. This approach allows one to efficiently control robotic systems using high-dimensional
observations that are possibly contaminated with task-irrelevant dynamics. Secondly, TUD presented an approach to learn a quadcopter inclined landing policy
in simulation that directly transferred to the real-world.
* Finding suitable hyperparameters can be a tiresome — but also essential —
part of developing deep reinforcement learning methods. TUD has developed
hyperparameter tuning functionality for all deep learning tools in the OpenDR
toolkit that allows users to easily find the right hyperparemeters.
O2.c.ii Deep planning and navigation methods that can be trained in end-to-end fashion.
* ALU-FR developed a mobile navigation tool for wheeled robots. Given an
arbitrary motion for the end-effector, the tool uses reinforcement learning to
produce corresponding base motions that make these motions feasible. The tool
is lightweight and can run on standard CPUs. The module has been tested on a
real PR2 and is implemented for both differential drive robots (PAL TiaGo) and
omnidirectional robots (PR2, Toyota HSR). ALU-FR furthermore developed an
approach for audio-visual navigation that achieves state-of-the-art results in the
generalisation to unheard sounds.
* AU contributed to this objective as described in Chapter 2. An end-to-end planner for a quadrotor UAV is provided for collision avoidance in collaboration
with multiple ground vehicles. The DRL agent, informed by the global trajectory, generates actions as local position plans based on depth images from the
UAV. The efficiency and efficacy of the ground-aerial robot team are evaluated
over several cluttered field scenarios.
O2.c.iii Enable robots to decide on actions based on observations in WP3, as well as to learn
from observations
* TUD has contributed to this objective with the pre-processing functionality in
the EAGERx toolkit. This functionality allows the user to use the perception
algorithms in WP3 as a pre-processing step.
* TAU has contributed to this objective as described in Chapter 4. A novel single
demonstration grasping (SDG) model has been developed, refined and evaluated that takes as input a single image of an object and generates the required
training data to train a grasping model. Several grasp detection methods are
evaluated for grasping object relevant in the agile production use case. In addition, TAU has contributed to this objective as described in Chapter 5, where
speech recognition tools from WP3 are utilized to command robot actions in a
human-robot collaborative scenario.
O2.c.iv Enable efficient and effective human robot interaction
* TAU has contributed to this objective as described in Chapter 5. A collaborative
scenario between human and robot was developed, inspired from the Agile ProOpenDR
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duction use case, in which the robot provides assistance to the human by kitting
tasks and object hand-over tasks. Commands from human to robot are utilized
to coordinate the collaboration, by both a graphical interface and speech recognition from WP3. Results are evaluated by metrics that are typical for industrial
manufacturing (human and robot idle time (H-IDL and R-IDL), concurrent activity (C-ACT) and functional delay (F-DEL)), which demonstrate efficient and
effective human-robot interaction.

2
2.1
2.1.1

Deep Planning
End-to-end Path Planning of Air-Ground Multi-Robot Team
Introduction and objectives

Robot teams are commonly used for their ability to work on a single task collaboratively. They
are especially advantageous when the robots have different capabilities and/or operate in different domains. For instance, a collaboration between an aerial and a ground robot might be
helpful: long-term and close contact tasks are assigned to the ground robot due to its relatively
higher power source, and observation tasks are assigned to the aerial vehicle due to its better
field of view.
In this study, a collaborative solution is proposed in an agricultural field to leverage the efficiency of the agricultural operation with artificial intelligence (AI)-based navigation methods.
Particularly, unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) are responsible for field operations, e.g., seeding, and an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) deals with the navigation performance enhancement
of the team. Since machinery and equipment are the major costs in agricultural operations and
ground vehicles (e.g., a tractor costs around 200K USD) are significantly more expensive than
the aerial robots (e.g., a typical mid-size UAV costs 10K USD), the motivation behind this study
is to reduce the overall cost of the operation by also increasing the accuracy and productivity.
In order to minimize the cost of the ground vehicle, the UGV is considered blind in its contribution to the planning task and accomplishes its field tasks with the given motion commands.
This work focuses on the motion planning of the robot team using the information of a global
path to follow and the depth camera on the UAV. In case of an obstacle occurrence on the global
path, the UAV follows a collision-free path and informs the UGV about the required maneuver.
In this way, the required sensor costs on the UGV is minimized.
State estimation, perception, planning, and control are conventionally considered as separate
problems to be solved in autonomous robot navigation. On the other hand, recent developments
in machine learning, particularly in deep reinforcement learning (DRL), enable an agent to learn
various navigation tasks with only a single neural network policy. These methods are promising
to solve navigation problems faster since they do not deal with the unnecessary optimization of
particular problems; however, they are also hard to debug, making them hard to apply in real
scenarios. In this work, as an end-to-end planning method, a policy network for collaborative
agricultural planning is trained using DRL, which provides position steps using a multi-modal
input, a depth camera, and global trajectory information.
While DRL methods allow solving sequential decision-making tasks by only defining a reward function, they are considered sample inefficient. They need enormous amount of training
samples in order to reach a satisfactory performance. The sample inefficiency rises with the
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dimension of state or action spaces in the problem definition. An option to reduce the dimensionality is to encode -i.e., using a variational autoencoder (VAE)- high-dimensional data, such
as the depth image. Therefore, the effect of encoding the depth image is investigated to reduce
the load on the DRL algorithm and to obtain a faster policy in this study.
The contributions of this study are fourfold:
• An open-source RL framework (AgroRL) is proposed for training an end-to-end planner
for a quadrotor UAV.
• VAE-based state representation is investigated for end-to-end reactive planning of UAVs.
• Multiple UGVs working in an agricultural field is integrated with the UAV agent to generate collision-free local motion plans.
• The method is evaluated with extensive experiments in a Webots-based simulation environment and demonstrated in a real-world indoor scenario.
2.1.2

Description of work performed so far

The details of this work are found in the corresponding publication that is listed below, and can
be found in Appendix D:
• H. I. Ugurlu, D. Bardakci, H. X. Pham and E. Kayacan “AgroRL: End-to-end Path Planning of Air-Ground Multi-Robot Team for Green Digital Farming” (Submitted to ICRA
2022)
Increasing the operational efficiency of agricultural machines is essential by the use of artificial intelligence (AI)-based navigation, planning, and control algorithms to handle the increasing demand for food production without compromising sustainability. In this study, a novel
end-to-end path planning algorithm (AgroRL) is proposed for multiple aerial-ground robots
team for green transition in agriculture. In the proposed solution, while main operations in
the field are handled by the ground vehicle, the aerial robot is responsible for re-planning a
collision-free trajectory for the ground robot when the robot faces an obstacle. Deep reinforcement learning is used for training the end-to-end policy for local re-planning of the aerial robot.
The agent, informed by the global trajectory, generates local plans based on depth images.
Variational autoencoders are also investigated for dimension reduction of the depth images in
obstacle avoidance context to speed up deep reinforcement learning and alleviate the computational complexity of the policy network. The agriculture environment is developed in the
Webots open-source robot simulator. Finally, the efficiency and efficacy of the ground-aerial
robot team are evaluated over a number of cluttered field scenarios. The extensive simulation
and real-world experiments demonstrate that the use of an aerial robot enhances the ground
robot’s capabilities significantly compared to having further sensors on the ground robot.
2.1.3

Future work

One possible future research direction in this study is to implement a better representation learning methodology instead of decoupling representation learning and DRL. When the algorithm
can run continuously in real-time, there is a possibility to provide lower-level control commands
to the UAV, which yields a faster flight. Another future direction is to integrate multiple robots
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(UAV and UGVs) in the same learning problem. Since the end-to-end planner is separated
from the UGV planner, only common obstacles can be considered in the problem. However,
one advantage of having a UAV is its better FOV. Combining multi-robot planning in the same
problem will provide the ability to avoid obstacles in the ground without bothering the UAV.

3

Deep Navigation

3.1

Learning Kinematic Feasibility for Mobile Manipulation Through Deep
Reinforcement Learning

3.1.1

Introduction and objectives

In recent years, approaches to improving the capabilities of robotic platforms to perform flexible and complex tasks in both industrial and dynamic domestic environment achieved impressive results [5, 7, 36, 34]. So far, however, most of these approaches separate navigation and
manipulation due to the difficulties in planning the joint movement of the robot base and its
end-effector (EE). Typically the tasks that a robot is expected to perform are linked to conditions in the task space, such as poses at which handled objects can be grasped, orientation that
objects should maintain or entire trajectories that must be followed. While there are approaches
to position a manipulator to fulfill various task constraints with respect to the robot’s kinematics
based on inverse reachability maps (IRM) [29], performing such tasks while moving the base
remains an unsolved problem.
Classical planning approaches circumvent kinematic issues implicitly by exploring paths in
the robot’s configuration space [9]. However, this creates a number of new difficulties. First,
the constraints must be transferred from the task space to the robot specific configuration space,
requiring expert knowledge on the task, the robot and the environment. Furthermore, the execution of pre-planned configuration space movements in dynamic environments is not easy as
minor errors in the execution of poses in the configuration space can lead to large deviations in
the task space and, due to changes in the dynamic scene, adjustments to the movement might
be necessary, requiring a complete re-planning in the configuration space.
3.1.2

Description of work performed so far

Details of this work can be found in the publication listed below, which is also provided in
Appendix E:
• [20] D. Honerkamp, T. Welschehold and A. Valada, “Learning Kinematic Feasibility for
Mobile Manipulation Through Deep Reinforcement Learning”, in IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters, vol. 6, no. 4, pp. 6289-6296, Oct. 2021, DOI: 10.1109/LRA.2021.3092685.
We propose a novel approach to mobile manipulation. Given an arbitrary end-effector motion,
we train a reinforcement learning agent to control the base of the robot to ensure that these
motions remain kinematically feasible. This has several benefits: (i) it provides a simple way
to define mobile manipulation tasks and to incorporate task constraints (ii) it provides a simple
dense reward signal to learn these long-horizon tasks (iii) as the reinforcement agent is conditioned on motions of the end-effector and agnostic to the exact task, it can easily generalize to
novel tasks in a zero-shot manner. The effectiveness of this approach is extensively evaluated in
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simulation as well as on a real PR2. It directly transfers into the real world where it effectively
solves unseen tasks based on novel end-effector motions. The model is lightweight and can run
on standard CPUs.
3.1.3

Future work

We are currently extending this approach to incorporate obstacle avoidance. This will enable
it to easily complete tasks within cluttered, human-centered environments. For this we are
incorporating a local occupancy map into the observation space. This choice ensures good
generalization to unseen obstacles and environments as well as high flexibility with regard to
the sensors from which the occupancy maps are constructed. We also enable the agent to control
the velocity of the end-effector motions, increasing the agent’s degrees of freedom and enabling
it to navigate around large obstacles. Lastly, we are aiming to demonstrate it’s effectiveness
in navigating dynamic obstacles. In contrast to existing planning based methods, our control
approach is completely dynamic and does not require a complete re-planning if the environment
changes.

3.2
3.2.1

Audio-Visual Navigation in Complex Unmapped Environments with
Moving Sounds
Introduction and objectives

Humans are able to very efficiently combine their senses of hearing and sight in order to navigate
unknown environments. While navigation in such environments has been an important focus of
embodied AI [17, 11, 40], existing work on navigation overwhelmingly relies on sensors such
as vision and LiDAR, leaving out other core senses used by humans. Sound is a particularly
unique modality as it reveals information beyond the visible walls and obstacles. In particular,
it has been shown to provide blind people spatial navigation capability comparable to sighted
people [16]. Navigation-centered approaches have shown that agents can successfully extract
information from the audio signals. However, they have mostly focused on clean and distractorfree audio settings in which the only change to the audio signal comes from changes in the
agent’s position. Furthermore, they have struggled to generalize to unheard sounds [12, 13].
3.2.2

Description of work performed so far

We take the next steps towards more challenging scenarios. First, we introduce a novel dynamic
audio-visual navigation benchmark with a moving sound source. This captures common scenarios such as a robot navigating to a person issuing commands or following pets or people in the
house. We argue that this strongly increases the complexity of the task through two channels: on
one hand, previous observations no longer capture the current state of the environment and the
agent has to learn to update its memory accordingly. On the other hand, optimal behavior now
requires not just to follow the sound intensity but proactively reason about the movement of the
target to catch it efficiently. Secondly, we increase the difficulty of both static and moving sound
tasks by designing complex audio scenarios with augmented, noisy and distracting sounds and
show the benefits of training on these scenarios for generalization to unheard sounds. Lastly,
we introduce an architecture that explicitly enables the agent to spatially fuse the geometric
information inherent in obstacle maps and audio signals. We show that this leads to significant gains in the generalization to unheard sounds in both clean and complex audio scenarios.
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We demonstrate these results in the SoundSpaces [12] extension to the Habitat simulator [33],
which allows us to generate realistic binaural sound signals for the realistic 3D environments of
the Replica [35] and Matterport3D [10] datasets. In combination, these contributions achieve
improvements over the previous state-of-the-art by 53% and 29% in the success rate as well as
an improvement in SPL by 58% and 39% on Replica and Matterport3D respectively, on the unheard and static AudioGoal benchmark tasks [12]. Part of this work has achieved the first place
of the SoundSpaces Challenge at the CVPR 2021 Embodied AI Workshop1 . Furthermore, it is
currently under review as a conference submission.

4

Deep action and control

4.1
4.1.1

DeepKoCo: Efficient latent planning with a task-relevant Koopman
representation
Introduction and objectives

Model-based reinforcement learning is well-suited for robotics due to its sample complexity. In
the case of high-dimensional observations, the policy must be learned in a lower-dimensional
latent space to fully exploit this data efficiency. For the learned policy to run on a robotic
platform with limited computational resources, the latent dynamics model must be compatible
with fast control algorithms. For this, Koopman operator theory combined with deep learning
provides a promising research direction. Although a latent Koopman representation facilitates
more efficient control, it still focuses the majority of the model capacity on potentially taskirrelevant dynamics that are contained in the observations. Therefore, it is of great importance
to mitigate the effect of task-irrelevant dynamics in the latent representation learning. Therefore,
our objective is to find a lightweight and sample efficient method based on Koopman theory to
control robotic systems that lack a simple state description using high-dimensional observations
that are possibly contaminated with task-irrelevant dynamics. Specifically, we aim for a control
algorithm that is:
1. Sample efficient The learning algorithm must be sample-efficient, because real environment interactions are both time-consuming and costly in robotic systems due to wear of
the equipment.
2. Lightweight Combine deep learning methods with Koopman theory to enable the use of
lightweight linear optimal and robust control techniques in the latent space.
3. High-dimensional observations Enable robots to efficiently decide on actions based on
high-dimensional observations (e.g. images by first mapping them to a low-dimensional
space).
4. Invariance to task-irrelevant dynamics Learn a low-dimensional mapping that is invariant to task-irrelevant dynamics.
1 https://soundspaces.org/challenge.
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Description of work performed so far

The details of this work are found in the corresponding publication that is listed below, and can
be found in Appendix A:
• [37] B. van der Heijden, L. Ferranti, J. Kober and R. Babuska “DeepKoCo: Efficient
latent planning with a task-relevant Koopman representation”, IEEE/RSJ International
Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2021.
This paper presents DeepKoCo, a novel model based agent that learns a latent Koopman
representation from images. This representation allows DeepKoCo to plan efficiently using linear control methods, such as linear model predictive control. Compared to traditional agents,
DeepKoCo learns task relevant dynamics, thanks to the use of a tailored lossy autoencoder network that allows DeepKoCo to learn latent dynamics that reconstruct and predict only observed
costs, rather than all observed dynamics. As our results show, DeepKoCo achieves a similar
final performance as traditional model-free methods on complex control tasks, while being considerably more robust to distractor dynamics, making the proposed agent more amenable for
real-life applications.
4.1.3

Future work

We believe the presented method has merit for OpenDR, if and only if the performance we
obtained with images in the pendulum task transfers to a manipulator. As of now, we have
not been able to achieve a similar performance in the Reacher task [37] with images. Hence,
modifications to the presented method are required, in order to be suitable for inclusion in
the OpenDR toolkit. We intent to explore how to extend the current method, and include the
extended method into the toolkit if we are able to show convincing results with images. Else,
we will pursue more promising research direction.

4.2
4.2.1

Inclined Quadrotor Landing using Deep Reinforcement Learning
Introduction and objectives

Modern quadrotors are agile and can perform complex tasks in difficult-to-reach places. Quadrotor flight and maneuvers are commonly controlled by proportional integral derivative (PID) control or model predictive control (MPC). Although these methods are adequate for set-point or
trajectory tracking, they fall short when it comes to more complicated maneuvers that exceed
the linearization range or require long prediction horizons. One such maneuver is the landing
on an inclined surface, which is relevant for applications like delivery, maintenance, or surveillance. To facilitate a safe inclined landing, the final attitude of the quadrotor must match the
slope of the landing platform. The final state of the landing trajectory is not an equilibrium,
which presents a challenge for the control design. Owing to the under-actuated nature of the
system, the landing trajectory can be long and complex, with an initial motion away from the
landing location. This complicates the use of standard control methods like MPC with a fixed
prediction horizon and quadratic cost function. In this work, we developed a DRL approach to
solve the inclined landing problem.
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Description of work performed so far

The details of this work are found in the corresponding publication that is listed below, and can
be found in Appendix B:
• [24] J.E. Kooi and R. Babuska “Inclined Quadrotor Landing using Deep Reinforcement Learning”, IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems
(IROS), 2021.
Landing a quadrotor on an inclined surface is a challenging maneuver. The final state of
any inclined landing trajectory is not an equilibrium, which precludes the use of most conventional control methods. We propose a deep reinforcement learning approach to design an
autonomous landing controller for inclined surfaces. Using the proximal policy optimization
(PPO) algorithm with sparse rewards and a tailored curriculum learning approach, an inclined
landing policy can be trained in simulation in less than 90 minutes on a standard laptop. The
policy then directly runs on a real Crazyflie 2.1 quadrotor and successfully performs real inclined landings in a flying arena. A single policy evaluation takes approximately 2.5 ms, which
makes it suitable for a future embedded implementation on the quadrotor.
4.2.3

Future work

The presented method is a valuable step into bringing RL controllers into the real-world. However, we believe the method is experimental and far from suitable for general use. Hence,
inclusion into the OpenDR toolkit is not desirable. Though, insights produced by this research
on the transfer of simulated policies for quadcopters could potentially be incorporated in the
agricultural use-case.

4.3
4.3.1

EAGERx
Introduction and objectives

Engine Agnostic Gym Environment with Reactive extension (EAGERx) is a toolkit that allows
users to apply (deep) reinforcement learning for both simulated and real robots as well as combinations thereof. The toolkit serves as bridge between the popular reinforcement learning toolkit
OpenAI Gym [8] and robots that can either be real or simulated. Thanks to communication
based on reactive programming, EAGERx will allow users to speed up training in simulation
while guaranteeing that actions and observations are synchronised.
OpenAI Gym is a toolkit for evaluating reinforcement learning algorithms in so-called Gym
environments and is used for benchmarking (deep) reinforcement learning algorithms by the
scientific community [39]. One of the benefits of OpenAI Gym is that users can easily evaluate
state-of-the-art (deep) reinforcement learning algorithms for their Gym environments, thanks
to the availability of algorithm implementations, such as Stable Baselines [18]. OpenAI Gym
comes with a number of environments, including simulated robots, classic control tasks and
Atari games.
Communication within EAGERx heavily depends on ReactiveX [2], which is a set of tools
from the reactive programming paradigm. These tools allow one to perform operations on
asynchronous data streams. Within EAGERx, these tools allow one to solve problems related
to synchronization of actions and observations, such as ensuring that sensor measurements are
updated after performing an action. This is vital in a reinforcement learning setting, since
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it is required that the transition of the environment’s state is known in order to calculate the
appropriate reward. Also, reactive programming allows EAGERx to run simulated training
“as fast as possible”, that is, all processing steps are performed as soon as the required data
are available, since processes are event-based, rather than time-based. In a time-based setting
problems can arise when control frequencies are increased, because some processes might be
too computationally demanding to run at the specified frequency, while in a reactive setting, the
nodes that are further downwards the data stream will wait until the data is available.
For reinforcement learning in robotics it is often highly desirable to train both in simulation
and reality, because simulations allow to train faster than real-time and are safer than training
with real robots. At the same time, real-world experience is required in many cases, because
model inaccuracies of the simulator are exploited by reinforcement learning algorithms [22].
However, creating Gym environments for both real and simulated robots is currently a difficult
and time-consuming task, because it is challenging to synchronize actions and observations, to
communicate with both real and simulated robots and to add or interchange objects in environments. Therefore, we introduce EAGERx, which allows users to create engine agnostic Gym
environments that can be used with different simulators, physics engines and with real robots.
Also, by choosing an approach that is based on composition — instead of inheritance — adding
robots, sensors and other objects to an environment will be reduced to a one-liner of code or a
single click in the graphical user interface. The key functionalities that EAGERx will provide
are:
1. User-friendly creation and modification of Gym environments for robot control tasks.
2. Integration with popular robot simulators Webots [27], PyBullet [14] and Gazebo [23].
3. Synchronization of actions and observations.
4. Switching between and/or combine simulated and real robots.
5. Engine agnostic processing of data streams, such as actions and observations.
6. The possibility to add procedures for resetting the environment after an episode.
In this section we will describe how the aforementioned functionalities will be provided.
(1) EAGERx allows users to easily create and modify Gym environments for robot control
tasks. The toolkit is designed such that new environments can be created without the need to
redefine objects, such as robots, sensors and actuators. Naturally, the objects need to be defined
at least once. We aim to reduce the burden of defining objects and nodes as much as possible, by
providing base classes and keeping the structure as homogeneous as possible. Eventually, we
will stimulate the robotics community to add and share robot definitions to have an extensive
number of robots and sensors supported by the EAGERx toolkit. Moreover, since ROS-based
code is present in the backend of the toolkit, the toolkit can also be used by users without ROS
experience. Nevertheless, the toolkit provides enough flexibility for experienced ROS users
to exploit the possibilities of ROS. Furthermore, we are developing a graphical user interface
to improve the intuitiveness of creating environments. In Figure 1 a screenshot is shown of
the graphical user interface. This screenshot shows an example of an environment that can be
created in EAGERx.
(2) EAGERx will provide integration with three simulators that are frequently used by the
robotics and reinforcement learning communities, i.e. PyBullet, Gazebo and Webots. Also,
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Figure 1: The graphical user interface will ease creating new EAGERx environments. New
objects or processing nodes can be added to the environment with a single click and connections
between nodes can be drawn. The graphical user interface is based on the PyQtGraph library
[1].
users can train with different simulators in parallel and a base class is provided for creating a
“bridge” for other simulators or physics engines.
(3) Synchronization of actions and observations is vital for effective reinforcement learning,
because policy updates are based on state-action pairs and corresponding rewards in reinforcement learning. In order to pair actions and observations correctly, tools from the paradigm of
reactive programming will be used.
(4) Thanks to the engine agnostic property of EAGERx environments, users can easily
switch between real and simulated robots. Also, real and simulated robots could be trained
in parallel, e.g., for simulator tuning.
(5) A base class will be provided for adding processing steps to actions, observations and
other data streams. A similar base class will be provided for observations in the future. Processing of actions and observations can be useful, e.g., for checking whether actions are collision
free, for obtaining the end-effector’s position from joint states or for obtaining locations of objects that are detected in RGB images. Thanks to the implementation of the base class, users
only have to implement the processing step and do not have to worry about communication and
synchronization issues.
(6) A base class will be provided for reset procedures that will be executed at the end of
episodes. This will allow users to automate their training procedures. This will also be provided
for real-world training, but in that case there are limitations to the controllability of states.
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Description of work performed so far

Initially, we have developed a version of EAGERx that is not reactive. In this version nodes
would operate in a sequential fashion. While developing this toolkit, we realized that a reactive
approach better suits the requirements of the toolkit. Therefore, we redeveloped the toolkit,
where in the new version the communication is reactive. Simultaneously, while developing the
new reactive version, we performed experiments with the initial version in order to validate the
core functionalities of the toolkit. In these experiments, the goal was to move the end-effector
of a six degrees of freedom manipulator to a cartesian position rgoal that was drawn from a
uniform distribution at the beginning of the episode. The reward function R was a function of
its current end-effector position ree and the time step i:


if kree − rgoal k ≤ e
nmax − i
R(ree , i) = −nmax + i if self-collision
,
(1)


0
else

where e is the goal tolerance (which was set to 0.05 m) and nmax the maximum number of steps
per episode (which was set to 200). The episode was terminated (done) under the following
conditions:

True if kree − rgoal k < e



True if self-collision
.
(2)
done =

True
if
i
>
n
max



False else
The results of these experiments are shown in 2. Based on the plots that are shown in this figure
we can conclude that training with the Soft Actor Critic (SAC) algorithm results in successful policies in both runs and therefore that the communication within EAGERx is functioning
properly.
Furthermore, we have developed the aforementioned graphical user interface, which is
shown in Figure 1. This will be in particular useful for complex environments, since in such
cases defining the connections between different nodes and objects can become quite cumbersome. Also, it allows to easily load and save previously constructed environments in order to
reuse or modify them.
4.3.3

Future work

We will continue the development of the graphical user interface in order to allow adding data
stream converters, defining action/observation spaces and to incorporate a number of validity
checks.
Also, we will continue to create definitions for new hardware and we will continue to document this process in order to make this as less of a burden as possible. Namely, we believe that
the usefulness of the toolkit strongly depends on its usability.
Furthermore, we will continue to perform experiments with the toolkit. For example, we
consider to perform experiments in which we fuse experience from different simulators and
compare this to experience from a single simulator.
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Figure 2: In order to test the core components of the toolkit, experiments were performed with
a six degrees of freedom manipulator simulated in PyBullet. In these experiments, the goal was
to move the end-effector to a Cartesian position that was drawn from a uniform distribution at
the beginning of the episode. There were three termination conditions for the episode, i.e. selfcollision, reaching the goal position or reaching the maximum number of steps (200). These
figures show that the Soft Actor Critic (SAC) implementation from Stable Baselines [30] is
able to solve this problem in an environment created using EAGERx (not yet using reactive
programming). Interestingly, we found that the policy resulting from training in PyBullet seems
to transfer to the real robot, but we do not yet have quantitative results for this.
4.3.4

Hyperparameter Tuning

4.3.5

Introduction and objectives

Tuning hyperparameters can be a tiresome — but also essential — part of developing deep
learning tools. Since nearly all tools from the OpenDR toolkit involve hyperparameters that can
influence the performance of the concerning tool significantly, we decided to choose for a holistic approach such that the tool is compatible with all learner classes from the OpenDR toolkit.
Nowadays, popular hyperparameter tuning libraries exist, such as Optuna [3], Hyperopt [6] and
Tune [26]. Rather than designing our own hyperparameter tuning library, we decided to design
a tool that provides integration of the OpenDR toolkit with an existing hyperparameter tuning
framework. We believe that this will improve the usability of the OpenDR toolkit. In the end,
we chose to provide integration with the Optuna hyperparameter tuning framework, because of
its versatility, visualisation tools, pruning capabilities and efficiency.
The objectives of the hyperparameter tuning tool are the following:
• Compatibility with all learner classes
• Easy setup of hyperparameter tuning
• Providing insights into influence of hyperparameters
4.3.6

Description of work performed so far

We developed a hyperparameter tuning utility tool within the OpenDR toolkit that provides
integration with the Optuna hyperparameter tuning framework. This tool was designed with the
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aim to make it as holistic and user-friendly as possible. In order to use this tool, the user only
needs to specify the learner class for which he or she would like to perform hyperparameter
tuning and the arguments with which the learner should be initialized, trained and evaluated.
After hyperparameter tuning, the visualisation tools from Optuna can be used to get insights
into the hyperparameters and its importances. Figures 3 and 4 show examples of visualisations
that can be obtained. A tutorial on how to perform hyperparameter tuning with this tool is
available here. Documentation and tests have been created and a pull request is pending.

Figure 3: Optuna provides visualisation tools which can provide insights into the hyperparameter tuning process, e.g. hyperparameter contour plots.

4.3.7

Future work

The hyperparameter tuning tool will be evaluated on a practical hyperparameter tuning problem
in order to validate its usefulness. Also, we will stimulate the developers of the OpenDR toolkit
to provide definitions of the hyperparameters and their search spaces for each tool in order to
alleviate this burden for users and improve the usability of the hyperparameter tuning tool.

4.4
4.4.1

Single demonstration grasping
Introduction and objectives

Collaborative robots (cobots) are getting more attention in the recent years as they bring safe
human-robot interaction, easy and fast programming interface and wider ranges of applications.
Despite the mentioned benefits, there are still works needed to be done in order to develop
more effective robotic systems that are capable of efficiently collaborating with a human in
a shared workspace. In this context, cobots are considered easy to program robots as they
provide the so-called programming from demonstration which restricts the grasping to predefined locations. In order to mitigate this limitation, learning-based approached such as 2D/3D
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Figure 4: Optuna provides visualisation tools which can provide insights into the hyperparameter tuning process, e.g. hyperparameter importances plots.
object detection, end-to-end grasp detection etc. are being studied to a great extend where
the objective is to obtain a model that learns to find suitable grasp poses for unseen objects
and arbitrary locations. While the learning-based models usually requires a vast amount of
training data and time to learn the grasp poses effectively, another approach is to train smaller
non-generic networks that are unique to objects to directly output grasp poses or to predict
other forms of outputs for example, object’s location in 2/ 3-dimensional space, and find the
grasp poses by post processing those outputs in combination with other vision methods. In
this research work, a grasping pipeline is developed where the grasping in divided to four main
steps of demonstration, augmentation, training and finally utilizing the outputs for a successful
grasping action. We have evaluated the combination of 4 different vision-based methods for
deriving the relative rotation of the object with respect to the reference/target frame alongside
an object detection module. The most robust grasping pipeline was obtained using keypointrcnn network where the trained model is able to predict both object’s location efficiently and
several keypoints on the image that are used to calculate the relative rotation.
4.4.2

Description of work performed so far

The details of this work are presented in a draft article that is currently being prepared which is
listed below, and can be found in Appendix F:
• A. Mehman Sefat, A. Angleraud, E. Rahtu and R. Pieters “SingleDemoGrasp: Grasping
from a single image demonstration”, in preparation, 2021.
In this work, a grasping pipeline is developed that utilizes keypoint-rcnn which is a variant
of faster-rcnn to train a keypoint detector on a small augmented dataset which is generated by
applying common augmentation techniques on the user’s input images. During demonstration,
the user is asked to draw center of grasp and a straight line on the object which is acting as the
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object’s grasping orientation for parallel grippers. By performing inference on the objects, the
planar 2D grasp poses will be translated to 3D space to to generate the final grasping motion.
4.4.3

Future work

The presented work demonstrates that the grasping pipeline can generate suitable data in order
to train a light-weight model and successfully grasp objects with a robot. Even though the
objects used are relevant for the agile production use case, a relatively small set of objects was
evaluated. Future work will include more objects and object with higher complexity shape. In
addition, current work considered objects to be on a planar surface, thereby reducing the object
model complexity to 3D (2D position and 1D orientation). In future an object model with higher
complexity will be considered enabling the grasping and manipulation of more complex shaped
objects.

5
5.1
5.1.1

Human robot interaction
Human-Robot Collaboration by Commands
Introduction and objectives

Collaborative robots (cobots) are at increasing rate being deployed in industrial environments,
sharing tasks and the work space with humans [38]. Tasks can be individually configured in
a human-robot team setting, where the operator demonstrates task sequences and skills for the
robot, and the robot repeats them [28]. This avoids having to go through a development phase,
considerably speeding up integration time. Cobots are crucial for this, as they are small, lightweight and can be safely moved around by a human operator [25].
However, this programming of tasks is typically targeted only for independent robot motions, and task execution usually does not include human-robot interaction or physical collaboration. This implies that programming is still done offline, while the robot and the tasks are
being prepared, and the actual execution phase is mostly autonomous execution of the robot.
While applications can be found [32, 21, 15] that integrate coordinated actions (e.g., waiting for
human input or trigger), still this is pre-programmed and planned to happen at certain specified
occurrences. Coordination is thus planned in advance and both agents (i.e., human and robot)
act as decided by a fixed protocol. If and when problems occur, or when changes need to be
made in the collaboration, the work flow is disrupted and has to be restarted when problems get
fixed or when changes are implemented. This limitation affects the natural collaboration and
fluency between human and robot [19], as no spontaneous actions are allowed besides simply
halting the robot and the action plan. While exceptions exist (see e.g., [15], which takes into
account last-minute changes of task allocation), task plans are typically short, to avoid a large
task plan network that is complex to model and track.
To allow more natural and fluent human-robot interaction, we believe collaboration between
human and robot should be coordinated by the human, assisted by the robot and its knowledge
and reasoning capabilities. At any given time during the collaboration, the human worker should
be able to select suitable actions from the robot to assist the shared task. The robot verifies that
the action is suitable and possible, based on its current state of the world and capabilities. Such
knowledge is incorporated in a knowledge base that is updated at regular intervals by observations and human instructions. The selection of actions for the robot thus requires human
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commands to allow for intuitive instructions. Speech and text-based commands are most suitable as, similar to human-human communication [31], semantics can be included.
In this work, we present the developments to allow human coordination in shared humanrobot collaborative tasks. The main contributions are:
• A knowledge-based system architecture that supports reasoning, planning and knowledge
integration
• Shared task coordination by human commands, either by a graphical interface or by
speech
• Industrially relevant use case scenarios that evaluate the approach
5.1.2

Description of work performed so far

The details of this work are found in the corresponding publication that is listed below, and can
be found in Appendix E:
• [4] A. Angleraud, A. Mehman Sefat, M. Netzev and R. Pieters “Coordinating Shared
Tasks in Human-Robot Collaboration by Commands”, Frontiers in Robotics and AI, 8,
2021, DOI:10.3389/frobt.2021.734548.
In this work we explored the utilization of commands to coordinate a shared task between a
human and a robot, in a shared work space. Based on a known set of higher-level actions (e.g.,
pick-and-placement, hand-over, kitting) and the commands that trigger them, both a speechbased and graphical command-based interface are developed to investigate its use. While
speech-based interaction might be more intuitive for coordination, in industrial settings background sounds and noise might hinder its capabilities. The graphical command-based interface
circumvents this, while still demonstrating the capabilities of coordination. The developed architecture follows a knowledge-based approach, where the actions available to the robot are
checked at runtime whether they suit the task and the current state of the world. Experimental results on industrially relevant assembly, kitting and hand-over tasks in a laboratory setting demonstrate that graphical command-based and speech-based coordination with high-level
commands is effective for collaboration between a human and a robot. Evaluation took into
account metrics that assess the collaboration fluency between human and robot, such as human and robot idle time (H-IDL and R-IDL), functional delay (F-DEL) and concurrent activity
(C-ACT).
5.1.3

Future work

Future work will combine computer vision and speech recognition for collaborative tasks, enabling human-robot collaboration that is more descriptive. For example, a human operator
could command the robot to hand over a tool with a red handle from a table with multiple colored tools. The tools required for this (speech recognition and object detection) are taken from
the OpenDR toolkit and will be tailored to the agile production use case.
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Conclusions

This document presented the work performed on WP5. After a short introduction on the work
done on the individual tasks, the document provided a detailed overview of the individual tasks,
as detailed below.
Chapter 2 presented the status of the work performed for Task 5.1–Deep Planning. AU presented an end-to-end planner trained with DRL for local replanning in agricultural use-case. An
agricultural simulation environment has been developed in Webots. The end-to-end planning
algorithm is trained and tested in comprehensive simulations. The guidance of multiple UGVs
is also demonstrated with a single UAV deployed with the end-to-end planner. The method
is also deployed in real-world indoor environment successfully. The end-to-end planner outperforms a baseline implementation based on the artificial potential field method, which has a
lower success rate, especially in cluttered obstacle settings. This shows that AgroRL has learned
to make better long-term decisions. The importance of a high-level reward in DRL training is
also verified by providing a reward for successfully finishing an episode to the agent where the
agent shows an 18% higher success rate. One downside of the method is that it is not sufficient
to deploy continuously on an onboard computer, such as NVIDIA Jetson TX2. So, the method
is implemented discretely where a new position reference is provided once in a while. To decrease computational complexity, a VAE-based representation of the depth image is utilized in
training. However, the performance cannot match the proposed method.
Chapter 3 detailed the status of the work performed for Task 5.2–Deep Navigation. ALU-FR
introduced a novel approach for mobile manipulation, which allows to very easily define and
execute novel mobile manipulation tasks. The approach combines reinforcement learning with
inverse kinematics to decompose the long horizon problem and introduces a novel, dense reward
for training. The tool has been successfully integrated into the OpenDR toolkit. This work is
currently being extended to cluttered and human-centered environments as well as to dynamic
obstacles. We furthermore developed an approach to audio-visual navigation that increases the
complexity of the task and improves generalization to unheard sounds by a large margin.
Chapter 4 highlighted the work performed for Task 5.3–Deep Action and Control. First,
TUD introduced the work performed on model-based latent planning. If an extension of the
proposed method can achieve sufficient performance with manipulators, it is intended to be
added to the toolkit. Else, TUD will focus on more promising research directions. Second,
TUD presented a method for learning a quadcopter inclined landing policy in simulation that
directly transferred to the real world. Valuable insights on sim2real transfer of quadcopter policies can be drawn from this research that could prove valuable for the quadcopters used in the
agricultural use-case. TUD presents the development of the EAGERx toolkit that will bridge
the gap between OpenAI Gym (the standard evaluation tool for reinforcement learning) and
robotics. The toolkit facilitates the creation of complex Gym environments for robot control
tasks by exploiting reactive programming tools and a relying on composition, rather than inheritance. Development of this toolkit will continue as well as evaluation of the toolkit. Also,
TUD developed a hyperparameter tuning tool for which a holistic approach was chosen in order to be compatible with all learner classes from the OpenDR toolkit. This tool integrates the
functionalities of the Optuna [3] hyperparameter tuning framework in the OpenDR toolkit. The
tool will be evaluated on a practical problem in order to validate its usefulness. TAU introduced a grasping pipeline that generates the required training data from a single object image
demonstration and utilizes this data to learn and detect suitable grasp poses from a single image
observation. The success of the method is demonstrated by real grasping experiments with high
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grasp success rate (>90%).
Finally, Chapter 5 highlighted the work performed for Task 5.4–Human Robot Interaction.
The chapter covered the following topics. TAU developed a collaborative scenario between
human and robot, which is inspired by the Agile Production use case. Commands are utilized
as interaction modality to coordinate the collaboration. Both graphical commands (GUI) and
speech are utilized with contributions of WP3 (speech recognition). The results demonstrate its
use with respect to metrics that are typical in agile production, i.e., human and robot idle time
(H-IDL and R-IDL), concurrent activity (C-ACT) and functional delay (F-DEL).
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DeepKoCo: Efficient latent planning with a task-relevant Koopman
representation
Bas van der Heijden1 , Laura Ferranti1 , Jens Kober1 , Robert Babuška1
is represented by the Koopman framework [2]. Loosely
speaking, this framework allows one to map observations
with nonlinear dynamics to a latent space where the global
dynamics of the autonomous system are approximately linear
(Koopman representation). This enables the use of powerful
linear optimal control techniques in the latent space [2].
While the Koopman framework is promising, existing
methods have fundamental limitations that must be addressed
to fully exploit the benefits of this method for control applications. First, methods that identify Koopman representations
from data were designed for prediction and estimation. These
methods were later adapted for control. These adaptations,
however, lead to limiting assumptions on the underlying
dynamics, such as assuming the Koopman representation
to be linear in the states and actions [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7]. Second, these methods are task agnostic, that is, the
models represent all dynamics they observe, whether they
are relevant to the task or not. This focuses the majority of
their model capacity on potentially task-irrelevant dynamics.
Therefore, we introduce Deep Koopman Control (DeepKoCo), that is, a model-based agent that learns a latent Koopman representation from raw pixel images and achieves its
goal through planning in this latent space. The representation
is (i) robust to task-irrelevant dynamics and (ii) compatible
with efficient planning algorithms. We propose a lossy autoencoder network that reconstructs and predicts observed
costs, rather than all observed dynamics, which leads to
a representation that is task-relevant. The latent-dynamics
model can represent continuously differentiable nonlinear
systems and does not require knowledge of the underlying
environment dynamics or cost function. We demonstrate the
success of our approach on two continuous control tasks and
show that our method is more robust to irrelevant dynamics
than state-of-the-art approaches, that is, DeepMDP [8] and
Deep Bisimulation for Control (DBC) [1].

Abstract— This paper presents DeepKoCo, a novel modelbased agent that learns a latent Koopman representation from
images. This representation allows DeepKoCo to plan efficiently
using linear control methods, such as linear model predictive
control. Compared to traditional agents, DeepKoCo learns taskrelevant dynamics, thanks to the use of a tailored lossy autoencoder network that allows DeepKoCo to learn latent dynamics
that reconstruct and predict only observed costs, rather than all
observed dynamics. As our results show, DeepKoCo achieves a
similar final performance as traditional model-free methods on
complex control tasks, while being considerably more robust to
distractor dynamics, making the proposed agent more amenable
for real-life applications.
Index Terms— Model-based reinforcement learning, Koopman theory, model-predictive control

I. INTRODUCTION
From self-driving cars to vision-based robotic manipulation, emerging technologies are characterized by visual
measurements of strongly nonlinear physical systems. Unlike
in highly controlled lab environments where any measured
change is likely relevant, cameras in real-world settings are
notorious for mainly capturing task-irrelevant information,
such as, the movement of other robots outside of a manipulator’s workspace or cloud movements captured by the cameras
of self-driving cars.
While Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) algorithms
can learn to perform various tasks using raw images, they
will require an enormous number of trials. Prior methods
mitigate this by encoding the raw images into a lowerdimensional representation that allows for faster learning.
However, these methods can be easily distracted by irrelevant
dynamics [1]. This motivates data-driven methodologies that
learn low-dimensional latent dynamics that are task-relevant
and useful for control.
In the learning of latent dynamics for control, there is
a trade-off between having an accurate dynamic model
and one that is suitable for control. On one hand, latent
dynamic models based on neural networks (NN) can provide
accurate predictions over long horizons. On the other hand,
their inherent nonlinearity renders them incompatible with
efficient planning algorithms. Alternatively, one can choose
to approximate the latent dynamics with a more restricted
function approximation class to favor the use of efficient
planning algorithms. In this respect, a promising strategy

II. RELATED WORK
1) Koopman control: Koopman theory has been used
to control various nonlinear systems with linear control
techniques, both in simulation [2], [9], [6] and in real-world
robotic applications [4], [5]. Herein, [10], [2], [4] used a
linear quadratic regulator (LQR), while [9], [3], [5], [6], [7]
applied linear model predictive control (MPC). [9], [3], [5],
[7] used data-driven methods that were derived from the
Extended Dynamic Mode Decomposition (EDMD) [11] to
find the Koopman representation. In contrast, [4], [2], [10]
require prior knowledge of the system dynamics to hand-craft
parts of the lifting function. Similar to [6], we rely on deep
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learning to derive the Koopman representation for control.
However, we do not assume the Koopman representation to
be (bi-)linear in the states and actions and we show how our
representation can be used to control systems that violate this
assumption. Compared to existing methods, we propose an
agent that learns the representation online in a reinforcement
learning setting using high-dimensional observations that
contain irrelevant dynamics.
2) Latent planning: Extensive work has been conducted
to learn latent dynamics from images and use them to plan
suitable actions [12], [13], [14]. [14] proposes a model-based
agent that uses NNs for the latent dynamics and cost model.
To find suitable action sequences, however, their method
requires a significant computational budget to evaluate many
candidate sequences. Alternatively, [12], [13] propose locally
linear dynamic models, which allowed them to efficiently
plan for actions using LQR. However, their cost function
was defined in the latent space and required observations
of the goal to be available. In contrast to our approach, all
aforementioned methods are trained towards full observation
reconstruction, which focuses the majority of their model
capacity on potentially task-irrelevant dynamics.
3) Relevant representation learning: [8], [1] filter taskirrelevant dynamics by minimizing an auxiliary bisimulation
loss. Similar to our approach, they propose learning latent
dynamics and predicting costs. Their method, however, is
limited to minimizing a single-step prediction loss, while
we incorporate multi-step predictions. This optimizes our
model towards accurate long-term predictions. [15], [16] also
proposed training a dynamics model towards predicting the
future sum of costs given an action sequence. However, their
method focused on discrete control variables, while we focus
on continuous ones.

linear representations of the underlying nonlinear system. A
Koopman eigenfunction satisfies
d
φ(o) = Kφ(o) = λφ(o),
dt

(2)

where λ∈ C is the continuous-time eigenvalue corresponding
to eigenfunction φ(o).
B. Koopman eigenfunctions for controlled systems
For controlled nonlinear system with action a∈ Rm and
smooth continuous-time dynamics ȯ = F̃ (o, a), we follow
the procedure in [2]. Given the eigenfunction φ(o, a) augmented with a for the controlled system, we can take its
time derivative and apply the chain rule with respect to o
and a, leading to
d
φ(o, a) = 5o φ(o, a)F̃ (o, a) + 5a φ(o, a)ȧ,
|
{z
}
dt

(3)

λφ(o,a)

where λ is now the eigenvalue that corresponds to eigenfunction φ(o, a). Since ȧ can be chosen arbitrarily, we could set
it to zero and instead interpret each action as a parameter
of the Koopman eigenfunctions. Thus, for any given choice
of parameter a the standard relationship in (2) is recovered
in the presence of actions. A local approximation of the
Koopman representation is obtained when ȧ is nonzero.
C. Identifying Koopman eigenfunctions from data
To facilitate eigenfunction identification with discrete data,
(3) can be discretized with a procedure similar to [17]. The
eigenvalues λ± = µ ± i ω are used to parametrize blockdiagonal Λ= diag(J [1] , J [2] , ..., J [P ] ) ∈ R2P ×2P . For all P
pairs of complex eigenvalues, the discrete-time operator Λ
has a Jordan real block of the form


cos(ω∆t)
− sin(ω∆t)
J(µ, ω) = eµ∆t
,
(4)
sin(ω∆t)
cos(ω∆t)

III. PRELIMINARIES
This section briefly introduces the Koopman framework
for autonomous and controlled nonlinear systems. A detailed
description can be found in [2]. This framework is fundamental to the design of our latent model and control strategy.

with sampling time ∆t. The “forward Euler method” provides a discrete approximation of the control matrix, so that
(3) can be discretized as

A. Koopman eigenfunctions for autonomous systems
Consider the following autonomous nonlinear system ȯ =
F (o), where the observations o ∈ RN evolve according
to the smooth continuous-time dynamics F (o). For such a
system, there exists a lifting function g(·) : RN → Rn that
maps the observations to a latent space where the dynamics
are linear, that is,

ϕ(ok+1 , ak+1 ) = Λϕ(ok , ak ) + 5ak ϕ(ok , ak ) ȧk ∆t . (5)
{z
} | {z }
|
Bϕk

∆ak

Herein, the stacked vector ϕ = (φ[1] , φ[2] , ..., φ[P ] ) comprises
a set of P eigenfunctions with φ[j] ∈ R2 associated with
[j]
complex eigenvalue pair λ± and Jordan block J [j] . Subscript
k corresponds to discretized snapshots in time. If we view the
action increment ∆ak = ak+1 − ak in (5) as the controlled
input instead, we obtain a discrete control-affine Koopman
eigenfunction formulation with linear autonomous dynamics
for the original non-control-affine nonlinear system. In the
next section, we show that (5) plays a central role in our
latent model.

d
g(o) = K ◦ g(o),
(1)
dt
where K is the infinitesimal operator generator of Koopman
operators K. In theory, K is infinite dimensional (i.e.,
n → ∞), but a finite-dimensional matrix representation
can be obtained by restricting it to an invariant subspace.
Any set of eigenfunctions of the Koopman operator spans
such a subspace. Identifying these eigenfunctions [9], [17]
provides a set of intrinsic coordinates that enable global
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4) Policy: The action increment ∆ak is the controlled
variable that is sampled from a probability distribution π,
conditioned on the augmented latent state (i.e., ∆ak ∼
π(∆ak |sk , ak )). Even though the model is deterministic,
we define the policy to be stochastic to allow for stochastic
exploration. The policy will be specified further in Section V.

IV. LEARNING TASK-RELEVANT KOOPMAN
EIGENFUNCTIONS
For efficient planning in the latent space, we propose to
learn a latent dynamics model that uses Koopman eigenfunctions as its latent state. This section describes this model and
how the Koopman eigenfunctions can be identified robustly,
that is, in a way that the identified eigenfunctions remain
unaffected by task-irrelevant dynamics that are expected to
contaminate the observations.

∆ak ∼ π(∆ak |sk , ak )

5) Decoder: After learning the latent model we intend to
plan over it, which involves a multi-step prediction. Given
only the encoder (6), dynamics model (7), policy (9) and
the current (ok , ak )-pair, we would be limited to singlestep predictions of sk+1 at run-time, because multi-step
predictions sk+i with i > 1 would require knowledge of
future observations ok+i to evaluate Bϕk+i . Therefore, to
make multi-step predictions, we introduce a decoder ϕ-1
(parametrized by a NN) in (10) that uses predicted latent
states sk+i to construct pseudo-observations ôk+i that produce the same partial derivative as the true observation (i.e.,
5ak ϕ(ϕ-1 (sk ), ak ) ≈ 5ak ϕ(ok , ak )). Future values ak+i
do not pose a problem, because they can be inferred from
the policy (9) and dynamics model (7).

A. Koopman latent model
We propose a lossy autoencoder that builds on the deep
autoencoder in [17]. Compared to [17], our autoencoder
enables control. To train the latent model, we provide the
training objective that is to be minimized given a buffer
D that contains observed sequences {tk }Tk=0 of a Markov
decision process with tuples tk = (ok , ak , ∆ak , ck ), where
ck are observed scalar costs. The proposed latent model is
illustrated in Fig. 1 with more details below on the individual
components of the architecture.
1) Encoder: The encoder ϕ is the approximate eigenfunction that maps an observation-action pair (ok , ak ) to the
latent state sk . The encoder ϕ is parametrized by a neural
network, defined as
sk = ϕ(ok , ak ).

ôk = ϕ-1 (sk ).

(10)

6) Image processor: When the observations are raw pixel
images pk , not all relevant information can be inferred from
a single observation. To restore the Markov property, we pass
the last d consecutive pixel images through a convolutional
neural network Ω in (11), stack the output into a single
vector, and consider that to be the observation ok instead.
In that case, the observed sequences consist of tuples tk =
(pk , ..., pk−d+1 , ak , ∆ak , ck ).

(6)

2) Latent dynamics: The latent state sk approximates a
Koopman eigenfunction, so the autonomous time evolution
in the latent space is linear and dictated by Λ. Note here
that ak is part of the augmented latent state and we view
the action increment ∆ak as the controlled variable that is
determined by the policy. This leads to the dynamics model
in (7), which we derived from (5). The Koopman operator
Λ is parametrized by P complex conjugate eigenvalue pairs
[j]
λ± . We do not assume the latent dynamics to be linear in
the control. Instead, the influence of ∆ak on the latent state
varies and depends on the partial derivative of the encoder
with respect to the action, i.e., the state-dependent matrix
Bϕk = 5ak ϕ(ok , ak )∈ R2P ×m .
 

  

Λ 0 sk
sk+1
Bϕk
=
+
∆ak .
(7)
0 I ak
ak+1
I

ok = Ω(pk , ..., pk−d+1 ),

(11)

B. Learning the latent model
Our latent model should have linear dynamics and be predictive of observed costs. These two high-level requirements
lead to the following three losses which are minimized during
training.
1) Linear dynamics: To ensure that the latent state is a
valid Koopman eigenfunction, we regularize the time evolution in the latent space to be linear by using the following
loss,

3) Cost model: The environment contains a cost function
that produces a scalar cost observation ck at every time-step.
For planning in the latent space, we require a cost model
ĉk as a function of the latent state. This cost approximates
the observed cost (i.e., ĉk ≈ ck ). We adopt a latent statedependent quadratic cost model to facilitate the use of fast
planning algorithms (Section V). The entries of Csk ∈ R1×2P
are determined by a function ψ(sk ) that is parametrized by a
neural network. The weights of ψ are initially unknown and
must be learned together with the rest of the latent model.
We assume that the cost of applying action ak is known a
priori and defined by matrix R. This leads to the cost model
ĉk = ||Csk sk ||22 + aTk Rak .

(9)

Linear loss: Llin =

T −1
1 X
kϕ(ok+1 , ak+1 ) − sk+1 kMSE ,
T
k=0
(12)

where sk+1 is obtained by rolling out a latent trajectory as
illustrated in Fig. 1.
2) Cost prediction: We want the latent representation to
contain all necessary information to solve the task. If we
would naively apply an autoencoder that predicts future
observations, we focus the majority of the model capacity
on potentially task-irrelevant dynamics contained in the observations. To learn a latent representation that only encodes
relevant information, we propose to use a lossy autoencoder

(8)
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Rollout

Buffer

Train Model
OU
Noise

MPC
Latent Model
DeepKoCo
Fig. 1: Latent Model The proposed network architecture of the latent model, consisting of the dynamic model, cost model,
and policy (depicted in green, purple, and red, respectively). Rollout A multi-step ahead prediction with the latent model.
Note that we only encode an observation at the first time-step (blue boxes), after which we remain in the latent space.
DeepKoCo The training procedure that corresponds to Algorithm 1.

V. DEEP KOOPMAN CONTROL

that is predictive of current and future costs instead. Such a
representation would allow an agent to predict the cost evolution of various action sequences and choose the sequence that
minimizes the predicted cumulative cost, which is essentially
equivalent to solving the task. Because we only penalize
inaccurate cost predictions, the encoder is not incentivized to
encode task-irrelevant dynamics into the latent representation
as they are not predictive of the cost. This leads to the
task-relevant identification of the lifting function ϕ. Cost
prediction accuracy is achieved by using the following two
losses,
Reconstruction loss: Lrecon = kc0 − ĉ0 kMSE
Prediction loss:

Lpred =

1
T

T
X

This section introduces the agent that uses the Koopman
latent model to find the action sequence that minimizes the
predicted cumulative cost. We use linear model-predictive
control (LMPC) to allow the agent to adapt its plan based
on new observations, meaning the agent re-plans at each step.
Re-planning at each time-step can be computationally costly.
In the following, we explain how to exploit and adapt our
latent model and cost model to formulate a sparse and convex
MPC problem that can be solved efficiently online.
The planning algorithm should achieve competitive
performance, while only using a limited amount of
computational resources. This motivates choosing Koopman
eigenfunctions as the latent state, because the autonomous
dynamics are linear. The dynamics are affine in the controlled
variable ∆ak that is multiplied in the definition of the state
space by Bϕk , which depends on the latent state. Similarly,
Csk requires the evaluation of the nonlinear function ψ(sk ).
There exist methods that can be applied in this setting, such
as the State-Dependent Ricatti Equation (SDRE) method
[19]. While the SDRE requires less complexity compared
to sample-based nonlinear MPC (e.g. CEM [20]), it remains
computationally demanding as it also requires the derivative
of ψ with respect to sk at every step of the planning horizon.
Our goal is to reduce the online complexity of our planning
strategy, while also dealing with input constraints. Hence,
we trade-off some prediction accuracy (due to the mismatch
between the latent model and the MPC prediction model) to
simplify the online planning strategy by using linear MPC.

(13)

kck − ĉk kMSE (14)

k=1

3) Training objective: We minimize the losses in (12),
(13), and (14), corresponding to linear dynamics regularization and cost prediction, together with an L2-regularization
loss Lreg on the trainable variables (excluding neural network
biases). This leads to the following training objective,
min
[1],...,[P ]

Llin + α1 (Lrecon + Lpred ) + α2 Lreg ,

(15)

θ,λ±

where θ is the collection of all the trainable variables that
parametrize the encoder ϕ, decoder ϕ-1 , cost model ψ, and
convolutional network Ω (in case of image observations).
Weights α1 , α2 are hyperparameters. The model is trained
using the Adam optimizer [18] with learning rate α̃, on
batches of B sequences {tk }Tk=0 for E epochs.
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We propose to evaluate the state-dependent matrices Cs0 and
Bϕ0 at time-step k = 0 (obtained from our latent model) and
keep them both fixed for the rest of the LMPC horizon. This
assumes that the variation of Bϕk and Csk is limited over the
prediction horizon (compared to (7) and (8)). Nevertheless,
thanks to this simplification we can rely on LMPC for
planning that can be solved efficiently. Specifically, once we
evaluate s0 , Cs0 , and Bϕ0 , the computational cost of solving
the MPC problem in the dense form [21] scales linearly
with the latent state dimension due to the diagonal structure
of Λ. As Section VI details, this simplification allows our
method to achieve competitive final performance, while only
requiring a single evaluation of the NNs Ω, ϕ, and ψ. This
significantly decreases the computational cost at run-time
compared to sample-based nonlinear MPC (e.g., CEM [20])
that would require many evaluations of the NNs at every
time-step. In contrast to LQR, LMPC can explicitly deal
with actuator saturation by incorporating constraints on a.
The proposed planning strategy based on LMPC is defined
as follows:
H
X

min
∆a[0],...,[H−1]

||Cs0 sk ||22 + aTk Rak + ∆aTk R̃∆ak , (16)

k=1
 

Λ
sk+1
=
s.t.
0
ak+1

0
I

Algorithm 1: Deep Koopman Control (DeepKoCo)
Input: Model parameters: P, d
Policy parameters: ζ = {H, R, R̃}
2,ou
, N ou
Noise parameters: λou , σinit
Train parameters: N, L, T, E, B
Optimization parameters: ξ = {α1 , α2 , α̃}
[1],...,[P ]
Output: Eigenvalues λ±
Trained networks ϕ, ϕ-1 , ψ, Ω
[1],...,[P ]
← InitializeModel(P, R)
1 θ, λ±
2 while not converged do
[1],...,[P ]
3
Λ ← GetKoopmanOperator(λ±
)
4
for episode l = 1, . . . , N do
5
p0 , ..., p1−d ← ResetEnvironment()
6
a0 ← 0
7
for time-step k = 0, . . . , L do
8
ok ← ProcessImages(pk , ..., pk−d+1 , θ)
9
sk , Bϕk , Csk ← LatentModel(ok , ak , θ)
10
∆ak ← LMPC(sk , ak , Bϕk , Csk , Λ, ζ)
11
ak+1 ← ak + ∆ak + Noise(λou , σ 2,ou )
12
pk+1 , ck ← ApplyAction(ak )
13
14

D ← D∪ CreateSequences(T, {tk }L
k=0 )
[1],...,[P ]

←
θ, λ±
[1],...,[P ]
, ξ, E, B)
TrainModel(D, θ, λ±

 

Bϕ0
sk
+
∆ak ,
I
ak



amin ≤ ak ≤ amax , for k = 1, . . . , H,

episodes of experience. Each time-step, we process the image
observations with (11), evaluate the latent model (6), (7),
and (8), and use it to find ∆ak with (16). Noise is added to
the action increment before it is applied to the environment.
We fill the experience buffer D with N episodes, split into
sequences of length T , and train on them for E epochs with
(15). This is repeated until convergence.

where H is the prediction horizon. Positive-definite matrix R̃
penalizes the use of ∆ak and is required to make the problem well-conditioned. Its use does introduce a discrepancy
between the approximate cost model (8) and the cumulative
cost ultimately minimized by the agent (16). Therefore, the
elements in R̃ are kept as low as possible.
To align the representation learning objective (15) with the
linear MPC objective (16), we also fix the state-dependent
terms Cs0 and Bϕ0 at time-step k = 0 in the evaluation of
the cost prediction loss (14) and linear loss (12). Note that
this does not mean that Csk and Bϕk are constant in the
latent model (7), (8). The matrices remain state-dependent,
but their variation is limited over the sequence length T .
In general, we choose the sequence length to be equal to
the prediction horizon. Hence, we learn a representation that
provides local linear models that are particularly accurate
around sk in the direction of the (goal-directed) trajectories
gathered during training.
To gather a rich set of episodes to learn the Koopman latent
model, we add colored noise to the actions commanded by
the agent’s linear MPC policy, that is, ak+1 = ak +∆ak +k .
This adds a stochastic exploration component to the policy.
We use an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process to generate
the additive colored noise with decay rate λou . The variance
2,ou
→ 0 over 1, . . . , N ou
σ 2,ou is linearly annealed from σinit
ou
episodes, that is, after N episodes the policy becomes
deterministic.
An overview of the proposed method is shown in Algorithm 1. First, we initialize all model parameters. Then, we
construct the Koopman operator Λ with (4) and gather N

VI. RESULTS
We evaluate DeepKoCo on two continuous control tasks,
namely OpenAI’s pendulum swing-up task and a manipulator
task. The manipulator task is similar to OpenAI’s reacher
task where the two joints of a two-link arm are torque
controlled and the Euclidean distance between the arm’s endpoint and a target must be minimized. However, we increase
the difficulty by allowing the target to move at a constant
angular velocity and radius around the arm’s center-joint.
Given that the angular velocity and radius vary randomly
over episodes, the manipulator must learn to track arbitrary
circular trajectories at different speeds. The dynamics for
the manipulator can be formulated as xk+1 = F (xk ) +
B(xk )ak , where x is the original nonlinear state. Such
dynamics do not necessarily admit a Koopman representation
that is (bi-)linear in the states and actions, as is often assumed
in literature [6], [4].
To investigate the effect of distractor dynamics, we test
each task in two different scenarios. In the first scenario,
only relevant dynamics are observed, while in the second one
we purposely contaminate the observations with distractor
dynamics. The agent is either provided with a concatenated
state observation containing the state measurements of both
the relevant system and distractors (while not knowing which
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Fig. 2: Left Typical setups for the two tasks in a clean scenario (first row) and distractor scenario (second row). In all setups,
the center system is controlled by the agent. In the manipulator task, the moving target is a blue ball. Right Learning curves
when using state observations. The grid-location of each figure corresponds to the grid-location of each setup on the left.
The mean cumulative cost over the last 10 episodes (line) with one standard deviation (shaded area) over 5 random seed
runs are shown.

Fig. 3: Learning curves when using images as observations in the pendulum task. The mean cumulative cost over the last 10
episodes (line) with one standard deviation (shaded area) over 5 random seed runs are shown. Left Clean scenario. Right
Distractor scenario.
on them for E = 100 epochs. Then, we continuously add
the sequences of N = 20 episodes to the buffer and train
on the complete buffer for E = 3 epochs. As optimization
parameters, we use α1 = 10, α2 = 10−14 , α̃ = 0.001. In
case of image observations, we stack the last d = 3 images,
downsample them to 3 × 64 × 64 pixels before passing them
through the convolutional NN defined in [23]. The networks
ϕ, ϕ-1 , ψ are 2-layered fully connected NNs with 90, 90,
and 70 units per layer, respectively. The layers use ReLU
activation and are followed by a linear layer. The number of
complex eigenvalue pairs P , planning horizon H, and action
increment cost R̃ are the most important parameters to tune.
3) Clean scenario: Concerning the pendulum task, the
baselines converge more quickly to the final performance
compared to DeepKoCo, as the top-left graph of Fig. 2
shows. Nevertheless, we do consistently achieve a similar
final performance. The slower convergence can be explained
by the added noise, required for exploration, that is only fully
annealed after 400 episodes. We believe the convergence rate
can be significantly improved by performing a parameter

states are the relevant ones) or image observations with
all systems in-frame (refer to Fig. 2 for the setup). The
state observation dimension from the clean to the distractor
scenario increases from 3 to 15 for the pendulum and from
10 to 50 for the manipulator. A video of the simulations
using DeepKoCo accompanies the paper [22].
1) Baselines: We compare with two baselines that both
combine model-free reinforcement learning with an auxiliary
bisimulation loss to be robust against task-irrelevant dynamics: (i) Deep Bisimulation for Control (DBC) [1], and (ii)
DeepMDP [8]. In case of state observations, we replace their
convolutional encoder, with our fully connected encoder.
2) Hyperparameters: We use the same set of hyperparameters throughout all experiments, except for the number of
complex eigenvalue pairs P , that is, P = 10 and P = 30 in
the swing-up and manipulator task, respectively to cope with
the complexity of the scenarios. As policy parameters, we use
2,ou
= 0.85.
H = 15, R = 0.001, R̃ = 0.01, λOU = 0.85, σinit
Initially, we fill the experience buffer D with N = 90
episodes, split into sequences of length T = 15, and train
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search together with a faster annealing rate, but we do not
expect to be able to match the baselines in this ideal scenario.
Note that, despite the apparent simplicity of the application
scenario, finding an accurate Koopman representation for
the pendulum system is challenging, because it exhibits a
continuous eigenvalue spectrum and has multiple (unstable)
fixed points [17]. Concerning the manipulator task, both
baselines were not able to solve the manipulator task with
a moving target as the top-right graph of Fig. 2 shows,
while they were able to learn in case the target was fixed
(results omitted due to space limitations). This shows that
learning to track arbitrary circular references is significantly
harder than regulating towards a fixed goal. Despite the
increased difficulty, DeepKoCo learns to track the moving
target. Finally, note that the manipulator task shows that the
proposed method can deal with a multi-dimensional actionspace and non-quadratic cost functions, that is, the Euclidean
norm (the square root of an inner product).
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4) Distractor scenario: In the more realistic scenario,
both baselines fail to learn anything. In contrast, our approach is able to reach the same final performance as in the
clean scenario, in a comparable amount of episodes, as the
bottom row of Fig. 2 shows. This result can be explained
by noticing that our multi-step cost prediction (in our loss
function (14)) provides a stronger learning signal for the
agent to distinguish relevant from irrelevant dynamics. For
the manipulator task, there is a tracking error caused by the
trade-off of using fixed Bϕ and Cs along the MPC prediction
horizon for efficiency. While our latent model presented in
Section IV supports state-dependent matrices, we decided to
keep them fixed in the control design for efficiency.
5) Image observations: Fig. 3 shows the results for the
pendulum task when images are used instead of state observations. In both clean and distractor scenarios, our approach
is able to reach a similar final performance compared to
using state observations. As expected, the baselines struggle
to learn in the distractor scenario. This supports our statement
that our approach learns a task-relevant Koopman representation from high-dimensional observations. We plan to test
the manipulator task with images both in simulation and in
real-world experiments.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a model-based agent that uses the Koopman
framework to learn a latent Koopman representation from
images. DeepKoCo can find Koopman representations that
(i) enable efficient linear control, (ii) are robust to distractor
dynamics. Thanks to these features, DeepKoCo outperforms
the baselines (two state-of-the-art model-free agents) in the
presence of distractions. As part of our future work, we
will extend our deterministic latent model with stochastic
components to deal with partial observability and aleatoric
uncertainty. Furthermore, we will extend our cost model to
deal with sparse rewards, as they are often easier to provide.
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Inclined Quadrotor Landing using Deep Reinforcement Learning
Jacob E. Kooi1 and Robert Babuška2

Abstract— Landing a quadrotor on an inclined surface is a
challenging maneuver. The final state of any inclined landing
trajectory is not an equilibrium, which precludes the use of most
conventional control methods. We propose a deep reinforcement
learning approach to design an autonomous landing controller
for inclined surfaces. Using the proximal policy optimization
(PPO) algorithm with sparse rewards and a tailored curriculum
learning approach, an inclined landing policy can be trained in
simulation in less than 90 minutes on a standard laptop. The
policy then directly runs on a real Crazyflie 2.1 quadrotor and
successfully performs real inclined landings in a flying arena.
A single policy evaluation takes approximately 2.5 ms, which
makes it suitable for a future embedded implementation on the
quadrotor.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern quadrotors are agile and can perform complex
tasks in difficult-to-reach places. Quadrotor flight and maneuvers are commonly controlled by proportional integral
derivative (PID) control or model predictive control (MPC).
Although these methods are adequate for set-point or trajectory tracking, they fall short when it comes to more
complicated maneuvers that exceed the linearization range
or require long prediction horizons. One such maneuver is
the landing on an inclined surface, which is relevant for
applications like delivery, maintenance, or surveillance. To
facilitate a safe inclined landing, the final attitude of the
quadrotor must match the slope of the landing platform. The
final state of the landing trajectory is not an equilibrium,
which presents a challenge for the control design. Owing
to the under-actuated nature of the system, the landing
trajectory can be long and complex, with an initial motion
away from the landing location. This complicates the use of
standard control methods like MPC with a fixed prediction
horizon and quadratic cost function.
Recent advances in deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
with continuous action spaces have made this approach
suitable also for quadrotor control [1], [2], [3], [4], including
landing controllers [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. However,
no results have yet been reported for inclined landing. In
this paper, we develop a DRL approach to the inclined
landing problem and validate it in simulations and real
lab experiments with the Crazyflie 2.1 Nano-UAV. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first deep-learning-based
1 Jacob E. Kooi is with the Department of Cognitive Robotics and Delft
Center for Systems and Control, Delft University of Technology, 2628 CD
Delft, The Netherlands jacobkooi92@gmail.com
2 Robert Babuška with the Department of Cognitive Robotics, Delft
University of Technology, 2628 CD Delft, The Netherlands and with the
Czech Institute of Informatics, Robotics, and Cybernetics, Czech Technical
University in Prague, Czech Republic r.babuska@tudelft.nl
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controller for inclined landing applied to a real quadcopter.
More specifically, our contributions are:
• We develop two fast Gym-based [12] simulation environments for the Crazyflie 2.1 Nano-UAV.3 One threedimensional environment can be used with any compatible DRL algorithm to train set-point tracking. The other
two-dimensional environment, restricted to the vertical
xz-plane, can be used with an on-policy algorithm
to train the inclined landing. The resulting policies
adequately transfer to the real Crazyflie.
• Building upon the state-of-the-art model-free proximal
policy optimization (PPO) algorithm [13], we propose a
powerful curriculum learning [14] approach to facilitate
convergence when using sparse rewards, without the
need for applying a multi-goal setting like in hindsight
experience replay [15] or iterated supervised learning
[16].
• We test the trained policy network in simulation and
then deploy it to the real Crazyflie quadrotor to demonstrate the actual inclined landing in an indoor flying
arena.4
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We
first give an overview of the related work in Section II. The
dynamic quadrotor model used for simulation and training
is described in Section III. Next, Section IV presents the
DRL simulation framework that is used to train inclined
landing and set-point tracking. Section V describes the
simulation and lab setup and presents the experimental
results. Section VI contains a discussion of the results and
in Section VII, the conclusions and limitations of this work
are given, along with proposals for future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Deep reinforcement learning methods have been applied to
a variety of quadrotor control problems, including hovering
[3], attitude control [2], set-point tracking, and disturbance
recovery [1], [4]. Specifically for landing, a deep neural
network was employed to learn higher-order interactions to
stabilize the near-ground behavior of a nonlinear quadrotor
controller [5]. A deep Q-learning network (DQN) was used
to detect a marker symbol and perform a landing by using
a downward-facing low-resolution camera [7], [8], [9]. The
work in [8] considers platform inclination, but only in the
context of more involved visual recognition, while the landing is still horizontal. Least-squares policy iteration (LSPI)
was employed to autonomously land on a marker [11] and the
3 https://github.com/Jacobkooi/InclinedDroneLander.git
4 https://youtu.be/pJ6vVs0BsB8
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deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) algorithm [17]
was used to navigate a descending quadrotor to land on a
moving platform [10]. Finally, the work in [6] involved a
convolutional neural network to estimate the heading angle
to aid UAV landing in the case of sensor failure. However,
none of the approaches considered inclined landing and none
of the methods developed can be directly applied to this
problem.
Inclined landing has been the topic of several works
outside the deep learning control literature. A nonlinear
hybrid controller was proposed in [18]. A trajectory-tracking
controller first guides the quadrotor above the landing platform and then switches to an attitude-tracking controller
to ensure that the attitude of the quadrotor adjusts to the
slope of the landing platform upon touchdown. This is an ad
hoc local strategy, incapable of generating optimal landing
trajectories from arbitrary initial conditions. Besides, no realtime control experiments have been reported in this paper.
The method proposed in [19] features a nonlinear MPC to
land a quadrotor on a moving inclined surface. Real-time
experimental results were reported, showing a successful
landing. The limitations of MPC are its computational complexity and the difficulty of parameter tuning, especially of
the prediction horizon, which needs to be long for some of
the landing trajectories, making the method unsuitable for
embedded implementation on the quadrotor. The approach
developed in [20] relies on splitting up the problem in
the generation of dynamically feasible trajectories and their
subsequent trajectory tracking. Perching on slopes of up to
90 degrees has been demonstrated in lab experiments. To
keep the problem tractable, the authors break the desired
trajectory down into segments with a maximum duration of
one second. The overall approach is more complex than the
nonlinear feedback policy approach pursued in this paper.

A. Newton-Euler Equations
The quadrotor is modeled as a rigid
body, with the axial

T
accelerations in the inertial frame x y z :
 
 
 

0
mẍ
0


mÿ  = R  0  + Fa  +  0 
(3)
Ft
mz̈
−mg
with m the quadrotor’s mass, R the rotation matrix from the
body frame to the inertial frame, Ft the total thrust force and
Fa the drag force. The rotation matrix corresponding to the
coordinate frame representation in Fig. 1 is


cψcθ − sφsψsθ −cφsψ cψsθ + cθsφsψ
cφcθ
sψsθ + cψcθsφ (4)
R = cθsψ + cψsφsθ
−cφsθ
sφ
cφcθ
where c is a cosine, s is a sine, and φ, θ and ψ are the roll,
pitch and yaw angles, respectively.

Fig. 1.
The quadrotor coordinate system used throughout this paper.
Subscripts B and I represent the body and inertial frame, respectively, and
Fi is the thrust due to rotor i. Adopted from [22].

The relation between the commanded PWM Θc in (1)
and Ft in (3) is modelled by using the discrete-time transfer
function found in [23] for an individual motor i:

III. S IMULATION M ODEL

7.2345374 · 10−8
Fi (z)
=
Θc,i (z)
1 − 0.9695404z −1

The dynamic model of the Crazyflie 2.1 Nano-UAV is
formed by the equations of motion (EOM). We divide them
into the Newton-Euler equations, which govern the axial
accelerations, and an approximation of the body attitude
control loops. The command input vector u to the Crazyflie’s
onboard controller is defined as
h
u = Θc

φc

θc

ψ̇c

iT

.

(5)

Since the Crazyflie’s onboard controller only takes a single
PWM signal for all four motors, we assume that Ft ≈ 4Fi
with Θc ≈ Θc,i . Multiplying (5) by four and converting it
to continuous-time gives
" # 



−15.467
1
Ω̇
=
Ω+
Θc
(6)
1.425 · 10−4
2.894 · 10−7
Ft

(1)

where Ω is an unmeasured state used for simulation purposes
only. The drag force Fa in (3) is expressed as [24]

Here, Θc is the commanded pulse-width modulation (PWM)
signal representing the total thrust, φc and θc are the commanded roll and pitch angles, respectively, and ψ̇c is the
commanded yaw rate [21]. These inputs are bounded by

T
umin = 10000 −30◦ −30◦ −200◦ /s ,

T
umax = 60000 30◦ 30◦ 200◦ /s .

(500Hz).

Fa = K a ωΣ v

(7)

with ωΣ the sum of the rotor velocities, v the body-frame
velocity vector and K a a diagonal matrix of drag constants
estimated in [23]. Because ωΣ is not known during simulation, we approximate it from Ft with additional conversion
formula’s given in [23].

(2)
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position for inclined landing. For this task, the states and
actions are defined as follows:

T
s3d = x y z vx vy vz φ θ ,
(9)
T

a3d = Θc φc θc .

B. Body Attitude Control Loops
The body attitude rates are modelled by equations that
approximate the dynamics of the attitude control loops [25]:
1
(kφ φc − φ),
τφ
1
θ̇ = (kθ θc − θ),
τθ
ψ̇ = ψ̇c .
φ̇ =

Here, v is the velocity in the inertial frame. Note that the yaw
angle is kept constant at zero degrees and can thus be omitted
throughout all our experiments. For set-point tracking, we
use the following reward function:

(8)

Here τφ , τθ and kφ , kθ are the time and gain constants
for roll and pitch, respectively. The yaw rate is assumed
to instantaneously track the desired yaw rate, which is a
reasonable assumption since the yaw has no effect on the
quadrotor’s position [25]. Because the closed-loop dynamics
are unknown, the parameters kθ , kφ , τθ and τφ need to be
identified. Given the quadrotor’s symmetry, kθ and kφ as
well as τθ and τφ are assumed equal. These parameters are
estimated by fitting the data gathered by a motion-capture
system to the equations (8). We conducted 20 experiments
using square and sine waves ranging from zero to thirty
degrees, which gave an average fit of 85.3% using Matlab’s
nlgreyest function, with the resulting parameters kφ =
kθ = 1.1094 and τφ = τθ = 0.1838 s.
To simulate the quadrotor, the model equations (3) and (8)
are integrated by using the fourth-order Runge Kutta (RK4)
method. The step size is fixed and equal to the sampling
period Ts = 0.02 s.

rk = −ep − 0.2ev − 0.1eφ,θ − 0.1

a2φ,θ
max(ep , 0.001)

(10)

where ep , ev and eφ,θ are Euclidean distance errors of the
position, velocity, and orientation, respectively, with respect
to the goal state. The term a2φ,θ is the sum of the squared
roll and pitch actions (normalized between 0 and 1). It is
scaled by the reciprocal of ep to minimize oscillations near
the goal position.
The policy network is a fully connected neural network
with two hidden layers, with 64 neurons each, and the
tanh activation function everywhere except for the output
layer which has a linear activation function. The final output
is subsequently clipped between −1 and 1. We use the
PPO algorithm [13] to train the set-point tracking network.
Other state-of-the-art DRL algorithms like twin delayed
deep deterministic policy gradient (TD3) [26] and soft actor
critic (SAC) [27] converged successfully as well, but PPO
was superior in terms of training time and final policy
performance.

IV. T RAINING D EEP R EINFORCEMENT L EARNING
P OLICIES

C. Inclined Landing
To keep the state dimensions small and the DRL problem
tractable, the inclined landing is trained in the xz-plane,
representing the three-dimensional model restricted to a twodimensional plane. The states and actions used are :

T
s2d = x z vx vz θ ,
(11)
T

a2d = Θc θc .

To train the inclined landing, the quadrotor model of
Section III is used as a simulation environment for modelfree DRL. Additionally, to navigate the quadrotor, we train
set-point tracking in the same fashion. Both policy networks
map quadrotor states to the desired control input in (1), which
makes them directly applicable to the real Crazyflie.

For the sake of brevity, in the sequel, we refer to s2d
and a2d by s and a, respectively. Because the quadrotor is
under-actuated, an initial swinging motion away from the
landing location is required for some initial conditions. This
characteristic is incompatible with the bias of a Euclidean
distance based reward like the one in (10) generates. The
reward function used for the inclined landing is therefore a
sparse reward defined as follows:


0
if sk ∈ Sg



−β if s ∈ S
k
o
(12)
rk =

−2
if
s
∈
S
k
b



−1 otherwise.

A. Preliminaries
The learning controller (agent) interacts with the model
(environment) through trials. The environment’s state space
is denoted by S and a specific value of the state at time
step k by sk . The agent applies an action ak ∈ A and
subsequently receives a reward rk ∈ R , after which it
observes the next state sk+1 . The action ak is chosen by
following a stochastic policy πk (a|s) or a deterministic
policy µk (s). This policy can be optimized in many different ways. Most
PT techniques maximize the discounted return
η(πφ ) = Eτ [ t=0 γ t r(sk , ak )], with τ a trajectory following
the policy πφ and γ the discount factor.
B. Set-Point Tracking

Here Sg = {s | |si − sg,i | < δg,i , ∀i} is the set of goal
states, defined as a hyperbox around the landing attitude. The
goal threshold vector δg defines the desired landing tolerance
around the goal state sg,i and is set by the user. The landing

We first train a three-dimensional set-point tracking policy
network to empirically check the simulation-to-reality performance of the DRL algorithms and to fly to a desired starting
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platform itself is an obstacle associated with a set of obstacle
states So and a penalty β, and Sb represents the set of states
close to the state space boundaries.

D. Simulation to Reality Transfer
To deploy the policies on the Crazyflie 2.1 Nano-UAV, the
trained Pytorch network is converted to work within a Robot
Operating System (ROS) node, which maps the state to the
control input vector in (1). The positions and velocities come
from a Kalman filter node, which appends the coordinates
from the Optitrack motion capture system with the estimated
inertial frame velocities. The quadrotor’s orientation is taken
from the Crazyflie’s default onboard estimator. An overview
of this process is given in Fig. 3.

The use of a sparse reward requires extensive exploration
to receive a non-negative reward and often leads to prolonged
or unsuccessful training. We introduce the following curriculum learning [14] procedure to speed up the training and
achieve convergence:
•

•

•

The training starts without a landing platform and with
a horizontal goal state. Only once the quadrotor reliably
reaches the horizontal goal, we begin slightly tilting the
goal position after each episode. Finally, the landing
platform is introduced into the environment, see Fig. 2.
We initialize simulations near the goal state and with
each episode expand the set of initial positions. This
eliminates the need for exploration by letting the nonnegative rewards propagate throughout the value network at the beginning of training.
We start with a large goal hyperbox Sg and as the
training progresses, the hyperbox is gradually reduced
to its desired size.

This learning curriculum requires an on-policy learning
algorithm, such as PPO. Off-policy replay buffers would
inevitably contain samples representing goals that are no
longer relevant. In our experience, off-policy algorithms TD3
and SAC cannot keep up with the curriculum. The policy
network architecture is similar to the one used for set-point
tracking. The input and output layers for inclined landing are
the state and action vectors in (11).

Fig. 3.

Schematic overview of the Pytorch model deployment.

V. E XPERIMENTS
All simulations, DRL training, and lab experiments are
done on an HP Zbook Studio G4 laptop, with the default
Nvidia Quadro M1200 GPU and an Intel Core i7-7700HQ
CPU. The additional hardware used is the Optitrack motioncapture system, the standard Crazyflie 2.1 with a small
marker holder, and a Crazyradio PA for communication with
the Crazyflie.
A. Experimental Setup
The simulations and DRL training are implemented in
Python, using the Pytorch package. The quadrotor dynamics are simulated using the EOM of Section III, integrated by the RK4 method. To increase the integration
speed, we compile the EOM functions using Numba’s
Just-in-time (jit) package. By keeping the simulations
and rendering in our own Gym-architecture [12] environment, we can use well-tuned implementations of existing model-free algorithms by [28]. Our compact simulator allows for computationally cheap rendering, easy curriculum adjustments and fast simulation. The simulation
bounds are equal to the dimensions of the actual flying

arena
with xmin xmax ymin  ymax zmin zmax =

−3.4 3.4 −1.4 1.4 0 2.4 m. The actions represent
the multiplication of the clipped policy network outputs (a ∈
[−1, 1]) by the control bounds in (2), with an exception for
the PWM network output which is multiplied by 16500 and

Fig. 2. The progress of the training curriculum for inclined landing. The
red quadrotor represents the agent and the black quadrotor represents the
goal state.
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added to the estimated hover PWM of 42000. All simulations
use the control sampling frequency of 50 Hz, with episode
length of 300 time steps, i.e., 6 seconds.

and are combined with the inertial frame velocities by the
Kalman filter node [29]. The orientation is received from
the Crazyflie’s onboard estimator through the Crazyradio
at around 80 Hz. The position, velocity, and orientation
estimates form the policy input. The experiment itself starts
with the drone flying to a position of choice, using the threedimensional set-point tracking network. Once it is positioned,
the networks are switched and the drone commences the
inclined landing. The initial state can be at an arbitrary
location in the top half of the flying arena. The landing trial
ends when the quadrotor’s state sk reaches the set of goal
states Sg .

1) Set-Point Simulations: The goal state is taken as sg =

T
0 0 1.2 0 0 0 0 0 , which represents the center of our physical flying arena. After each episode, the initial
position is set randomly anywhere within the simulation
bounds, with a small margin around the edges. The PPO
implementation of [28] is used, with the discount factor
γ reduced to 0.97 to account for more short-term control
behaviour. We train for a total of 106 time steps representing
27 minutes of training time. For navigation with the resulting
policy, a coordinate change suffices to fly the quadrotor to
an arbitrary position.

B. Experiment Results
Early experiments showed a vertical offset between the
simulated and real trajectories, caused by a slight inaccuracy of the motor thrust equation (6). We compensated for
this offset by increasing the hover PWM to 48000 during
the flying arena testing. The resulting behaviour was very
similar to the simulations, as can be seen in Fig. 4.5 These
trajectories originate from the same policy network, starting
from arbitrary
initial positions and ending

 when sk ∈ Sg
with δg = 0.10 0.10 1.5 1.5 0.025 .
To further evaluate the performance, we measured the
landing success rate when starting the flight from three
different initial positions. Each position was evaluated 10
times, resulting in the success percentages reported in Table
I. Even if an experiment did not succeed, the agent would
not crash but autonomously fly back and forth, sometimes
succeeding in its second or third attempt. However, these
further attempts were not counted as a successful landing.

2) Inclined Landing Simulations: For inclined landing,
we operate the quadrotor in the xz-plane. The DRL algorithm used is the PPO implementation of [28], where minor
changes have been made to activate the rendering every 50
training iterations and to gradually start increasing γ from
0.97 to 0.99 after 300 training iterations. An episode ends
at 300 time steps or when the state x is within the goal
hyperbox Sg . The landing platform is modeled as a polygon
and appears after 8 · 105 time steps. The goal threshold

vector
is defined as δg = δx δz δvx δvz δθ =

d d min(10d, 1.5) min(10d, 1.5) 0.25d , where d
starts at 0.25 in the beginning of training and gradually
decreases to 0.10 after 2500 episodes with 0.15/5000 per
episode. The box of possible starting positions around the
goal state expands with every episode by 1/6000 m in the
x-direction and by 1/8000 m in the y-direction. Additionally,
the goal state stays horizontal for the first 4 · 105 time steps
and then gradually tilts towards its final inclination of −π/7
at the rate of (−π/7)/6000 radians per episode. The final

T
goal state is set at sg = 0 1.25 0 0 −π/7 . The
obstacle reward constant β is taken as −7, which was found
empirically to be the right trade-off between the goal of
landing on top of the platform and the necessity to avoid the
landing platform base. Training is stopped anywhere between
1.2 · 106 and 3 · 106 time steps (30 to 80 minutes), when
the rendering shows that the policy executes the inclined
landing reliably. Note that rather than monitoring the loss
function, the aforementioned parameters and curricula have
been empirically tuned by frequently rendering. The trend
in the loss function value is quite meaningless, given the
curricula and the discount factor adaptation.

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF R EAL -W ORLD AND S IMULATION E XPERIMENTS

setting
Real-World
Simulation

(0, 2)
90%
90%

success from initial (x, z)
(−1.5, 1.6)
70%
90%

total
(1.5, 1.8)
100%
100%

86.7%
93.3%

No simulation-to-reality transfer techniques, such as domain randomization, have been employed, as they did not
seem to improve the final performance, while they did complicate the agent’s training. Additionally, we found that using
the Crazyflie’s onboard orientation estimates rather than
the Optitrack orientation estimates resulted in a substantial
improvement in the consistency of performance.
The results show that inclined landing controllers can be
designed by means of DRL. These controllers can transfer
adequately to reality without the need for dynamics randomization, or sensor noise. Furthermore, the same policy
can be executed from a wide variety of initial states. The
performance could further improve by additional system

3) Validation on a real quadrotor: The quadrotor used
is the Crazyflie 2.1 Nano-UAV with its original firmware.
A Crazyflie-specific package [21] allows us to publish the
control values in (1) directly to the ROS server, which are
then transmitted with low latency to the Crazyflie over the
Crazyradio PA. The trained policy network is evaluated at
80 Hz, even though it was trained at 50 Hz. This is possible,
as the policy is a function of the physical state only, and
can therefore be evaluated at any frequency. A single policy
evaluation takes approximately 2.5 ms. The coordinates from
the Optitrack motion-capture system come in at 120 Hz

5 Because of a faulty Optitrack measurement, the bottom figure shows a
single misplaced red quad with a corresponding short drop in the PWM
output.
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Fig. 4. Landing trajectories starting from above right (top) and from directly above (bottom) of the inclined goal position (green) at (0, 1.25). The
trajectory ends when the quadrotor is within the set of goal states Sg .

identification of the total motor thrust. The slight mismatch
observed might have been caused by making too strong
assumptions about the scaling of the single motor model in
(5) to the full motor model in (6). However, a perfect thrust
model will never exist, due to the motor wear and tear and
the strong relation of the drone’s battery level to its thrust
output, which was also reported in [1].

us to fly the quadrotor by using intermediate-level control
commands. Although this requires a quadrotor-specific parameter identification, the procedure was straightforward (as
also reported in [25]), took a negligible amount of time,
and can be applied to any onboard-controlled quadrotor.
Furthermore, quadrotor end-users usually prefer to keep the
onboard controllers in place, as they provide basic functionality and safety features. This has therefore been the
main reason we conducted the research in this setting. A
drawback of this approach compared to training DRL on
individual motor thrusts [1], [4] has been the limit of 30◦
of the attitude controller, restricting us to maximum landing

VI. DISCUSSION
A. Onboard Controller Dynamics
Using a model that incorporates the inner-loop system
dynamics of the Crazyflie’s onboard controllers allowed
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angles of around 25.7◦ . However, the benefit of using the
closed-loop model is that the policy does not need to stabilize
the quadrotor in the first place, and can focus on using the
quadrotor’s stable dynamics to learn the behaviour needed
for the inclined landing.

progress toward a more difficult task, i.e., larger inclination
angles of the landing platform. Moreover, we have shown
that the trained policies transfer well to reality, without
employing any simulation-to-reality transfer techniques.
A limitation of this work is the fact that we restricted the
landing trajectory to the xz-plane, which may cause some
drift in the y-direction. A three-dimensional landing policy
could increase precision, albeit at the cost of longer and more
complex training. An extension to such a setting is the topic
of our future work. Preliminary simulation results show that
training a three-dimensional policy is feasible and converges
within a similar time span as the two-dimensional policy.
Additional future work could focus on larger inclination
angles of the landing platform, as long as the onboard attitude
controller would allow them. In this way, one could try to
extend the findings in this paper to a perching behavior
similar to [20]. The goal inclination can also be added
to the quadrotor’s state, which would enable landing on
unknown platforms, using, for instance, a laser measurement
system [18] or an onboard camera system [19]. Another
interesting path for future work is to train a single inclined
landing policy that is applicable on multiple quadrotors with
comparable onboard control architectures, similar to the work
in [4]. Finally, a form of the platform contact dynamics in
[30] could be implemented in our simulator for a more robust
landing and to aid the design of an end-to-end controller,
which would eliminate the need for an external stopping
signal.

B. DRL Algorithms and Curricula
For set-point tracking, PPO was far superior to TD3 or
SAC in terms of performance and training time. For inclined
landing, we have tested these off-policy algorithms with
reduced replay buffers to cope with the changing goal state
(between 1 · 104 and 3 · 104 samples). The resulting policies
were very poor, shaky and not capable of yielding a smooth
landing behaviour in the last curriculum phase.
In the beginning of training, having a larger goal threshold
δg was important for convergence, even when starting at
and around the goal state. Having a too large goal velocity
threshold would however cause strong oscillations during
training, hence the minimum term in the training value for
δvx and δvz . The convergence during the subsequent inclined
landing phase was mostly dependent on the performance
during the horizontal phase. As long as the quadrotor could
adequately reach the horizontal hover position, it would
be able to transition into larger angles by means of small
increments. Interestingly, this is where the quadrotor learns
the swinging behaviour on its own, making use of its inherent
dynamics. The success of the final phase depends on the
obstacle penalty β, where a small value will make the
agent exploit the platform for braking, and a large value
will diminish the incentive to reach the goal state. The
final curriculum works for landing angles of 25.7◦ with an
attitude controller limitation of 30◦ , but simulations using a
hypothetical attitude controller limitation of 55◦ have showed
that angles of 50◦ can also be reached within the same timespan and using the same training procedure.
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C. Landing in the vertical xz-plane
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Because the landing controller is planar, it will not compensate drift in the y-axis. Since our experiments were
conducted indoors, this problem was negligible. However,
when conducting experiments under disturbances or with
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the landing platform will almost always be approachable in
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change its yaw axis accordingly, and perform the inclined
landing using the planar controller.
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Learning Kinematic Feasibility for Mobile
Manipulation Through Deep Reinforcement Learning
Daniel Honerkamp , Tim Welschehold , and Abhinav Valada

Abstract—Mobile manipulation tasks remain one of the critical
challenges for the widespread adoption of autonomous robots in
both service and industrial scenarios. While planning approaches
are good at generating feasible whole-body robot trajectories, they
struggle with dynamic environments as well as the incorporation
of constraints given by the task and the environment. On the other
hand, dynamic motion models in the action space struggle with
generating kinematically feasible trajectories for mobile manipulation actions. We propose a deep reinforcement learning approach
to learn feasible dynamic motions for a mobile base while the endeffector follows a trajectory in task space generated by an arbitrary
system to fulfill the task at hand. This modular formulation has
several benefits: it enables us to readily transform a broad range
of end-effector motions into mobile applications, it allows us to use
the kinematic feasibility of the end-effector trajectory as a dense
reward signal and its modular formulation allows it to generalise
to unseen end-effector motions at test time. We demonstrate the
capabilities of our approach on multiple mobile robot platforms
with different kinematic abilities and different types of wheeled
platforms in extensive simulated as well as real-world experiments.
Index Terms—Mobile manipulation, reinforcement learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
OBILE manipulation is a key research area on the
journey to both autonomous household assistants as
well as flexible automation processes and warehouse logistics.
Although impressive results have been achieved over the last
years [1]–[4], there remain multiple unsolved research problems.
One of the major ones being that most current approaches
separate navigation and manipulation due to the difficulties in
planning the joint movement of the robot base and its endeffector (EE). This restricts the range of tasks that can be
solved and constrains the overall efficiency that can be achieved.
Typically, the tasks that a robot is expected to perform are
linked to conditions in the task space, such as poses at which
handled objects can be grasped, orientation that objects should
maintain or entire trajectories that must be followed. While there
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are techniques to position a manipulator to fulfill various task
constraints with respect to the kinematics of the robot, based
on inverse reachability maps (IRM) [5], performing such tasks
while moving the base still remains an unsolved problem.
Classical planning approaches circumvent kinematic issues
implicitly by exploring paths in the configuration space of the
robot [6]. However, this creates a number of new problems. First,
the constraints must be transferred from the task space to the
robot specific configuration space, requiring expert knowledge
on the task, the robot and the environment. Furthermore, the
execution of pre-planned configuration space movements in
dynamic environments is challenging as minor errors in the
execution of poses in the configuration space can lead to large
deviations in the task space. Moreover, adjustments to the movement might be necessary due to changes in the dynamic scene
which requires complete re-planning in the configuration space.
In this paper, we present a method to generate kinematically
feasible movement for the base of a mobile robot while its
end-effector executes motions generated by an arbitrary system
in the task space to perform a certain action. This decomposes
the task into generation of trajectories for the end-effector,
which is typically defined by the task constraints, and the robot
base, which should handle kinematic constraints and collision
avoidance. This separation is beneficial for many robotic applications. First, it results in high modularity where action models
for the end-effector can easily be shared among robots with
different kinematic properties. Therefore, there is no need to
adapt the behavior of the end-effector for different robots as the
kinematic constraints are handled entirely by the base motion
control. Second, if the learned base policy is able to generalise
to arbitrary end-effector motions, the same base policy can be
used on new unseen tasks without expensive retraining. Lastly,
mobile manipulation tasks are complex, long horizon problems
that can be difficult to learn with sparse rewards only. We show
that we can directly leverage the kinematic feasibility as a dense
reward signal across platforms, alleviating the need for extensive
reward shaping.
In prior work [7], we addressed the kinematic feasibility of a
joint base and end-effector motion by treating the inverse reachability constraint as an obstacle avoidance problem. While the
approach achieves good results in mobile manipulation actions
on a PR2 robot, it requires substantial robot specific design and
the approximations made to model the inverse reachable space
restricts the movement of the robot further than necessary. Instead of explicitly modeling the kinematic abilities, we propose
to directly learn a feasible motion of the robot base respecting
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Fig. 1. Given the robot configuration, a velocity for the end-effector vee and
the desired goal for the end-effector, the robot learns a corresponding base
velocity vb in a reinforcement learning setting to maintain kinematic feasibility
throughout the motion execution.

a given motion of the end-effector and show that the learned
policy strongly outperforms these approximations. We illustrate
our envisioned system in Fig. 1.
In summary, we make the following main contributions:
1) We formulate the fulfillment of kinematic feasibility constraints in mobile manipulation tasks as a reinforcement
learning problem.
2) We design multiple environments for different robots
with considerably different kinematic abilities and varying
driving modes.
3) We present extensive simulated and real world experiments which demonstrate that our approach itself generalises across diverse robotic platforms while the platform
specific trained models generalise to seen and unseen
end-effector motions.
4) We make the source code, models and videos publicly
available at http://rl.uni-freiburg.de/research/kinematicfeasibility-rl.
II. RELATED WORK
In general, there are two distinct methods to ensure kinematic
feasibility in mobile manipulation tasks. On one hand, planning
frameworks can be used to plan trajectories for the robot in joint
space and thereby only explore kinematically feasible paths [6],
[8]. On the other hand, inverse reachability maps [9] can be
used to seek good positioning for the robot base given the
task constraints [5]. While combinations of the two methods
exist [10], it remains a hard problem to integrate kinematic
feasibility constraints in task space mobile motion planning.
In this context, Welschehold et al. [7] propose a geometric
description of the inverse reachability and address the kinematic feasibility of an arbitrary gripper trajectory as an obstacle
avoidance problem. They first approximate feasible base poses
relative to the end-effector resulting in a bounded region for
the base. They then analytically modulate the base velocity to
stay within feasible regions and orientations. Although their
approach performs well on a real-world PR2 robot, the approximations require expert knowledge and do not easily generalise
to different platforms. On a high level, we use a conceptually
similar setup of given EE-motions and base control. We do not
impose any geometric constraints on the allowed base poses by
using reinforcement learning (RL) to directly learn the base velocities. We also show that our approach generalises to different
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robots without the need for robot-specific expert knowledge, i.e.
can directly be used to train agents for each platform. We directly
compare with [7] in our experiments.
While RL has shown substantial promise in manipulation
tasks, it has only recently been incorporated into mobile manipulation tasks. RelMoGen proposes to learn high-level subgoals
through RL to simplify the exploration problem [4]. It focuses on
tasks in which the exact gripper trajectories are not relevant and
learns to either move the gripper or the base. In contrast, we are
explicitly interested in task specific end-effector trajectories and
use RL to to ensure kinematic feasibility of conjoint end-effector
and base motions.
Kindle et al. [11] use RL to learn both base and end-effector
movements end-to-end but they restrict the arm to lie on a
plane parallel to the ground. Using a handcrafted reward with
numerous hyperparameters, they demonstrate navigation in a
hallway. Similarly, Wang et al. [12] solve a mobile picking task
by learning to jointly control both the base of the robot and its
end-effector. While these works focus on learning a policy for
one specific task, we address a more general problem of maintaining kinematic feasibility in arbitrary mobile manipulation
actions. By introducing an arbitrary end-effector motion planner,
we decouple the RL agent’s behaviour from the exact task that
the end-effector performs. This enables us to use kinematic
feasibility as the sole reward signal and thereby generalises
to different tasks with different motion constraints. Recently
the use of RL has also been explored to calculate forward and
inverse kinematics of complex many-joint robot arms [13], [14].
While such approaches are interesting for robot system with a
large number of degrees of freedom (up to 40-dof [14]), in our
applications (7-dof in robot arms) the inverse kinematics can
still be solved numerically.
Goal conditional RL [15], [16] takes both the current state and
a goal as input to predict the actions to arrive at this goal. Hierarchical methods [17]–[19] commonly reduce the complexity
of long-horizon tasks by splitting it into a subgoal proposal and
goal-conditional policy. Li et al. [20] adapt hierarchical RL to
mobile manipulation by incorporating an additional high-level
action that restricts the low-level action space to either the
base, arm or both, and demonstrate its ability to reach goals
behind closed doors. While it is more-data efficient than previous hierarchical approaches, it still has to deal with the added
complexity of the non-stationarity between different levels, and
the additional parameters and rewards to learn both levels. In
contrast, we reduce the complexity of the task by assuming a
given planner for a subset of the agent (the gripper) and learn to
control the remaining degrees of freedom (the base) to achieve
the generated end-effector motions. This shifts the burden from
the end-effector planner to the base policy and allows us to
use simple and general methods to generate the end-effector
motions.
III. LEARNING KINEMATICALLY FEASIBLE
ROBOT BASE MOTIONS
Mobile manipulation tasks require complex trajectories in
the conjoint space of arm and base over long horizons. We
decompose the problem into a given, arbitrary motion for the
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resulting in a state space of dimension 21 + njoints where
njoints is the number of articulated joints in the robot’s arm. It
then learns a policy π(st , g) for the next base velocity commands
vb . We also experimented with learning the parameters of a
geometric modulation as introduced in [7] or velocities relative
to the end-effector velocity but found directly learning the base
commands to be more robust.
Fig. 2. We decompose mobile manipulation tasks into two components: an
end-effector (EE) motion generation and a conditional RL agent that controls
the base velocities. This enables us to produce a dense reward solely based on
the kinematic feasibility, computed by a standard inverse kinematics solver.

end-effector and a learned base policy. This allows us to readily
transform end-effector motions into mobile applications and to
strongly reduce the burden on the end-effector motion generation
which can now be reduced to a fairly simple system. We then
formulate this as a goal-conditional RL problem and show
that we can leverage kinematic feasibility as a simple, dense
reward signal instead of relying on either sparse or extensively
shaped rewards. Our proposed system consists of three main
components: a motion generator for the end-effector, a learned
RL policy for the base and a standard inverse kinematics (IK)
solver for the manipulator arm that provides us with the rewards.
An overview of the system is shown in Fig. 2.
A. End-Effector Trajectory Generation
To generate end-effector motions, we assume access to an
arbitrary motion generator that takes as input the current endeffector pose and a goal state g in a fixed map frame, specified by
an end-effector pose in cartesian space. At every time step, this
generator then outputs the next velocity command vee for the
end-effector. During training we pass the last desired instead of
the current EE pose to the generator as to prevent the RL agent
from influencing the shape of the overall EE-trajectory. At test
time the EE- motion generator can be replaced by an arbitrary
system.
B. Learning Robot Base Trajectories
Given an end-effector motion dynamic, our goal is to ensure
that the resulting EE-poses remain kinematically feasible at
every time step. We can formulate this as a goal-conditioned
reinforcement learning problem. We define a finite-horizon
Markov decision process (MDP) M = (S, A, P, r, γ) with state
and action spaces S and A, transition dynamics P (st+1 |st , at ),
a reward function r and a discount factor γ. The objective is
to find the policy π(a|s) that maximises the expected return

Eπ [ Tt=1 γ t r(st , at )]. We can extend this to a goal-conditional
formulation [15] to learn a policy π(a|s, g) that maximises the
expected return r(st , at , g) under a goal distribution g ∼ G as

Eπ [ Tt=1 γ t r(st , at , g)].
At every step, the agent observes the current state st consisting
of the current arm joint configuration as well as the current
end-effector pose, the next generated gripper velocities and the
end-effector goal g, all in the robot’s base frame. Rotations and
changes in rotation are represented by normalised quaternions,

C. Kinematic Feasibility
By separating EE and base motions, we can now directly
leverage the kinematical feasibility of the EE-motions to train
the base policy. We convert this into a straightforward reward
function that simply penalises whenever an EE-motion is not
feasible. This provides us with a dense reward signal without
having to rely on ground truth distances or extensive reward
shaping. Instead it naturally arises from framing mobile manipulation as a modular problem. We also add a regularisation term
to keep the actions small whenever possible to avoid unnecessary
or extensive base movements. The overall reward function can
be expressed as
r(s, a, g) = −1!kin − λ||a||2 ,

(1)

where 1!kin is an indicator function evaluating to one when
the next gripper pose is not kinematically feasible and λ is
a hyperparameter weighting the squared norm of the actions.
To evaluate the kinematic feasibility, we first compute the next
desired end-effector pose from the current pose and velocities.
We then use standard kinematic solvers to evaluate whether this
new pose is feasible.
We optimise this objective with recent model-free RL algorithms that have shown to be robust to noise and overestimation,
namely TD3 [21] and SAC [22]. An episode ends when either
the end-effector pose is within 2.5 cm of the goal or more than
19 kinematic failures have occurred (99 during evaluation). The
result is a reward function that can be evaluated without any
adaptation across a wide variety of platforms. It furthermore
allows us to use the same learned behaviours across a wide range
of tasks as the RL objective is agnostic to the nature of the task
itself. In our experiments, we show that EE-motions for many
common robotic tasks can be easily derived from existing motion
systems or constructed with very simple methods – as we can
now abstract from the feasibility of the motion.
D. Training Task
The motivation for modularising end-effector and base control is to learn a base policy that enables a large number of
task-specific end-effector trajectories. In many cases we will
not know all tasks at training time. To be able to generalise to
diverse end-effector motions the agent should ideally observe
a wide range of different relative EE-poses, motions and goals.
To do so, we train the agent on a random goal reaching task.
We first initialize the robot in a random joint configuration and
then uniformly sample end-effector goals within a distance of
one to five meters around the robot base and from the full range
of reachable heights.
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To generate end-effector motions, we use a linear dynamic
system where the end-effector velocity for each step is generated
as the difference between the current pose and the sampled goal,
constrained by a minimum and a maximum velocity. For the
orientation part we use spherical linear interpolation (slerp). By
training with a very simple EE- motion generator that does not
take into account the current joint configuration, we shift the
burden of generating feasible kinematic movements to the base
policy. During training we add a small Gaussian noise with a
standard deviation of 1.5 cm/s to base velocities to increase
robustness to imperfect motion executions in the real world.

TABLE I
VELOCITY CONSTRAINTS FOR THE DIFFERENT ROBOT PLATFORMS AND
COMPONENTS IN THE ANALYTICAL ENVIRONMENT. CONSTRAINTS IN THE
PHYSICS SIMULATOR ARE DEFINED BY THE RESPECTIVE DEFAULT
TRAJECTORY CONTROLLERS. HEIGHT CONSTRAINTS REFER TO THE GGR AND
GGR RESTR TASKS AND ARE DEFINED FOR THE WRIST LINK OF THE ROBOT

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We evaluate our approach on multiple mobile robot platforms
in a series of analytical, simulated and real-world experiments
to address the following questions:
 Does our approach generalise across robotic platforms with
different kinematic abilities?
 Do the learned policies generalise to task-specific gripper
motions from both seen and unseen EE-motion generators?
 Do the analytically learned policies transfer to execution
in simulation and the real world?
A. Experimental Setup
1) Robot Platforms: We train agents for three different
robotic platforms differing considerably in their kinematic structure and base motion abilities. The PR2 robot is equipped with
a 7-DOF arm mounted on an omnidirectional base, giving it
high mobility and kinematic flexibility. The TIAGo robot is also
equipped with a 7-DOF arm and we additionally use the height
adjustment of its torso. For the base motion it uses a differential
drive restricting its mobility compared to the PR2. The Toyota
HSR robot also has an omnidirectional base but the arm is limited
to 5-DOF including the height adjustable torso. Given the low
flexibility of the HSR arm, we consider distances of up to 10 cm
and angles of up to 12◦ to the desired EE-poses as kinematically feasible. This leeway does not apply to the final goal. To
minimize the use of this leeway, we additionally penalize the
sum of the squared distance and angular distance to the desired
EE-pose, scaled into the range of [−1, 0] (i.e. smaller or equal
to the penalty for kinematically infeasible poses). The action
space for these platforms is continuous, consisting of either one
(diff-drive) or two (omni) directional velocities vb,{x,y} and an
angular velocity vb,θ . Table I shows the constraints we set across
the different platforms in the analytical environment.
2) Tasks: We construct five tasks: A general goal reaching
(ggr) task in which the goals are selected randomly as in the
training phase. As the kinematics become very restrictive towards the edges of the height range, we also analyse the results
for initial configurations and goals that are restricted to more
common heights, which we refer to as ggr restr. Table I shows
the values that we specify for the different robots. A pick&place
task in which the robot has to grasp an object randomly located
on the edge of a table, move it to a different goal table randomly
located on another wall in the room and place it down. We
use the linear system to generate EE-motions by sequentially
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Fig. 3. Left: The robot starts in a random location and rotation in the center
of the room (green). The task objects consisting of tables and shelves equipped
with doors and drawers are located around the robot. The random location of the
drop-off table is marked in orange. Right: Examples of the different generated
EE-motions for each task. Markers indicate the desired EE-pose at every 10th
step.

combining four goals relative to the object: slightly in front of the
object, at the object, in front of and at the goal location. To test
whether our approach generalises to different EE-motions we
then construct two more tasks from an unseen imitation learning
system developed in [23]. These motions are learned from a
human teacher and encoded in a dynamic system following a
demonstrated hand trajectory to manipulate a certain object. As a
result, the motions can differ substantially from the linear system
used during training. We use models to grasp and open a cabinet
door as well as to grasp and open a drawer. The corresponding
motion models are autonomously adapted to the given poses
of the handled objects. Fig. 3 (right) shows examples of the
generated EE-motions for each of the tasks.
For the virtual evaluation we locate the objects in a room
around the robot as shown in Fig. 3 (left). In all tasks, the robot
starts randomly within a 1.5 × 1.5 m square in the center of
the room, rotated between [−π/2, π/2] rad relative to the first
end-effector goal and in a random joint configuration sampled
from the full possible configuration space, including difficult
and unusual poses.
3) Baselines: We construct separate baselines for the linear
system and the imitation system. For the linear system the baseline replicates the same robot base motion in xy−direction as
the end-effector. For Tiago this agent also takes into account the
limitations of the differential drive. This simple strategy removes
some of the main difficulties by keeping a fixed distance between
EE and body, avoiding situations in which the gripper would
have to pass around or through the robot body. The baseline
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TABLE II
HYPERPARAMETERS SEARCHED, VALUES CHOSEN BASED ON GRID SEARCH ON
THE TRAINING TASK. WE USE A PUBLIC IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TD3 AND
SAC ALGORITHMS [24]. PARAMETERS NOT MENTIONED ARE LEFT AT THEIR
DEFAULT VALUES, INCLUDING THE ACTOR AND CRITIC NETWORKS OF TWO
FULLY-CONNECTED LAYERS SIZE (256, 256) FOR SAC AND (400, 300) FOR
TD3. IK FAIL THRESH IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FAILURES BEFORE WE
TERMINATE THE EPISODE AND LR IS THE LEARNING RATE

for the imitation system follows base motions that were learned
together with the end-effector, adapted to the different lengths
of the robot arms. We combine these two baselines under the
terms PR2_bl, Tiago_bl and HSR_bl. We also compare against
the geometric modulation for the PR2 presented in [7], termed
PR2_gm. This approach learns an approximation to the inverse
reachability in closed form and modulates the base velocities
to stay within allowed poses. As the approximations rely on
robot specific knowledge, it cannot easily be adapted to the other
platforms.
4) Training Details and Metrics: For each robotic platform,
we conduct a hyperparameter search over the parameters listed
in Table II. We then select the best configuration and train the
agent on new seeds for roughly 2000 episodes (1000000 steps)
of the random goal reaching task described in Sec. III. For each
platform we train models on ten different seeds and average
the results. We then evaluate the agent’s ability to achieve the
described tasks without any task-specific fine-tuning over 50
episodes per task. For each task, we report the share of the
trajectories executed without a single kinematic failure. Note
that this is a fairly strict metric and in many cases even with
a few failures, the task can still be completed successfully. For
this reason, we also report the share of episodes which never
deviate more than 5 cm from the EE-motions (in brackets). We
find that both TD3 and SAC learn to solve the tasks successfully,
but SAC generally results in more robust policies and ultimately
slightly better performance. Therefore we use SAC throughout
the remainder of this work.
B. Analytical Evaluation
We train the model on analytically generated trajectories,
i.e. we integrate the system step-by-step to generate the poses
of robot end-effector and base. At each step we evaluate the
kinematic feasibility of the generated poses without a physical
simulation of robot controllers. We evaluate this system at a
step size corresponding to a frequency of 10 Hz. Fig. 4 shows
the success rates over the course of the training, averaged over
ten seeds for each of the platforms. As the kinematic feasibility
provides us with a dense reward, the agents reach reasonable
performance already within a few hundred episodes (an average
training episode lasts roughly 500 steps).

Fig. 4. Training progress measured as share of episodes with zero kinematic
failures on the random goal reaching task. All agents were trained with SAC,
evaluated over 50 episodes and averaged over 10 seeds. Shaded regions show
the standard deviation.
TABLE III
PERFORMANCE IN THE ANALYTICAL EVALUATION AS SHARE OF SUCCESSFULLY
EXECUTED EPISODES WITH ZERO KINEMATICALLY INFEASIBLE EE-POSES
AND SHARE OF EPISODES THAT NEVER DEVIATE MORE THAN 5 CM FROM
THE EE-MOTION (IN BRACKETS). THE BOLD ROWS REPRESENT OUR
PROPOSED APPROACH. WE EVALUATE EACH TASK OVER 50 EPISODES FOR
10 RANDOM SEEDS

We then evaluate the trained models across all tasks in the
same environment. The results are summarised in Table III. On
the PR2 the baseline that replicates the EE-velocities is able
to complete between 60% and 73% of the linear motion tasks
successfully. By simply “sliding” towards the goal, the manipulation task is kept relatively static and most of the difficulty is
transferred to the IK solver. As a consequence, performance on
more constraint platforms drops to between 0% and 24% for both
the 5-DOF arm of the HSR as well as the diff-drive of TIAGo
that has to “circle” towards the goal. This illustrates the need for
base and arm to work together to achieve these motions. On the
door and drawer tasks, the PR2 and TIAGo are able to follow
some of the imitated motions, but fail in the majority of cases
with between 9% and 32% of the episodes fully successful. The
HSR is completely unable to follow these motions.
The geometric modulation approach PR2_gm is not able to
significantly improve further upon the baseline, indicating that
the velocities of the baseline that serve as input are already
removing most of the difficulty from the task. Failure cases for
the geometric modulation include when the starting pose lies
outside the approximated reachability range as well as situations
in which the EE comes close to the edges of the approximation.
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In contrast, our approach to directly learn the base velocities
and kinematic feasibility achieves high success rates across all
robots and tasks, solving the goal reaching task with 90.0% for
PR2, 71.6% for TIAGo, and 75.2% for HSR. This translates into
near perfect performance on the pick&place task with 97.0%
success for PR2, 91.4% for TIAGo and 90.2% for HSR. Looking
at the imitation tasks, we find that these results also generalise
to the unseen motions with all platforms achieving 90.6% or
more of all episodes without a single kinematic failure. This indicates a number of things. First, our training task is comparably
difficult, making it a good training ground to train for general
tasks. This is expected as the goal distribution encompasses
the full range of possible heights in which the kinematics can
become quite restrictive. Focusing on a workspace restricted
to common heights (ggr restr), performance increases for both
TIAGo (+8.8%) and HSR (+4.9%) while remaining relatively
unchanged for the PR2 (-1.4%). Secondly, we find no drop
in performance while following the unseen imitation learning
system which demonstrates the agent’s ability to enable general
movements of the end-effector.
We observe that the performance improves further if we
consider all episodes that never deviate more than 5 cm from
the desired motions (values in brackets) for both the PR2 and
TIAGo. The performance drops slightly for the HSR as this is a
tighter measure than the leeway that we grant its IK solutions as
discussed in Sec. IV-A1. At the same time, the overwhelming
majority of episodes does not use most of this leeway, with
differences in the two metrics of only between 2.0% and 7.5%
across all tasks. On average, the distance to the exact desired
EE-motion is only 1.6 cm across all the successful steps.
Qualitatively, we find that the resulting policies take reasonable and practical paths. These include behaviours such as
rotating around the closest angle, seeking out robust relative
EE-poses, e.g. the PR2 moving sidewards with the right arm in
front towards the goal such that the arm has the most freedoms,
or if the EE pose is on the opposite side of robot body the learned
strategy is to first dodge sideways to bring the end-effector
in front of itself. Examples are depicted in Fig. 5 and in the
accompanying video. To qualitatively examine the diversity of
the learned policies, in figure 6 we plot the work space area
covered by the end-effector for the PR2 agent. We find that the
agent does not decay to singular behaviours, but rather uses a
large area of the possible EE-poses.

Fig. 5. Analytical evaluation on the pick&place (left), door (mid) and drawer
opening (right) tasks for the PR2 (top), TIAGo (mid) and the HSR (bottom).
Markers show the base (yellow) and EE-trajectory (green).

Fig. 6. Covered work space area of the learned PR2 agent: relative end-effector
poses encountered over 50 episodes of the ggr task, evenly subsampled to 1000
poses. Red indicates kinematically infeasible poses.

C. Motion Execution in Simulation
We further analyse how well the generated motions can be
executed by running the system in the Gazebo simulator [25].
This includes both a simulation of the robot controllers as well as
a physical simulation of the environment. We run all the agents
at a frequency of 50 Hz . By still letting the agent observe
the EE-velocities vee planned for a next timestep of 10 Hz,
we can easily vary the frequency of the control loop without
having to adapt the agent. The results across all approaches
and tasks are summarized in Table IV and visualized in Fig. 7.
Differences to the analytical environment include previously
potentially unmodelled accelerations, inertias and constraints,
execution time of the arm movements as well as collisions with
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Fig. 7. Example trajectories in the Gazebo physics simulator on the
pick&place (left), door (mid) and drawer opening (right) tasks for the PR2 (top),
TIAGo (mid) and the HSR (bottom) robots.

the physical objects. We do not tune any parameters of the
low-level controllers to avoid to introduce any expert knowledge.
We find particularly large inertias for the simulated PR2 to cause
the EE to outrun the base. To account for this, we slow down
the EE-motions by a factor of two for all PR2 experiments in
this section. Note that this was not needed in the real world
experiments in Sec. IV-D.
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE IN THE GAZEBO PHYSICS SIMULATOR AS SHARE OF
SUCCESSFULLY EXECUTED EPISODES WITH ZERO KINEMATICALLY INFEASIBLE
EE-POSES AND SHARE OF EPISODES THAT NEVER DEVIATE MORE THAN 5 CM
FROM THE EE-MOTION (IN BRACKETS). THE BOLD ROWS REPRESENT OUR
PROPOSED APPROACH AND TWO MODIFICATIONS THEREOF FOR
IDENTIFICATION OF ERROR SOURCES

Fig. 8. Snapshots of action execution on the PR2 robot. Given the position of
the manipulated objects the robot performs the pick&place, grasp and open a
cabinet door and grasp and open a drawer tasks (top to bottom).

While all approaches experience a drop in performance compared to the analytical environment, we find this drop to be
relatively small for the learned base motions, showing that they
can be readily executed on all platforms. The average difference
in performance across all tasks is 8.4% for PR2, 8.0% for TIAGo
and 3.0% for HSR. We identify two main causes for this:
Obstacles. A main limitation of the current approach is that
the base agent does not take the obstacles into account. To
measure the impact of collisions with the physical objects, we
execute the same motions with the objects removed from the
scene, labelled nObj in Table IV. We find that this explains
the largest part of the difference to the analytical environment
for TIAGo, while the PR2 and HSR were not affected strongly
by collisions. The gap to the analytical environment reduces
to an average of 7.1% for PR2, 2.6% for TIAGo and 2.8%
for HSR. On average, the performance with physical objects
is 2.3% lower across all the tasks, further indicating that the
learned base motions avoid unnecessary movements or rotations.
Nonetheless, obstacle avoidance is an important piece to enable
a wider variety of task setups. We aim to extend our formulation
to incorporate this in future work.
Inertia. For the PR2 we find that inertias in the base movement
often cause failures in the beginning of the motion when the
arm starts in an already stretched out position and then wants
to move further away from the base. We extend our model to
give the PR2 a “head start” of three seconds to position itself
before we begin the EE-motion (PR2_hs). To do so, we use
the same trained model, i.e. the agent did not see this head
start during training. This simple adaptation closes the gap to
the analytical environment to 2.6%. Alternative approaches to
account for large inertias would be to include acceleration limits
in the linear motion system or to learn a scaling term to allow
the agent to influence the EE-velocities.
The performance again further improves if we instead measure the share of episodes deviating less than 5 cm from the
desired motions for both PR2 and TIAGo and the performance
only slightly drops for the HSR.

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE ON THE REAL WORLD PR2 ROBOT AS NUMBER OF EPISODES.
KINEMATIC SUCCESS REFERS TO EPISODES WITH ZERO KINEMATIC
FAILURES, TASK SUCCESS TO THE COMPLETION OF THE TASK OBJECTIVE
(E.G. DOOR OPENED)

D. Motion Execution in Real World Setting
To further demonstrate the applicability of our approach in
real world settings, we evaluate all the described tasks on a PR2.
We construct a small environment of roughly 4.5 m ×6 m which
is shown in Fig. 8. The PR2 uses its base scanner and a standard
implementation of Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL)
to localize itself in a static map. The poses of the target objects
in map frame are provided manually. To account for space
constraints, we make the following adaptations: (i) we start each
episode of the general goal reaching task from the last achieved
base pose and only sample a new arm joint configuration; (ii) we
reject random goals that lie outside the designated map minus a
safety distance from the edges, resulting in a maximum distance
of five meters between consecutive goals; (iii) in pick&place,
we randomise the starting pose and drop off location but leave
the pickup location fixed.
As in the analytical and simulated experiments, we only count
executions without a single failure as kinematic success. This
may include episodes where the grasp of the manipulated object
fails (this does not lead to interruption). Additionally, we report
episodes as task success if the manipulation is executed as desired. This may include episodes with up to 99 kinematic failures
at which point we interrupt task execution. This corresponds to
roughly two seconds of unsuitable configurations (50 Hz control). The results are shown in Table V and exemplary snapshots
from the task execution are shown in Fig. 8. We achieve good
overall results with an average of 87.5% kinematic success in the
task execution. All episodes were completed without a collision
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or human intervention such as emergency stops. This aligns with
the results from Gazebo, further indicating that the agent learns
to avoid unnecessarily extensive base movements. Nonetheless
we identified several sources of error for further improvement:
Controller Issues. Throughout all experiments we control
the motion of robot arm and base independently. In phases of
fast base rotation the arm controller sometimes lags behind in
compensating the rotary motion of the base. This can lead to
grasp failures or cause kinematic failures in subsequent time
steps. However, this is a result of the independence of the low
level base and arm controllers and not caused by our approach. A
combined controller for robot arm and base could be integrated
without requiring any adaptations.
Unusual Starting Configurations. Most kinematic failures
occur at beginning of trajectories and are caused by difficult
starting configurations and the restrictive EE-motion generator.
There are very few kinematic failures during manipulation itself,
i.e. when the arm is in a typical working configuration.
Configuration Jumps. Occasionally the solutions found by the
IK-solver jump to very different arm joint configurations from
one step to the next. These can lead to grasp failure and kinematic
problems as it causes the gripper motion to deviate from the
desired trajectory as the configuration shift is not instantaneous
as in analytical training.
Overall the policy shows to be robust to real-world noise
and inertia as well as control reaction times. Demonstrating
further that the base policy learns to seek robust behaviours and
positioning and successfully transfers to real-world settings in a
zero-shot manner.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented an approach to generate suitable
robot base motions for mobile platforms given an end-effector
motion generated by an arbitrary system. We formulated the
problem as a reinforcement learning setting in which the robot
configuration, the end-effector velocity and goal serve as observations and the robot base velocities are the corresponding
actions. The environment reward is derived from the kinematic
feasibility of the resulting robot base and end-effector poses.
Leveraging state-of-the-art RL methods we achieve high success
rates across different robot platforms for both seen and unseen
end-effector motions. This demonstrates the potential of this
approach to enable the application of any system that generates
task specific end-effector motions across a diverse set of mobile
manipulation platforms.
While we achieve very good results in terms of kinematic
feasibility during trajectory generation, the approach so far
does not consider collisions with the environment. In future
work, we plan to incorporate obstacles and object detection
into the training to enable the agent to also avoid collision
while moving the base. Furthermore, we observed occasional
undesired configuration jumps in the arms with high degrees of
freedom which we aim to avoid by incentivising smooth joint
movements through the reward function. In order to improve
the performance in real world deployment, we will investigate
the use of a shared controller for base and arm that will allow
a faster and smoother compensation of the arm towards motion
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of the base. In addition to yielding a higher accuracy, this will
also allow for faster execution.
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AgroRL: End-to-end Path Planning of Air-Ground Multi-Robot Team
for Green Digital Farming
Halil Ibrahim Ugurlu, Deniz Bardakci, Huy Xuan Pham and Erdal Kayacan
Abstract— Increasing the operational efficiency of agricultural machines is essential by the use of artificial intelligence
(AI)-based navigation, planning, and control algorithms to
handle the increasing demand for food production without
compromising sustainability. In this study, a novel end-to-end
path planning algorithm (AgroRL) is proposed for multiple
aerial-ground robots team for green transition in agriculture.
In the proposed solution, while main operations in the field are
handled by the ground vehicle, the aerial robot is responsible
for re-planning a collision-free trajectory for the ground robot
when the robot faces an obstacle. Deep reinforcement learning
is used for training the end-to-end policy for local re-planning
of the aerial robot. The agent, informed by the global trajectory, generates local plans based on depth images. Variational
autoencoders are also investigated for dimension reduction of
the depth images in obstacle avoidance context to speed up
deep reinforcement learning and alleviate the computational
complexity of the policy network. The agriculture environment
is developed in the Webots open-source robot simulator. Finally,
the efficiency and efficacy of the ground-aerial robot team
are evaluated over a number of cluttered field scenarios. The
extensive simulation and real-world experiments demonstrate
that the use of an aerial robot enhances the ground robot’s
capabilities significantly compared to having further sensors
on the ground robot.1

I. I NTRODUCTION
Robot teams are commonly used for their ability to work
on a single task collaboratively. They are especially advantageous when the robots have different capabilities and/or
operate in different domains. For instance, a collaboration
between an aerial and a ground robot might be helpful: longterm and close contact tasks are assigned to the ground robot
due to its relatively higher power source, and observation
tasks are assigned to the aerial vehicle due to its better field
of view.
In this study, a collaborative solution is proposed in an
agricultural field to leverage the efficiency of the agricultural
operation with artificial intelligence (AI)-based navigation
methods. Particularly, unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs)
are responsible for field operations, e.g., seeding, and an
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) deals with the navigation
performance enhancement of the team. Since machinery and
equipment are the major costs in agricultural operations and
ground vehicles (e.g., a tractor costs around 200K USD) are
significantly more expensive than the aerial robots (e.g., a
H.I. Ugurlu, D. Bardakci, H.X. Pham, E. Kayacan are with Artificial Intelligence in Robotics Laboratory (Air Lab), the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Aarhus University, 8000
Aarhus C, Denmark (email: {halil, huy.pham, erdal} at
ece.au.dk; deniz-bardakci at outlook.com)
1 The code, trained models and simulation environment will be available
at https://github.com/open-airlab/agro_rl
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typical mid-size UAV costs 10K USD), the motivation behind
this study is to reduce the overall cost of the operation
by also increasing the accuracy and productivity. In order
to minimize the cost of the ground vehicle, the UGV is
considered blind in its contribution to the planning task and
accomplishes its field tasks with the given motion commands.
This work focuses on the motion planning of the robot team
using the information of a global path to follow and the
depth camera on the UAV. In case of an obstacle occurrence
on the global path, the UAV follows a collision-free path and
informs the UGV about the required maneuver. In this way,
the required sensor costs on the UGV is minimized.
State estimation, perception, planning, and control are
conventionally considered as separate problems to be solved
in autonomous robot navigation. On the other hand, recent
developments in machine learning, particularly in deep reinforcement learning (DRL), enable an agent to learn various
navigation tasks with only a single neural network policy.
These methods are promising to solve navigation problems
faster since they do not deal with the unnecessary optimization of particular problems; however, they are also hard to
debug, making them hard to apply in real scenarios. In this
work, as an end-to-end planning method, a policy network
for collaborative agricultural planning is trained using DRL,
which provides position steps using a multi-modal input, a
depth camera, and global trajectory information.
While DRL methods allow solving sequential decisionmaking tasks by only defining a reward function, they are
considered sample inefficient. They need enormous amount
of training samples in order to reach a satisfactory performance. The sample inefficiency rises with the dimension of
state or action spaces in the problem definition. An option
to reduce the dimensionality is to encode -i.e., using a
variational autoencoder (VAE)- high-dimensional data, such
as the depth image. Therefore, the effect of encoding the
depth image is investigated to reduce the load on the DRL
algorithm and to obtain a faster policy in this study.
A. Contributions
The contributions of this paper are fourfold:
•
•
•

We propose an open-source RL framework (AgroRL)
for training an end-to-end planner for a quadrotor UAV.
We investigate VAE-based state representation for endto-end reactive planning of UAVs.
We integrate multiple UGVs working in an agricultural
field with the UAV agent to generate collision-free local
motion plans.
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•

The method is evaluated with extensive experiments
in a Webots-based simulation environment and demonstrated in a real-world indoor scenario.

UAV

partial observation
(depth image)

motion commands

B. Related work

Local
planner

moving target

Global
planner

UGV

As a machine learning paradigm, reinforcement learning
(RL) aims to solve sequential decision-making problems
through the interaction of a learning agent with its environment [1]. With the success of the deep learning models in
machine learning, it is also applied with RL, which brings
DRL field with success in several benchmark problems such
as video games [2] or continuous control tasks [3]. Several
methods are proposed to optimize deep neural networks to
learn the value function [2], policy function [4], or both [3],
[5] in the RL domain, such as the proximal policy optimization (PPO) [6] algorithm, a state-of-the-art method utilized in
this work. Nevertheless, model-free DRL methods are sample
inefficient, especially when applied to high dimensional observations such as pixels [7]. One approach in the literature to
cure this issue is to apply representation learning to provide a
better representation of the observation to the policy network
using auto-encoders [8], data augmentation [9], or contrastive
learning [10]. This work has investigated the effects of a
VAE-based [11] latent representation of the images on the
learning performance.
These developments in DRL are applied to robotics applications, including real-world demonstrations. Specifically,
neural network policies are trained to control quadrotor
UAVs in attitude [12] or position [13], [14] level using
full state information. They are also applied to navigate a
UAV with visual information such as corridor following [15],
drone racing [16], or obstacle avoidance [17].
With the increasing demand to the using agricultural resources efficiently and sustainably, the need for involvement
of the new technologies has become an inevitable fact.
As a result, aerial robots have been adopted for various
tasks, such as spraying [18], environment mapping [19],
monitoring [20], [21], remote sensing [22], and many more,
to achieve this ambitious goal. In addition to UAVs, ground
vehicles are also getting more autonomy in the production
phases starting from soil preparation to crop harvesting
with the implementation of both learning-based [23] and
model-based [24]–[27] advanced methods. After all, multirobot UAV-UGV cooperative systems are widely studied
in agricultural robotics for sensor planning [28], collaborative mapping [29], monitoring [30], and handling sensory
faults [31]. In this work, a depth camera-equipped UAV is
considered to help a team of UGVs for obstacle-free path
planning.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II explains the end-to-end planning methodology for
a quadrotor UAV with the formalization of the RL problem.
The section also delivers the details of the local replanning
and control of UGVs in the agricultural scenario. Section
III provides the experimental setup and the comprehensive
tests of the proposed method in the simulation environment.
The section also provides the results of the real-time tests.

Fig. 1: The aerial-ground robot team is commanded by
handling the partial observation acquired with the depth
camera on the UAV. The team follows the global trajectory
while avoiding obstacles.
Finally, Section IV concludes this work with future research
directions.
II. E ND - TO - END MOTION PLANNING OF UAV AND UGV S
A. Problem definition and assumptions
The general block diagram of the methodology is given
in Fig. 1. The local planner is informed about the global
plan as a moving target. The local planner incorporates the
moving target together with the current depth image and
generates local plans for UAV and UGV. Therefore, it helps
the UAV-UGV team to track the globally defined trajectory
while avoiding obstacles. The local planner is implemented
as a learning-based end-to-end motion planner.
B. Reinforcement learning formalization of the environment
An RL problem is generally formalized as a Markov
decision process (MDP) with state, action, and reward components with discrete time steps, t. For the problem of endto-end agricultural local planning, the state is multi-modal
data containing the depth image and the vector representing
the moving target point, defined as,
st = (Idepth,t , pt ),

(1)

where Idepth,t is 64 × 64 matrix representing depth image
and pt = [xt , yt ]T is 2 × 1 vector representing the position
of the target point with respect to the body frame.
There are seven actions defined as a combination of 1m
position step in three possible directions and a turn in yaw
angle with respect to the drone’s reference frame, as shown
in Table I. Possible actions are also illustrated in Fig. 3a.
The position step direction is kept small in order to fit with
the field-of-view (FOV) of the depth camera so that the UAV
does not hit an unseen object. On the other hand, yaw angle
change enables a sharper turn around an obstacle as well
as a change of point of view if required. An episode is
started when the UAV is at the beginning of a route. At each
timestep, an action is applied to the UAV, then the depth
image and next target point are obtained as the new state.
Fig. 2 illustrates the selection of the target point projected on
the global path and 5m ahead of the drone for consecutive
time steps. The episode is finalized under three conditions:
crashing an obstacle, deviating from the global trajectory,
and finalizing the route.
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algorithm trains this policy network with given settings using
a DRL method, PPO [6].
Additionally, we have trained a VAE to have a latent
representation of the depth image. As shown in Fig. 3b, this
representation is appended with the moving target and fed
to a simpler policy network. Such a framework makes the
overall network more lightweight than the vanilla setting.
We have collected around 105 depth images with obstacles
around the environment to train the VAE.
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Fig. 2: Moving target generation for the end-to-end agent.
The target point is located 5m in advance of the current
location of the UAV projected onto the global path. The trees
(obstacles), generated target points, UAV, and the global path
are represented as shown in the legend. The UAV takes a
position step at each time step and is informed with the vector
showing the generated target point. The overall trajectory is
demonstrated at the k’th time step.
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The reward signal is based on the UAV’s relative motion at
every time step if the episode is not terminated. For termination of an episode, the collision and excessive deviation are
punished with constant values. On the other hand, finishing
a route normally is rewarded. The reward signal is defined
as,

2∆x − dy + 0.3dθ, for non-terminal steps



R ,
for dy > 5m,
dp
(2)
rt =

R
,
for collision,
cp



Rf r ,
for finishing normally

(a) Policy network structure of the end-to-end local planner. The
actions of the end-to-end planning agent are illustrated at the
output of the network, where the FOV, position steps, and heading
angle are presented as blue lines, dashed lines, and red arrows,
respectively.
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where ∆x, dy and dθ are the distance traveled forward, the
distance to the global trajectory and yaw angle difference
from forward looking, Rdp = −10, Rcp = −50 and Rf r =
20 are punishment for excessive deviation, punishment for
collision, and reward for finishing an episode without any
crash. This reward logic enables the agent to avoid obstacles
while quickly navigating to goal.
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(b) Policy network structure of end-to-end local planner with
encoded depth image. The latent representation of the depth image
is concatenated with the moving target. The neural network with
two hidden layers is trained with DRL.

Fig. 3: Policy network structures

C. Policy network architecture

D. Local re-planning for UGV

The policy network (π(st )) structure for this task is given
in Fig. 3a. The neural network feeds the depth image to
convolutional layers and the vector of moving target position
to fully connected layers. The two networks are concatenated
to fully connected layers, and the action is generated. The

The path generated by the UAV is employed for the path
planning of the UGV as presented in Algorithm 1. The
algorithm uses the waypoints of the UAV in a list, pathuav ,
and the y-axis value that the global trajectory lies on, yglobal .
The waypoints are considered on the global trajectory within
a certain threshold, ±0.4. When the deviation from the global
path exceeds the threshold, the waypoints are shifted to the
right or left accordingly to provide a safe target point for the
UGV as the body of the UGV is bigger than the UAV. The
target point, (px , py ), is passed to the controller of the UGV.
If the distance to the target point decreased under a threshold
waypoint counter, pcount , is increased by two. Therefore two
consecutive waypoints provided to the UGV are around 2m
apart due to the size of the UGV deployed.
The controller of the UGV is presented in Algorithm 2,
which commands the steering angle, θc , and the cruising

TABLE I: Each action is applied as a position step and a
turn in heading angle with respect to the drone’s reference
frame.
Position step (x, y)
(cos(22.5◦ )m, sin(22.5◦ )m)
(cos(22.5◦ )m, sin(22.5◦ )m)
(1m, 0m)
(1m, 0m)
(1m, 0m)
(cos(22.5◦ )m, − sin(22.5◦ )m)
(cos(22.5◦ )m, − sin(22.5◦ )m)

relu
relu

xt
yt

Choice
Action 1
Action 2
Action 3
Action 4
Action 5
Action 6
Action 7

relu

Heading angle
22.5◦
0◦
22.5◦
0◦
−22.5◦
0◦
−22.5◦
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Algorithm 2 UGV controller

speed, vc , to the tractor UGV. Proportional controllers with
saturation are implemented to reduce both yaw angle error,
eθ , and the distance error, ed , of the UGV. The steering
angle command is passed through a discrete low-pass filter
to prevent the tractor from falling due to a sharp turn. The
settling time of the filter is adjusted around 1s with the
frequency of the controller 60Hz.

function UGV CONTROLLER(px , py )
eθ , ed ← CALCULATE ERRORS(px , py )
θc0 ← min(max(−Kθ eθ , −0.65), 0.65)
θc ← 0.05(θc0 − θc ) + θc
vc ← min(Kd ed , 0.4)
COMMAND TRACTOR (vc , θc )
return ed
end function

III. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
This section explains the simulation setup to train and test
the end-to-end planning agent, the conducted collaborative
work experiments of the UAV and the UGV in a cluttered
agriculture field, and real-time test results in the laboratory
environment (Artificial Intelligence in Robotics Laboratory
at Aarhus University, Denmark).
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A Webots-based simulation environment has been developed to train and test the proposed algorithms (See Fig. 4).
Webots [32] is an open-source three-dimensional mobile
robot simulator, which allows different programming interfaces, such as C/C++, python, or ROS, several kinds of robots
in various application fields. The 2021a release of Webots has
been utilized to develop the cluttered agriculture environment
and deploy the UAV and UGVs with the required sensory
equipment. A third-party software package, ArduPilot, is
selected to implement a quadrotor UAV in Webots to benefit
from its MAVLink extendable communication featured stable
and reliable UAV with its Webots SITL extension. The UAV
robot is then equipped with a depth camera to provide the
required information to carry end-to-end planning operations.
The environment needed to be reset every time collision occurs in training which is a benefit we can have in simulation
throughout the trial and error process.
The simulation environment is wrapped as an OpenAI
gym environment [33] to allow the required communication
between the DRL algorithm and the environment. The robot

Local re-planner
(UGV)

Fig. 4: Overall block diagram of the collaborative operations.
A single UAV is generating obstacle-free way points by
deploying the end-to-end planner network to guide multiple
UGVs in the agricultural field.
operating system (ROS) [34] handles this communication
between the gym wrapper and the simulation. Specifically,
the MAVROS package is used to acquire the global positioning system (GPS) location of the quadrotor UAV and
send position commands. The remaining information, such
as depth image, collision, UGV position, and UGV steering
commands, is communicated directly by individual Webots
ROS topics. The gym environment interfaces the simulation
environment as an MDP for the DRL algorithm, as explained
in Section II-B.

Algorithm 1 UGV planner
Require: pathuav [ ], yglobal
pcount ← 0
while pcount < path size do
px ← pathuav [pcount ].x . Get the next waypoint.
py ← pathuav [pcount ].y
if py − yglobal < −0.4 then
py ← py − 0.5
. Extend point to the right.
else if py − yglobal > 0.4 then
py ← py + 0.5
. Extend point to the left.
else
py ← yglobal . Keep point on the global path.
end if
ed ← UGV CONTROLLER(px , py )
if ed < 0.2 then
pcount ← pcount + 2
end if
end while

B. Training in simulation
The end-to-end planner is trained in Webots with seven
routes to present a variety of data for the deep network, as
given in Fig. 5a. The agent is subject to different obstacle
shapes and different kinds of obstacle densities starting
from no obstacle. That enables the agent to generalize the
experience during RL training. Each episode begins on a
randomly selected route and terminates either at the end of
the route or in a collision.
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TABLE II: Completion time (in seconds), travel distance (in meters), and success rate of methods over 20 runs at 10 test
routes. The completion time is calculated over fully completed tracks and given as mean and standard deviation. The travel
distance is given as mean and standard deviation.
Environment:
PF
AgroRL
AgroRL - Rcp = −20
AgroRL - nsteps = 128
AgroRL - Rf r = 0
AgroRL - lstep = 0.5
AgroRL VAE

time
distance
success rate
time
distance
success rate
time
distance
success rate
time
distance
success rate
time
distance
success rate
time
distance
success rate
time
distance
success rate

Route 1
136.5 ± 2.3
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
131.8 ± 2.0
27.59 ± 7.2
90%
133.7 ± 1.5
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
135.0 ± 1.6
27.76 ± 6.7
90%
132.4 ± 1.6
27.86 ± 6.4
90%
190.2 ± 1.5
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
131.9 ± 2.9
30.0 ± 0.0
100%

Route 2
132.0 ± 2.5
24.14 ± 8.0
60%
129.8 ± 1.4
27.71 ± 5.1
80%
133.4 ± 1.7
17.05 ± 9.1
30%
132.0 ± 1.3
17.85 ± 9.9
40%
129.6 ± 1.5
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
9.65 ± 0.4
0%
128.8 ± 1.6
25.87 ± 8.3
80%

Route 3
134.3 ± 1.1
25.81 ± 4.2
50%
128.7 ± 1.6
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
130.7 ± 1.3
29.52 ± 2.1
95%
131.5 ± 2.6
25.66 ± 4.4
50%
130.8 ± 1.1
23.77 ± 7.5
55%
189.4 ± 1.5
24.18 ± 4.8
40%
143.6 ± 1.4
16.63 ± 7.9
15%

Route 4
130.5 ± 1.1
27.4 ± 3.2
60%
126.5 ± 1.0
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
132.7 ± 3.8
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
130.3 ± 1.3
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
129.1 ± 1.6
28.85 ± 5.0
95%
187.7 ± 1.8
23.94 ± 8.3
65%
128.2 ± 0.6
29.68 ± 1.4
95%

Route 5
132.8 ± 1.9
24.1 ± 6.7
50%
130.4 ± 1.3
17.61 ± 9.0
30%
137.3 ± 3.4
21.42 ± 10.1
50%
131.5 ± 3.1
23.63 ± 10.4
70%
127.4 ± 0.0
14.51 ± 4.7
5%
7.41 ± 3.7
0%
128.3 ± 0.7
12.14 ± 10.6
25%

Route 6
130.6 ± 0.0
26.75 ± 0.9
5%
127.5 ± 1.1
24.48 ± 6.3
45%
131.6 ± 1.7
23.46 ± 9.2
60%
131.1 ± 1.1
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
130.7 ± 0.7
20.85 ± 3.9
15%
191.2 ± 0.0
19.83 ± 2.3
5%
129.5 ± 1.8
14.45 ± 12.7
40%

Route 7
134.2 ± 1.6
26.52 ± 7.2
80%
130.1 ± 1.2
29.27 ± 3.2
95%
132.3 ± 1.7
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
131.3 ± 1.4
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
131.4 ± 1.0
29.12 ± 2.6
90%
190.4 ± 1.7
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
5.5 ± 0.2
0%

Route 8
135.2 ± 1.1
10.56 ± 9.7
20%
130.2 ± 1.8
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
132.0 ± 2.2
29.49 ± 1.6
90%
132.9 ± 1.7
30.0 ± 0.0
100%
130.2 ± 1.4
25.91 ± 6.0
65%
187.5 ± 1.2
29.23 ± 3.4
95%
10.47 ± 1.5
0%

Route 9
135.5 ± 0.5
18.06 ± 8.5
10%
132.2 ± 1.5
21.13 ± 7.7
30%
130.7 ± 0.8
15.7 ± 9.6
25%
132.1 ± 1.3
21.67 ± 3.9
15%
17.69 ± 3.8
0%
188.5 ± 1.2
23.51 ± 6.4
40%
128.2 ± 0.0
26.94 ± 5.3
75%

Route 10
134.4 ± 0.0
14.47 ± 10.4
5%
128.6 ± 1.7
27.64 ± 7.1
90%
131.2 ± 1.4
27.58 ± 6.9
85%
131.1 ± 0.7
19.28 ± 11.8
55%
129.8 ± 1.7
27.09 ± 6.9
70%
186.7 ± 1.9
26.86 ± 7.7
85%
128.1 ± 0.9
7.63 ± 5.4
5%

Overall
133.8 ± 2.7
22.8 ± 9.1
44%
129.4 ± 2.2
26.5 ± 6.9
76%
132.5 ± 2.7
25.4 ± 8.4
73.5%
131.9 ± 2.2
25.6 ± 7.9
72.0%
130.4 ± 1.8
24.6 ± 7.2
58.5%
188.7 ± 2.1
22.5 ± 9.0
53.0%
129.8 ± 3.8
17.9 ± 11.2
43.5%

The policy network is trained with PPO algorithm implementation in stable-baselines [35] with python 3. A custom
policy is implemented for the neural network shown in Fig.
3a to receive both image and vector input. The algorithm is
trained through 40000 time-steps, and the best network is
stored during training based on the reward performance in
the recent 20 episodes.
C. UAV tests in simulation
A different set of 10 routes has been designed to test
and compare the proposed method’s efficiency, as shown in
Fig. 5b. The obstacles from the training phase are mixed in
paths with differing sizes and densities to create the challenge
to compare methods. Also, each route starts with a random
offset of ±0.5m in vertical for evaluation purposes. Each
method is evaluated 20 times in each lane, and success
rate, completion time, and traveled distance are listed statistically in Table II. The proposed method is reported as
“AgroRL” with five versions to investigate the effect of a
single parameter change on the resulting planner. The four
modified options are listed with the labels “Rcp = −20”,
“nsteps = 128”, “Rf r = 0” and “lstep = 0.5” where Rcp
and Rf r are parameters in Eqn. 2, nsteps is the number of
time steps for PPO policy update, and lstep is the position
step length of an action. The proposed method using VAEbased representation of the depth image is reported with the
label “VAE”.
As a baseline method, an artificial potential field-based
planner is implemented and reported as “PF” in Table II.
In the implementation, each pixel in the middle row of the
depth image creates a repulsive force, and the moving target
creates an attractive force. So, the algorithm uses the same
observation with the end-to-end planner. The action is also
selected from the same action set according to the direction
of the common artificial force in the reference frame of
the UAV. The angle space, [180◦ , −180◦ ], is divided at the
degrees {30◦ , 20◦ , 5◦ , −5◦ , −20◦ , −30◦ }, and an action from
1 to 7 is selected for each slot, respectively. These parameters
are manually tuned on the training routes and then tested to
compare with the proposed method.

(a) Seven training routes. From left to right: one no-obstacle, two
with geometric-shaped hanging obstacles, three paths with tree
models, one with blocks. Black lines represent the projection of
a 30m global trajectory on the ground.

(b) Ten testing routes. The obstacles are mixed to create various
levels of challenges in paths. Black lines represent the projection
of a 30m global trajectory on the ground.

Fig. 5: Training and testing routes.

According to the test results, the finishing reward and the
step length have a higher effect on performance when compared to the other two options. The finishing reward shows
the importance of a higher level reward in the RL setting. In
this case, while every step is rewarded in lower-level if the
policy sticks with the global trajectory, the finishing reward
allows the algorithm to evaluate the policy’s performance
over the whole episode, which is critical for having a safer
flight. As a result, the policy will be more robust in dense
obstacle environments with the finishing reward, e.g., the
”AgroRL - Rf r = 0” method has a higher success rate in
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(a) Global trajectory and trajectories of UAV and UGVs are plotted. The trees are represented
equivalent with their radius in simulation environment.

(b) The simulated agricultural field.

Fig. 6: Multiple UGV guidance is demonstrated in the agricultural simulation track with one UAV and two UGVs/tractors.
The global trajectory covers the field with forward and backward 80m length paths. While each UGV acts on a single
forward and backward path, the UAV follows the whole route and generates obstacle-free plans for each UGV.
sparse routes, such as routes 1 and 2, when compared to
”AgroRL”. We have also tested a lower position step length
which yields a higher resolution in the planning configuration
space. However, this case completes the episodes slower and
achieves a worse performance in the environment. We deduce
that 1m step length is sufficient for the obstacle sizes in
agricultural applications considering tree size in the field.
In the experiments with VAE, the model cannot achieve
comparable performance with the vanilla case. One possible
explanation is the generalization capacity of the encoder
model. A single hidden layer network is implemented for
the encoder and the decoder to obtain a lower computational
complexity than AgroRL, which can be run 15Hz in an
Nvidia Jetson TX2 board. The second explanation for the
performance of AgroRL VAE is the representation learning
methodology. The encoder is trained with previously collected data from the simulation environment, and then the
DRL algorithm runs on top of it. However, there are methods
in the literature combining DRL with the representation
learning in the same training and feeding the representation
learning block with the reward information from the environment, which can result in a more accurate representation
of the data.

E. Real time experiments
The real-world experiments demonstrate that the proposed
UAV planner trained solely with simulation can directly work
in a real environment. A quadrotor is deployed carrying an
Intel Realsense depth camera D435i running at 30Hz, as
shown in Fig. 7. The drone is controlled by a Pixhawk
autopilot [36]. The overall framework runs entirely on-board
on an NVIDIA Jetson TX2 computer, except that the robot’s
localization is provided by a motion capture system. The

Pixhawk 4
ﬂight controller

Nvidia
Jetson TX2

Intel Realsense
D435i

Fig. 7: Custom drone used in real-time experiments.

D. UAV and multiple UGV scenario in simulation
The method is also tested in the simulated agricultural field
with a UAV guiding multiple UGV tractors. An 80m long
agricultural field with a global trajectory is designed going
forward and backward for covering the area, as seen in Fig.
6b. Each tractor follows one forward and one backward path;
however, this can be extended to a higher number of tractors.
The UAV follows the entire trajectory while providing an
obstacle-free path to the relative UGV. While UGVs are
moving slower due to their field operations, the UAV can
continue generating a new path for the next UGV. We have
plotted the GPS locations of the UAV and UGVs in the given
scenario in Fig. 6a, where the UAV successfully generates a
path following the global trajectory while diverging from a
safe distance to the trees.

(a) The experimental setting with (b) A resulting trajectory of the
randomly placed obstacles.
drone running AgroRL.

Fig. 8: The end-to-end planner is deployed in real-time
experiments with 10m route and cluttered obstacles in the
motion capture laboratory.
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actions of the policy network are converted into desired poses
at 15Hz in the drone frame, and a geometric controller [37]
is used to track the poses accurately.
Since the real depth images are noisy compared to simulated data, we enhance raw input images by using a fast depth
dilation algorithm [38] and then resize the cropped top part
of the image to 64×64 to feed the policy network. We found
that processed depth images help to bridge the gap between
simulation and the real world. Fig. 8 shows the trajectory2
of our drone navigating at 2m/s safely through a 10m route
with multiple obstacles densely placed along the global path.
Similar to the simulations, the drone successfully navigates
through obstacles, with the narrowest passage being approximately three times the drone size. The movements of the
drone in the experiments are very jerky due to poor lowlevel controller tuning. This issue can be improved by using
minimum-jerk trajectory generation [39] and better controller
tuning and will be addressed in our future work. However, the
network still performs robustly under aggressive movement
noises, and the task is completed satisfactorily.

the problem. However, one advantage of having a UAV is
its better FOV. Combining multi-robot planning in the same
problem will provide the ability to avoid obstacles in the
ground without bothering the UAV.
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Human-robot collaboration is gaining more and more interest in industrial settings, as
collaborative robots are considered safe and robot actions can be programmed easily by,
for example, physical interaction. Despite this, robot programming mostly focuses on
automated robot motions and interactive tasks or coordination between human and robot
still requires additional developments. For example, the selection of which tasks or actions
a robot should do next might not be known beforehand or might change at the last
moment. Within a human-robot collaborative setting, the coordination of complex shared
tasks, is therefore more suited to a human, where a robot would act upon requested
commands.In this work we explore the utilization of commands to coordinate a shared
task between a human and a robot, in a shared work space. Based on a known set of
higher-level actions (e.g., pick-and-placement, hand-over, kitting) and the commands that
trigger them, both a speech-based and graphical command-based interface are
developed to investigate its use. While speech-based interaction might be more
intuitive for coordination, in industrial settings background sounds and noise might
hinder its capabilities. The graphical command-based interface circumvents this, while
still demonstrating the capabilities of coordination. The developed architecture follows a
knowledge-based approach, where the actions available to the robot are checked at
runtime whether they suit the task and the current state of the world. Experimental results
on industrially relevant assembly, kitting and hand-over tasks in a laboratory setting
demonstrate that graphical command-based and speech-based coordination with
high-level commands is effective for collaboration between a human and a robot.
Keywords: collaborative robot (cobot), human-robot interaction, task coordination, knowledge-based, speech
recognition

1 INTRODUCTION
Collaborative robots (cobots) are at increasing rate being deployed in industrial environments,
sharing tasks and the work space with humans (Villani et al., 2018a). Tasks can be individually
conﬁgured in a human-robot team setting, where the operator demonstrates task sequences and skills
for the robot, and the robot repeats them (Ogenyi et al., 2021). This avoids having to go through a
development phase, considerably speeding up integration time. Cobots are crucial for this, as they are
small, light-weight and can be safely moved around by a human operator (Kumar et al., 2021).
However, this programming of tasks is typically targeted only for independent robot motions, and
task execution usually does not include human-robot interaction or physical collaboration. This
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implies that programming is still done ofﬂine, while the robot and
the tasks are being prepared, and the actual execution phase is
mostly autonomous execution of the robot. While applications
can be found (Sadrfaridpour and Wang, 2017; Johannsmeier and
Haddadin, 2017; Darvish et al., 2021) that integrate coordinated
actions (e.g., waiting for human input or trigger), still this is preprogrammed and planned to happen at certain speciﬁed
occurrences. Coordination is thus planned in advance and
both agents (i.e., human and robot) act as decided by a ﬁxed
protocol. If and when problems occur, or when changes need to
be made in the collaboration, the work ﬂow is disrupted and has
to be restarted when problems get ﬁxed or when changes are
implemented. This limitation affects the natural collaboration
and ﬂuency between human and robot (Hoffman, 2019), as no
spontaneous actions are allowed besides simply halting the robot
and the action plan. While exceptions exist (see e.g., (Darvish
et al., 2021), which takes into account last-minute changes of task
allocation), task plans are typically short, to avoid a large task plan
network that is complex to model and track.
To allow more natural and ﬂuent human-robot interaction, we
believe collaboration between human and robot should be
coordinated by the human, assisted by the robot and its
knowledge and reasoning capabilities. At any given time
during the collaboration, the human worker should be able to
select suitable actions from the robot to assist the shared task. The
robot veriﬁes that the action is suitable and possible, based on its
current state of the world and capabilities. Such knowledge is
incorporated in a knowledge base that is updated at regular
intervals by observations and human instructions. The
selection of actions for the robot thus requires human
commands to allow for intuitive instructions. Speech and textbased commands are most suitable as, similar to human-human
communication (Rocci and Saussure, 2016), semantics can be
included.
In this work, we present the developments to allow human
coordination in shared human-robot collaborative tasks. The
main contributions of this paper are:

discussion on the work, including its limitations. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the work.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Human-Robot Collaboration
Collaboration between human and robot within industrial
environments has received considerable attention in recent
years (Villani et al., 2018a; Kumar et al., 2021). Clear
distinctions are made between different categories of
collaboration, for example, whether tasks and the environment
are shared and which agent takes which task (Kolbeinsson et al.,
2019). This allocation of tasks requires careful planning and
depends on several (in)dependent factors, such as the
capabilities of the robot, the difﬁculty of re-programming and
re-conﬁguring the setup, complexity of the task, among many
others. Cobots are well suited to be integrated in such
environments, due to their light weight, integrated safety
functions and human-centered robot programming interfaces
(Villani et al., 2018a,b). Industrial integration requires
adherence to international standards that assess the safety
aspects (i.e., (ISO-10218-1/2:2011, 2011), for industrial robots
and systems, and (ISO-15066:2016, 2016), for collaboration) by a
formal risk assessment, where, besides the robot itself, additional
systems (Halme et al., 2018) can be incorporated to guarantee
safety of the human worker. Additional trends in collaboration
between human and robot take the ﬂuency of interaction
(Hoffman, 2019) or human factors (Chen and Barnes, 2014)
into account. This implies that the user experience (Chowdhury
et al., 2020) and user acceptance (Müller-Abdelrazeq et al., 2019)
is considered by design of the interaction, with suitable
technology that improves, instead of hinders, the outcome.
Even though much research and development is ongoing to
accelerate the uptake and deployment of collaborative robots,
there is no universal solution that ﬁts all. This is perhaps best
exempliﬁed by the variety of modalities available for interaction
and the magnitude of differences in industrial environments,
tasks and contexts. Several different modalities have been utilized
for communication, as demonstrated for gestures (Liu and Wang,
2018), augmented and virtual reality (Dianatfar et al., 2021),
verbal and non-verbal communication (Mavridis, 2015) and
physical interaction (Ogenyi et al., 2021).
The mentioned works on human-robot collaboration
demonstrate that communication is crucial in achieving the
goals of the interaction. Depending on the modality, this
information exchange can take many forms, such is robot
goal poses, safety zones, basic commands, task messages, etc.
Non-verbal commands, however, typically transmit different
information, as compared to verbal commands. Human to
human communication, for example, thrives in verbal
communication (Rocci and Saussure, 2016), as information
can be shared efﬁciently and with different nuance and
meaning. Enriching robots with the capabilities to
interpret, understand and react to verbal commands, or
even natural language, is, however, still in early stages of
development.

• A knowledge-based system architecture that supports
reasoning, planning and knowledge integration
• Shared task coordination by human commands, either by a
graphical interface or by speech
• Industrially relevant use case scenarios that evaluate the
approach
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the state
of the art in human-robot collaboration and verbal
communication in robotics. Section 3 presents the proposed
system, with the knowledge and reasoning architecture
(Section 3.2) that describes the state of the world, the actors
present within it and the capabilities and properties each contain.
Then, in Section 3.3 the selection of robot actions is enabled by
both a graphical command-based and speech-based user interface
that is connected to the knowledge base for reasoning over
capabilities and actions. Results of the approach are presented
in Section 4 by evaluation of human-robot collaborative tasks
inspired from real industrial use cases. Section 5 presents a
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ﬂuent collaboration, human coordination decides when and
which robot actions should be executed. This is done by
human command phrases (actions and targets), that can be
communicated by speech or via a graphical user interface, at
any given time during the shared task. Reasoning over the
knowledge base that holds an up-to-date world model, then
ensures that robot tasks are executed at the correct time (e.g.,
when the robot is free) and with the correct functionalities (e.g.,
robot is capable to reach an object). Command phrases, in
combination with a dedicated knowledge representation of the
world, has the advantage of including semantic annotation to all
knowledge, making the system customizable to the user (e.g., by
preferred phrases) and to the tasks (e.g., no predeﬁned task plan,
but the user decides who does what and when).

2.2 Verbal Communication in Robotics
Verbal interaction between humans and robots has seen success
in many different cases (Mavridis, 2015; Marin Vargas et al.,
2021). Often, literal commands provide the robustness for
communication, as the commands are known, and only basic,
short sentences are utilized. The step of going beyond literal
command-based instructions aims at extending communication
to include semantic annotations of commands (Dukes, 2013) or
purely natural language (Williams et al., 2015). One advantage of
natural language, as compared to literal commands, is the
inclusion of semantics, enabling similar expressions in
different ways, such that it is most convenient and
comfortable for the human. Moreover, higher-level (cognitive)
concepts, such as intention, emotion and action, can be (in)
directly included in a phrase, as typically present in everyday
human language. The extraction of such information for a
Natural Language Processing (NLP) system is, however, not an
easy feat. State of the art approaches, utilizing deep neural
networks (Otter et al., 2022) or other learning based
techniques (Sharma and Kaushik, 2017), have shown real-time
conversational skills, as, for example by IBM’s Watson (High,
2012) or GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020).
With respect to robotics, the understanding and
acquisition of language can take advantage of the
situational nature of a robot, as it is placed in a dedicated
environment where tasks and context are known (Taniguchi
et al., 2019). Research works have focused on speciﬁc contexts
for extractions and interpretations of robot instructions, such
as manipulation (Misra et al., 2016), grasping (Chen et al.,
2021), intention recognition (Mi et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2021)
and grounding (Misra et al., 2016; Shridhar et al., 2020; Vanzo
et al., 2020). Other approaches interpret natural language
through human-robot dialog (Thomason et al., 2015), or
utilize additional sensor modalities, such as vision (Sun
et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2021). Research has also targeted
semantics, both to understand the world and to execute robot
actions within it (Ramirez-Amaro et al., 2019). Approaches
speciﬁc to learning or assigning the semantics of assembly
tasks can be found in (Stenmark and Malec, 2014;
Savarimuthu et al., 2017).
Most of the presented works consider the tasks as ﬁxed, with
little variation in task allocation (Johannsmeier and Haddadin,
2017) or with a low number of total tasks to be executed (Darvish
et al., 2021). The reason for this is that with increasing variation in
tasks, the task models easily become too large to manage and
track. However, when considering Industry 4.0, the trend of
smart manufacturing pushes production processes to include
wide variations in products, which are to be completed at
irregular and unknown time instances. Collaboration between
human and robot is suitable to achieve this with higher efﬁciency
than robots (i.e., full automation) or humans (i.e., full manual
labour) alone, as it avoids large and complex task plans that
include all possible product variations, and avoids large robot
programming efforts. The problem then becomes how to
command and coordinate robots effectively and efﬁciently.
In this work, we address the collaboration between human and
robot from the point of view of coordination. In order to enable
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
The methodology of the proposed approach and its materials are
explained by the system architecture and its contents, which
includes the knowledge base and reasoning, action planning and
the different interaction modalities, i.e., graphical commandbased and speech-based.

3.1 Terminology
The terminology, used throughout the work is clariﬁed as follows:
Coordination-the act of managing actions towards a common
goal, while handling problems, conﬂicts and collaboration.
Communication-the exchange of information by different
modalities.
Command-a word that the robot knows and reacts to.
Natural Language Processing (NLP)-refers to the
computational approach of analyzing, understanding and
manipulating natural language text or speech.
Automated Speech Recognition (ASR)-converts spoken
language to text.
Semantic annotation-is a process of attaching relevant (meta)
data.
In context of the human-robot collaborative tasks, our
contributions lie in the human coordination of robot actions
by utilizing commands, which are known in the system.
Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) tools capture the
spoken commands and convert them to text. Natural
Language Processing (NLP) takes the text and matches them
to existing or related phrases by semantic information that is
annotated to the contents of the knowledge base. To reduce the
complexity in modelling and tracking shared task plans, the tasks
commanded to the robot are short (only few actions) and are not
integrated in a higher level goal. This implies that a (shared) goal
is only taken into account by the human, who coordinates the
actions of him/herself and the robot. Nevertheless, as the world
and the low-level tasks are represented in an ontology, this allows
for their evaluation, before a robot action is executed. Practically,
the current state of the world and the task, and the requested
commands are evaluated for matching conditions and
capabilities. For example, whether the robot can reach a
destination or is holding an object for placement.
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FIGURE 1 | The system architecture is divided in several blocks as follows. The knowledge base (KB) holds all knowledge of the world in form of ontologies, which
are updated by reasoning and human input. Action planning generates shared plans in form of hierarchical task networks (HTN), which take input from the KB. Robot
capabilities are integrated via a separate robot application programming interface (API) where skills and motion primitives are deﬁned. Automated speech recognition
(ASR) and natural language processing (NLP) are separate modules that provide the human input for coordinating the collaborative tasks.

TABLE 1 | Coordination of shared tasks is commanded by <action,target>-pairs that specify an action to be executed by the robot, with an accompanying target.
Speciﬁc details of the architecture are as follows: Pre-conditions-checks whether certain conditions of the world and its content prior to execution are met (e.g., object
location, state/capabilities of the robot). Signature-speciﬁes onto which the action/target acts; object, robot and/or human. Semantics-lists the different commands that can
be used for triggering the same action/target. Format-describes the underlying knowledge format. Explanation-provides details of the action/target and its speciﬁc (sub)
tasks.
Action
moveTo
graspObject
placeObject
handOver
kitParts

Pre-conditions

Signature

Semantics

Format

isWithinReach isReady
gripperEmpty isReady holdsObject
isWithinReach isReady
isWithinReach isReady humanPresent
isWithinReach isReady

Object
Object
Object
Object
Object

Robot
Robot
Robot Human
Robot

Come Go
Pick Take
Place Deposit
Give Hand
Kit Stock

move action
motion action
motion action
motion action
motion action

isWithinReach
isWithinReach
isWithinReach
isWithinReach

Object
Object
Object
Object

Robot Human
Robot
Robot
Human

Bolt Bolts Tool
Box Kit Container
Storage Kit_store Back
Here Me

3D
3D
3D
3D

gripper
gripper
gripper
gripper

Explanation

action
action
action
action

Move robot end-effector
Grasps object
Places object
Hand-over object
Pick and place objects

Target
Parts
Box
Table
Human

canBeGrasped
isReady isEmpty
isReady isEmpty
isReady humanPresent

3.2 System Architecture

Location of parts
Location of box
Pose on table
Human hand-over pose

representation allow for relationships to be deﬁned between
actions, targets and the world state, such that dependencies and
conditions can be checked in order to update the KB. Moreover,
relationships enable veriﬁcation of conditions for robot action
execution. Reasoning over the KB, therefore, serves two functions:
World update - Observations external and internal from robot
and the world are utilized to update the KB. For example, the state
of the robot, such as end-effector pose, gripper state, and its
actions being executed. Moreover, human commands (i.e., <
action,target > -pairs) are used to update the KB.
Action execution checks-Relationships between entries of the
KB are checked when robot actions are queried. These preconditions verify and enable the execution of robot actions.
Table 1 lists a subset of < action,target > -pairs present
in the KB, which is utilized for updating the KB and for
coordination of the shared human-robot collaborative tasks.

The architecture of our system is based on previous developments
on knowledge-based planning for human-robot collaborative
tasks (Angleraud et al., 2018). One crucial difference is that no
high-level planner is utilized and autonomous robot actions, as
inferred from the knowledge base and reasoning, are excluded.
Instead, human coordination decides which actions are selected
and executed, veriﬁed by the reasoning module. The system is
depicted in Figure 1 and the individual modules are explained in
detail, as follows.

3.2.1 Knowledge Base and Reasoning
Knowledge on the world and its content is represented by
ontologies, and referred to as the Knowledge base (KB). As
main advantage, ontologies offer a structured description of
knowledge, its domain and the relationships that hold between
its contents. The KB contains the objects and agents present, and
includes relevant information for the tasks and the goals, such as
their location, pose, status, etc. Executable actions of the robot, such
as end-effector motion, grasping and object placement are
expressed as an < action,target > -pair that can be called
by the human at any requested instance. The KB and its knowledge
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Pose
Pose
Pose

3.2.2 Action Planning
Robot action plans are constructed from mid-level action
sequences that execute requested tasks. At a higher level,
human coordination guides the collaboration, in order to
achieve a shared goal. Action plans are represented by
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Hierarchical Task Networks (Georgievski and Aiello, 2015),
which take input from the KB to generate a plan. On a
practical level, this implies that at each action plan node, the
state of the robot and the human is checked (e.g., whether the
human is active or not, represented by the is Ready state). When
the robot is ready, additional pre-conditions of the world are
veriﬁed that assess whether the actions can be executed (e.g., endeffector pose can be reached: is withinReach, object present: can
Be Grasped, gripper empty: gripper Empty; see Table 1, preconditions column). When veriﬁed correct, the actions are
executed. One example explains this planning concept. A
robot grasping task is planned as a sequence of actions
(i.e., robot motion, gripper motion), where each node in the
plan represents the different steps in between the robot actions.
At each node, pre-conditions are checked, towards the state of the
world and the actions requested, prior to execution. A high level
understanding of the shared task is therefore not present in the
KB, but only the actions that can be requested from the human.
This simpliﬁes the formal planning deﬁnition and leaves the highlevel coordination towards the shared goal to the human.

on the same functionality as the command interface but now,
speech has to be interpreted and connected to individual actions
and targets to form < action,target > -pairs. While ASR
depends on an external software tool, several NLP steps and ﬁlters
are included to our proposed system. To reduce the complexity of
the NLP steps, several additional requirements are set for the
acceptance of the command phrases. These are explained as follows.
Word exclusion-Common words are removed from a phrase,
such as articles (e.g., ‘the’, ‘a’, ‘an’)
Word limit-A maximum of two words are accepted for
processing.
As general rule, from a command phrase, the NLP system accepts
only the words that are deﬁned in the dictionary, and a command
phrase should only contain one action and one target. In other cases
(e.g., multiple actions/targets or one action/target missing), the
command is not accepted. Following, it is checked whether there
exist properties of the action and the target, such that a meaningful
task can be extracted for the robot. This is done by reasoning and
veriﬁcation over the knowledge base, where all actions and targets are
described by suitable properties and relationships.

3.2.3 Semantic Annotations
Ontologies are well suited to incorporate (semantic) annotations
to knowledge. Properties, relations and dependencies can be
easily connected to individual entities and link entities
together to form (chains of) relationships. Table 1 lists few
examples in the pre-conditions column that represent relations
and attributes in the world. In regards to the interpretation of
semantics towards robot commanding, our system offers the
incorporation of semantic annotations, as selected commands
can be assigned to address speciﬁc actions and targets (see
Semantics column in Table 1). Integration of such additional
semantics requires the requested commands to be included in the
NLP dictionary and the planning domain ontology.

3.3.3 Knowledge Integration
Integrating new knowledge into the system can be done in various
ways, depending on the type of knowledge and its format, as
summarized in Table 2. Robot actions to be included are divided
in primitive actions, such as single motions or gripper actions,
and tasks, which are a list of actions. In both cases the action is
demonstrated by the human or programmed in the action library
of the robot and linked to the ontology by suitable function call
deﬁnition. As part of the ontology, conditions should then be
deﬁned that will be evaluated before action execution.
Targets, which can be locations in 3D space and target objects to
grasp (see Table 1), are deﬁned as 3D poses in the world space, to be
utilized for the robot, and deﬁned by either hand-guiding the robot or
by hard-coding the pose into the KB. This means objects and robot
motion are not predeﬁned, but are taught to the system before the
execution of the shared task. Annotations to the target in the ontology
can be included to provide additional and sufﬁcient information to
the target pose. For example, objects such as boxes, into which objects
can be placed, require a pose that denotes the location within the box,
instead of the pose of the box itself.
Direct inclusion of alternative words (synonyms) for existing
commands in the ontologies can be easily done via an ontology
editor, such as Protégé (Musen, 2015). This enables semantics to be
added to all knowledge, by taking advantage of the functionalities of
the OWL2 language. Similarly, new reasoning rules can be added by
deﬁning new rules in the SWRL language1.

3.3 Interaction Modalities
Interaction between human and robot can be divided into modalities
utilized for programming robot actions and modalities utilized for
task coordination. Physical interaction, such as hand-guiding a robot
motion, demonstrates an end-effector pose and is part of a set of
robot capabilities developed by the robot manufacturer (i.e., gravitycompensated hand-guiding). Here, we focus on the core interaction
modalities of our work, i.e., a graphical command-based interface and
a speech-based interface.

3.3.1 Graphical Command Interface
The graphical command-based interface enables a human to instruct
actions to the robot, by an < action,target > -pair selected from
a graphical user interface (GUI). Based on the current state of the
world, a single action can be selected, followed by a suitable target (see
Table 1). It has to be noted that the semantics of the actions and the
targets are not ﬁxed and can be arbitrarily chosen by the human, by
simply changing the terminology in the speciﬁc ontology.

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section we present the results of our work, by describing
and evaluating two use case scenarios that are representative for
industrial human-robot collaboration.

3.3.2 Speech Interface
An ASR module enables the shared human-robot collaborative
tasks to be coordinated by verbal commands. This essentially relies
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TABLE 2 | Procedure for integrating new knowledge into the system.
Action

Format

Modality

Explanation
Primitive robot actions can be included by function call from ontology to action
library
Higher level tasks can be included by deﬁning a list of robot actions

Primitive

Robot action

Software integration Python and ontology

Task

List of robot actions

Software integration Python and ontology

3D pose

Robot hand-guiding

New targets are deﬁned by hand-guiding the robot to a desired pose. This target is
then recorded in the ontology

Reasoning rule

SWRL

Software integration Python and ontology

Synonym

Words

Ontology population

New reasoning rules are deﬁned in the SWRL language and integrated to update
the ontology
Synonyms to all actions and targets can be included by creating new ontology
instances

Target
Pose/object
Other

FIGURE 2 | The graphical command interface enables actions and targets to be selected from a drop-down menu. Left: available actions. Right: available targets.

4.1 Implementation

proposed system, which includes (collaborative) tasks for the
assembly of Diesel engine components and human-robot handover tasks for robot assistance. The work environment consists of
two tables; one for the robot and parts/tools to be placed, and one
for the human operator and the Diesel engine assembly. Both tables
are accessible for the human operator and the robot, implying that
the whole environment is a shared work space. For the robot, two
separate supportive tasks, and thus experiments, are deﬁned:

The system architecture and interaction modalities are developed
in Python3, utilizing ROS for robot communication and control.
The graphical user interface (see Figure 2) is developed in Qt and is
launched as single interaction mechanism, enabling also the speech
module to pass commands to the system. The Google Speech
Recognition engine2 enables spoken words to be converted to text.
Ontologies are deﬁned using OWL2 standard3 with owlready24
and Protégé (Musen, 2015) as ontology editor. Reasoning over the
knowledge is done by evaluating rules in the SWRL language1.
Use case scenarios are demonstrated with the Franka Emika
Panda5 collaborative robot that provides robust motion proﬁles
and control actions for object pick-and-place and hand-over
tasks. Industrial parts and tools from a local Diesel engine
manufacturer are utilized to demonstrate the capabilities of the

1. human-robot hand-overs of parts/tools-enables the robot to act
as a support to workers, while they are engaged in a Diesel engine
(dis)assembly task. Hand-over actions from robot to human
and from human to robot are coordinated with industrial parts,
such as bolts and tools. Human actions include assembly
operations of parts to a Diesel engine and the handling of tools.
2. Robot assisted kitting-enables the robot to group individual
items into relevant kits. This assists the human operator in a
Diesel engine disassembly procedure, for example by
collecting and keeping track of all parts. As a separate
activity, kitting occurs alongside the human disassembly
procedure. Parts to be handled are bolts and hand-tools.

2

https://pypi.org/project/SpeechRecognition
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-syntax
4
https://pypi.org/project/Owlready2
5
https://franka.de
3
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FIGURE 3 | Different stages of the hand-over scenario by graphical command-based coordination. Left: 00:00 - command <give,tool>is send, which instructs
the robot to hand-over the wrench from the table to the person. Middle: 01:30 - commands <come,here>and <take,bolt>are used to instruct the robot to receive a
bolt from the person. Right: 01:45 - command <give,bolt>is used to instruct the robot to pick up and hand-over a bolt from the table to the person.

FIGURE 4 | Task assignment chart for hand-over tasks by graphical command-based coordination. The chart depicts the actions of the human (blue) and the robot
(green) in the shared collaborative scenario. The ﬂuency metrics indicate a relatively low human and robot idle time (H-IDL and R-IDL) and high concurrent activity
(C-ACT). Functional delay (F-DEL) is avoided completely.

Both tasks are evaluated by the graphical and speech
command interface. A video of the experiments can be seen
here: https://youtu.be/SzIuLHzLYpA. In addition, the hand-over
task is compared to two baseline methods (i.e., strict turn taking
and fast robot cycle), from which clear objective metrics can be
extracted that assess the ﬂuency of coordination (Hoffman, 2019).
The metrics are human idle time (H-IDL), robot idle time
(R-IDL), functional delay (F-DEL) and concurrent activity
(C-ACT). For all experiments metrics were calculated with a
resolution of 15 sec. This was chosen to be coherent with all
experiments and their analysis. In practice, these results were
obtained from analyzing the videos of the experiments and
ﬁnding a common resolution between the different robot and
human actions. Experiments were repeated ﬁve times. The
experimental scenarios are as follows.

when different agents, i.e., robot or human, are active and with
what activity. The commands requested by the human and
utilized for robot coordination are depicted as well, and
demonstrate the variation in robot actions and how they
can be requested. In this case, commands are utilized for
object picking and placing (i.e., give and take), robot
motion (come) and hand-over tasks from robot to human
and human to robot. Parts and locations are described by
tool, bolt and here.
Figure 5 depicts different stages of the kitting scenario by
graphical command-based coordination. Figure 6 depicts a task
assignment chart, which visualizes when the robot is active and
with what activity. The commands requested by the human and
utilized for robot coordination are depicted as well, and
demonstrate the variation in robot actions and how they can
be requested. In this case, commands are utilized for object
picking and placing (pick, place, kit and take) and
robot motion (go). Parts and locations are described by
tool, box, back, bolts, kit and kit_store.

4.2 Use Case Scenario 1: Command-Based
Collaboration
To evaluate human-robot collaboration by commands, a scenario
is deﬁned where a human operator selects robot actions (in form
of < action,target > -pairs) from a graphical user interface
(GUI). The list of actions and targets can be selected from a dropdown menu in the GUI, as depicted in Figure 2. Both tasks,
i.e., human-robot hand-over and kitting, are demonstrated as
follows.
Figure 3 depicts different stages of the human-robot handover scenario by graphical command-based coordination.
Figure 4 depicts a task assignment chart, which visualizes

Frontiers in Robotics and AI | www.frontiersin.org

4.3 Use Case Scenario 2: Speech-Based
Collaboration
To evaluate human-robot collaboration by speech, a scenario is
deﬁned where a human operator requests robot actions (in form
of < action,target > -pairs) by speech. A list of actions and
targets are available, which are known by the human operator.
Again, both tasks, i.e., human-robot hand-over and kitting, are
demonstrated as follows.
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FIGURE 5 | Different stages of the kitting scenario by graphical command-based coordination. Left: 00:00 - commands <pick,tool>and <place,box>are
send, which instructs the robot to pick and place the tool from the table to the kit. Second left: 01:00 - command <kit,bolts>is used to instruct the robot to place all
bolts from the table into the kit. Second right: 02:00 - command <take,kit>is used to instruct the robot to pick up the kit from the table. Right: 02:15 - command
<place,kit_store>is used to instruct the robot to place the kit on the other table.

FIGURE 6 | Task assignment chart for the kitting task by graphical command-based coordination. The chart depicts only the actions of the robot (green), as it
acts alone.

FIGURE 7 | Different stages of the hand-over scenario by speech command-based coordination. Left: 00:00 - command <give,tool>is spoken, which instructs
the robot to hand-over the wrench from the table to the person. Middle: 01:30 - commands <come,here>and <take,bolt>are spoken to instruct the robot to
receive a bolt from the person. Right: 01:45 - command <give,bolt>is spoken to instruct the robot to pick up and hand-over a bolt from the table to the person.

FIGURE 8 | Task assignment chart for hand-over tasks by speech command-based coordination. The chart depicts the actions of the human (blue) and the robot
(green) in the shared collaborative scenario. The commands requested by the human to the robot are identical to the graphical command-based scenario. The ﬂuency
metrics indicate a relatively low human and robot idle time (H-IDL and R-IDL) and high concurrent activity (C-ACT). Functional delay (F-DEL) is avoided completely.

Figure 7 depicts different stages of the human-robot handover scenario by speech-based coordination. Figure 8 depicts a
task assignment chart, which visualizes when different agents,
i.e., robot or human, are active and with what activity. The
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commands requested by the human and utilized for robot
coordination are depicted as well, and demonstrate the
variation in robot actions and how they can be requested. In
this case, commands are identical to the graphical command-
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FIGURE 9 | Different stages of the kitting scenario by speech command-based coordination. Left: 00:00 - commands <take,tool>and
<deposit,container>are spoken, which instruct the robot to pick and place the tool from the table to the container. Second left: 01:00 - command
<stock,bolts>is spoken to instruct the robot to place all bolts from the table into the container. Second right: 02:00 - command <take,container>is spoken to
instruct the robot to pick up the kit from the table. Right: 02:15 - command <deposit,storage>is spoken to instruct the robot to place the kit on the other table.

FIGURE 10 | Task assignment chart for kitting by speech coordination. The chart depicts only the actions of the robot (green), as it acts alone. The commands
requested by the human to the robot are different from the graphical command-based scenario.

based hand-over scenario, i.e., object picking and placing
(i.e., give and take), robot motion (come) and hand-over
tasks from robot to human and human to robot. Parts and
locations are again described by tool, bolt and here.
Figure 9 depicts different stages of the human-robot handover scenario by speech-based coordination. Figure 10 depicts a
task assignment chart, which visualizes when different agents,
i.e., robot or human, are active and with what activity. The
commands requested by the human and utilized for robot
coordination are depicted as well, and demonstrate the
variation in robot actions and how they can be requested. In
this case, commands are utilized for object picking and placing
(take, deposit and stock) and robot motion (go). Parts and
locations are described by tool, container, back, bolts,
container and storage.
In all cases, robot actions are requested at an instance as
decided by the human operator and are executed without major
delay, if the robot is not active in other tasks. If the robot is busy,
the action is executed as soon as the robot becomes
available again.

In both baseline approaches the actions of the robot are not
commanded by a human, but executed according to a predeﬁned
protocol, as could be found in a factory automation setting. From
the objective ﬂuency metrics the following conclusions can be
drawn. In strict turn taking (see Figure 11) the human idle time
(H-IDL) is relatively high (0.46 or almost half of the time), as
concurrent activity (C-ACT) is avoided. Exceptions are the
handover tasks that require both agents to collaborate.
Similarly, the robot idle time (R-IDL) is also relatively high
(0.31 or almost a third of the time), due to the similar reason.
The functional delay (F-DEL), however, is avoided, as the agents
are never waiting for the completion of each other’s action and are
never idle at the same time. In the fast robot cycle approach (see
Figure 12) the idling time of both the human (H-IDL, 0.30 or a
almost a third of the time) and the robot (R-IDL, 0.20 or one ﬁfth
of the time) are low, indicating an efﬁcient utilization of
resources. Moreover, the concurrent activity (C-ACT) is high
(0.5 or half of the time). The functional delay (F-DEL) is, again,
avoided. Following, we compare the baseline approaches to the
proposed coordination approaches.

4.4 Baseline Comparison
In order to assess the ﬂuency of collaboration between the human
and the robot, resulting from our coordination approach, we
devised two baseline approaches as comparison:

5 DISCUSSION
Based on the experiments presented in Section 4, here we discuss
and compare their outcome, and present limitations and
future work.

1. Strict turn taking-each action is immediately followed by the
next action of the other teammate, implying that tasks are
done sequentially, instead of parallel. Exceptions are the handover actions as they require both agents to complete.
2. Fast robot cycle-each robot action is executed as fast and as
soon as possible, irrespective of the actions of the human.

Frontiers in Robotics and AI | www.frontiersin.org

5.1 Comparison to the Baselines
Human-robot collaboration ﬂuency can be compared in detail
according to the metrics of human and robot idle time (H-IDL
and R-IDL), functional delay (F-DEL) and concurrent activity
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FIGURE 11 | Task assignment chart for the baseline approach of strict turn taking, where each action is immediately followed by the next action of the other
teammate. The ﬂuency metrics indicate a relatively high human and robot idle time (H-IDL and R-IDL) and low concurrent activity (C-ACT). Functional delay (F-DEL) is
avoided completely.

FIGURE 12 | Task assignment chart for the baseline approach of fast robot cycle, where each robot action is executed as fast and as soon as possible. The ﬂuency
metrics indicate a relatively low human and robot idle time (H-IDL and R-IDL) and high concurrent activity (C-ACT). Functional delay (F-DEL) is avoided completely.

(C-ACT). In all cases functional delay is avoided, as the agents are
never waiting for the completion of each other’s action and are
never idle at the same time. In both command-based approaches
the ﬂuency metrics are roughly the same, as the commands are
requested at similar time instances during the collaborative task.
This indicates a relatively high rate of concurrent activity
(C-ACT, almost half of the time) and a relatively low human
and robot idle time (for all cases almost a third of the time or less).
Compared to all other approaches (fast robot cycle baseline and
both command-based approaches) the strict turn taking baseline
has the worst performance, with higher idling times (H-IDL and
R-IDL), a lower concurrent activity (C-ACT) and the longest
scenario execution time. The baseline approach of fast robot cycle
has a very close performance compared to the command-based
approaches, with minor differences in when actions are executed.
This indicates that the proposed command-based approaches are
very efﬁcient as the robot has a high utilization rate. However, the
most important beneﬁt, which cannot be measured by the ﬂuency
metrics, is not possible for both baseline approaches. That is, the
ﬂexibility to coordinate and command the actions of the robot at
any time and any rate.

placement and physical interaction for human-robot hand-overs
(haptic cues). During each shared task (2.5 minutes), multiple
robot commands are requested, i.e., pick and place, and handover actions, all while the human operator is engaged, and not
disturbed, in the (dis)assembly procedure.
However, a graphical user interface (GUI), even if it
approaches the capabilities of a speech recognition system, can
be unsuitable for industrial environments. The main reasons
identiﬁed for this are as follows. First, a GUI takes attention
away from the task and the shared environment. Even though this
does not necessarily imply danger, it could halt the work or even
lead to a reduction in work quality and efﬁciency. Second,
industrial tasks, such as assembly, often require manual
handling or manipulation, which cannot be interrupted at
random. Collaborative actions would need to be halted and
parts would need to be put down in order to interact with
the GUI.
Despite these limitations, supportive functions to the GUI can
be included to enhance and simplify the interaction. The selection
of tasks can be narrowed down by reasoning assistance on the
current state of the world (what robot actions are possible) and
the actions commanded by the human (what actions are most
likely to be needed). This means that only the actions that are
suitable at the current moment are available to command and
other actions are removed from the selection list.

5.2 Coordination by Commanding
Coordination by commands gives control to the human operator
to direct at his/her level of interaction and pace. This implies that
its not determined beforehand which tasks are shared and in what
level of interaction, leading to an inherently ﬂexible system that
suits a wide variety of collaboration. This level of ﬂexibility is not
present in the baseline approaches, which assume a predeﬁned
sequence of actions, at a ﬁxed pace. Both coordination scenarios
demonstrate ﬂuent collaboration between human and robot that
is not predeﬁned by a ﬁxed task sequence. High-level robot tasks
that contribute to the shared goal (assembly) are object pick and

Frontiers in Robotics and AI | www.frontiersin.org

5.3 Commands Vs Speech
To humans, speech is one of the dominant modalities for direct
communication (Rocci and Saussure, 2016). In a collaborative
work scenario, where manual tasks are taking most attention,
speech can be utilized for directing actions and queries to coworkers and, as demonstrated in this work, to robots. However, in
industrial environments background noise is very likely to
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interfere with the reliable recognition of speech. The graphical
command interface is one alternative that can replace the
recognition of speech, while still ensuring the same
functionality of the system. Unfortunately, and unsurprisingly,
the graphical interface is less convenient than speech, as it
requires manual operation and takes attention away from the
task at hand. As a result, robot commanding by GUI takes more
time leading to less efﬁcient operations. A disadvantage of the
speech interface is it reliability in recognizing correct speech
commands and connecting them to the correct action or target
phrase. Speech can be misinterpreted and strict guidelines need to
be in place that specify how phrases are verbalized. This issue is
not present in the GUI interface, as only existing <
action,target > -pairs can be selected.
One matter that holds for both interface modalities, is the
number and format of commands. As robot skills are plentiful, a
limit should be set to how many commands (actions and targets)
are available to be executed. In practice, the number of commands
to be memorized by the human operator should be limited, as
looking up commands from a cheat-sheet has negative effects to a
desired ﬂuent collaboration. Likewise, scrolling through a long list
of commands from a GUI has the same negative effect.
Commands should be intuitive, such that they are directly
understandable by the human operator, thereby representing
their functionality.

recognition of speech fails, incorrect words are used or an
incorrect combination of words, a suitable command returned
to the human would help in improving the collaboration. Similar
troubleshooting procedures can be utilized for the reasoning over
knowledge as well. Finally, future work will focus on user studies
to analyse whether the collaboration is ﬂuent and what concepts
contribute to this, speciﬁcally targeting concepts such as
efﬁciency, commitment and trust (Paliga and Pollak, 2021).

6 CONCLUSION
Coordination of shared tasks between a human and robot
requires interaction modalities that are convenient, do not
interfere with the task and can be adapted to new or changing
situations. As including all possible scenarios and their outcomes
into a robot action plan becomes easily intractable, this work
enables a human to coordinate when and which robot actions are
executed. Directing the robot is achieved by both a graphical user
interface and a speech interface that takes known commands, in
form of < action,target > -pairs, and transforms them into
low-level actions. All information on actions, tasks and the
world is stored in a knowledge base, which is utilized to track
the actions and check whether selected actions are suitable or
possible at the requested instance. The proposed system is
evaluated by several industrial use cases, tested in a laboratory
environment, where human-robot collaborative tasks require
human coordination by command or speech. Results
demonstrate that human coordination with simple commands
is suitable to achieve and fulﬁll collaborative tasks in a ﬂuent
manner. Compared to the graphical interface, commanding by
speech is preferred, as it does not require physical contact and
attention stays with the shared task. On the other hand, noise and
faulty speech recognition might prove to be problematic in real
industrial environments. A thorough evaluation in real industrial
environments, with tasks of similar complexity is, therefore,
planned as future studies.

5.4 Limitations and Future Work
As demonstrated by the use cases, the system is currently limited
by the low number of robot actions and their complexity.
However, additional actions, such as motion trajectories,
advanced controllers and compound actions are readily
available for most collaborative robots and can be added to
the knowledge base (see Section 3.3.3 and Table 2). The
integration of such new actions involves populating the
ontology with instances and creating new relationships and
conditions between them. Unfortunately, this is still a manual
activity requiring core expertise on ontologies and their
properties.
Recent and future developments in speech recognition might
offer promising solutions to the mentioned problems in noisy
environments. Neural networks and the utilization of other biosignals (Schultz et al., 2017) are being developed with increasing
recognition quality for individual words, as well as for natural
language. This includes other sensor systems besides standard
microphones, such as throat microphones, or neural devices.
Future work will combine computer vision and speech
recognition for collaborative tasks. This allows for tasks that
are more descriptive and can be better explained than preprogrammed. For example, a human operator could command
the robot to hand over a tool with a red handle from a table with
multiple colored tools. Such communication is well-suited to
human cognitive skills, as it does not require much cognitive
effort for object detection and requesting a command. For robots,
on the other hand, such knowledge needs to be integrated
beforehand by semantic annotation to the ontology and visual
processing of camera images. In addition, feedback from speech
recognition can make the system more explainable. Whenever the
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Abstract
Learning-based grasping models typically require a vast amount of training data and training
time to train an effective grasping model. Alternatively, small non-generic grasp models have
been proposed that are tailored to specific objects by, for example, directly predicting the object’s
location in 2/3D space, and determining suitable grasp poses by post processing. In both cases,
data generation is a bottleneck, as it has to be separately collected for each individual object.
Moreover, most works consider objects in household scenarios. In this work, we tackle these issues
and propose a light-weight grasping pipeline that is divided in four main steps: 1. single object
demonstration, 2. object data augmentation, 3. grasp model training and 4. object grasping
action. Four different vision-based methods are evaluated for deriving the relative rotation of the
object with respect to the reference/target frame alongside an object detection module. Evaluation
considers the grasping of different industrial and 3D printed objects with an industrial collaborative
manipulator, and shows >90% success rate.

1

INTRODUCTION

Collaborative robots have gained popularity in industry as they are designed to be safe, particularly
where human and robot share the workspace. Accompanied by intuitive programming interfaces, robot
tasks can be programmed efficiently [1]. Despite the benefits, the application of cobots in industrial
settings are mainly limited to offline tasks where the actions and targets are defined to the system
beforehand [2, 3]. For example, in object pick and place tasks, the pose of the objects is fixed, and
the robotic arm should go through a predefined trajectory to reach the exact grasping pose. Although
there has been a great effort to mitigate these limitations by applying Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
learning approaches [4], the accuracy of such methods is still not sufficient for industrial applications.
Grasping objects has been studied for a long time and with the advent of machine learning approaches and especially deep learning, researchers have been trying to develop stand alone models that
are able to propose grasp poses for unseen objects. The most recent models are reported to have above
90% accuracy E.g. Dex-net 4.0 [5] is reported to achieve above 95% accuracy; However, most of the
works has been done on generic household items where their complexity in terms of shape, texture
and brightness and other parameters are totally different than the objects used in industrial scope
which in many cases result in unsuccessful grasping attempts. Such learning-based models require
vast amounts of training data and considerable training time on high-performance computing clusters.
Consequently, grasping models are large in size and slow to execute.
In addition, most grasping models and datasets are limited to a specific object set or class type,
such as household objects , industrial parts or warehousing items [6]. Extending datasets or retraining
a grasping model is in most cases not an option, due to unavailable data or limitations in resources and
∗1 Unit of Automation Technology and Mechanical Engineering, 2 Unit of Computing Sciences, Tampere University,
33720, Tampere, Finland; † both authors contributed equally, firstname.surname@tuni.fi
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Figure 1: Should be replaced with actual figure
computation power. These problems exist in particular for small and medium sized (SME) companies,
who do not have the knowledge and resources available for model training and fine-tuning.
In order to have an intelligent, meanwhile robust system to pick objects that are placed randomly
in the workspace from a certain pose, De Coninck et al. [7] have suggested a hybrid model to combine
neural network models that are capable of predicting location and orientation of an object followed by
some pre-programming steps that results in a robust and successful grasp.
Inspired by [8], we propose an approach that utilizes state of the art deep learning approach ”FasterRCNN” [9] instead of CNN models to improve the efficiency of whole grasping pipeline. In this work,
our grasping pipeline generates an augmented training dataset from a single user demonstration which
consist of a few images of the object from different camera views. These images then go through data
augmentation process to generate training data which are then utilized to train a grasping model.
Our main observation to motivate this work is that collecting or generating training data for
industrial parts is a tedious, time-consuming and costly task, which is often out of reach for industrial
stakeholders. Even though plenty datasets can be found, each are limited (to some extend) to the
objects they contain. Industrial SMEs require the handling of objects that, in most cases, do not
resemble objects in these datasets, or the objects themselves can change depending on a customer’s
requirement. In addition, SMEs often do not have the knowledge and computation infrastructure to
train novel grasp detectors, even if object models are available.
In this work, different variats of faster-rcnn architecture using Detectron2 [10] models are evaluated
to identify the best representation for specific object properties, i.e., shape complexity, texture and for
different environmental conditions. Results are demonstrated in simulation (Gazebo and Webots) and
real experiments (Franka Panda with standard gripper) with an industrial object set are performed to
study the performance of our proposed pipelines.
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The main contribution of our work are as follows:
• 3D planar grasp model for industrial parts
• data generation by augmenting a single object demonstration
• training applicable networks
• evaluation of the approach in simulation and with real experiments
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related works and state of the art in computer
vision and grasping methods with respect to neural networks. Section 3 and Section 4 define the
considered problem statement and research methodology, respectively. Section 5 describes the implementation details of the proposed grasping pipeline, and Section 6 reports the results and provides a
comparison to the state of the art. Finally, Section 7 concludes the work.

2

Related Work

In the context of grasping, Object detection, pose estimation and grasp detection are closely related,
as grasp poses or grasp actions can be directly generated from an object pose. This section presents a
brief overview of related approaches.

2.1

Object detection and pose estimation

Traditionally, object detection and pose estimation algorithms have utilized classical 2D features that
exploit local salient details, such as corners, edges and ridges. Well-known detectors like SIFT [11],
SURF [12] and ORB [13] can extract robust keypoints from a scene by relying on texture on objects or
of the scene itself. Texture-less keypoint detection, on the other hand, utilizes geometrical primitives
as features in methods such as BOLD [14], BORDER [15] and BIND [16]. In addition, alternatives to
traditional keypoints are template matching, where a image patch provides the template to localize
within an image, or deep features that extract keypoints based on high-level cues captured by convolutional neural networks. The latter is a recent development that has gained popularity due to their
data-driven property and promising performance [17], as compared to hand-crafted features. Analogous to 2D keypoints for RGB images, 3D keypoints can be extracted from 3D data representations,
such as pointclouds or volumetric images [18]. Following the detection of keypoints from a raw image,
follow-up steps include the description of the keypoint and the matching of them over two or multiple
images.
In a similar manner, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based detectors, such as YOLOV3
[19] or Faster R-CNN [9], could be utilized to detect objects, after which their orientation should be
computed to obtain a planar grasp candidate.
Object pose estimation on the other hand can be done using three different approaches [20].
• correspondence-based methods such as LCD [21] and 3DMatch [22].
• Template-based 6D object pose estimation methods such as PoseCNN [23].
• Voting based methods such as PVN3D [24] and DenseFusion [25].

2.2

Grasp detection

Object grasp detection is a popular topic in robotics and can be divided in several categories to
differentiate between approaches and their assumptions. For example, the representation of a grasp is
an important consideration and determines the complexity of the problem and its application. When
considering only a planar grasp pose representation, grasp detection is simplified to finding the object
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Figure 2: objects used for evaluation of grasping pipelines
and its orientation on a planar surface, typically represented as an (oriented) bounding box. On the
other hand, in case a complete 3D pose of the object is required for grasping, detection should return the
full 3D position and 3D orientation of the object. In context of learning-based grasp detection, typical
data-driven approaches differentiate between the utilization of RGB, depth (in form of pointclouds) or
a combination of both (RGB-D). In addition, objects to be grasped can be known, similar (i.e., different
instance of a known category) or novel, which should be considered when deciding (or developing) on
the data representation, collection and training approach. A comprehensive survey of approaches is
presented in [20].

2.3

Datasets

Existing datasets for 2D object detection, such as Pascal VOC [26], COCO [27] and, more recently,
Objectron [28] for 3D objects, are widely available, including common objects that are present in
everyday scenes. There are also datasets designed more specifically such as EGAD! by creating 3D
meshes with diverse properties [29] to cover variations in object properties and also ACRONYM [30]
where the collected data are from simulation physics.
These publicly available datasets are although makes it possible to have a generic dataset and
include different categories of object and makes it possible to have a reasonable comparison and
evaluation of the performance, they are not suitable for applications where the target application is
specific to a particular group of objects. On the other hand, they are not easily extendable as this is
an expensive process in terms of time and resources.

2.4

Robot Grasping Solutions

The methods explained in the previous sections generates grasp pose outputs that have a specific
format that are defined in 2D or 3D and there are robustness factors defined to measure the accuracy
of such models [3]. Such methods require motion planning to send the end effector to the desired grasp
pose from the correct trajectory to achieve a successful grasp. The motion planning approaches for
this purpose can be listed in a very general manner as DMP-based methods, Imitation learning and
reinforcement learning methods [20]. On the other hand, There are approaches to develop a visuomotor
controller to directly generate robot motion from inferred input [31] for example using reinforcement
learning [20].
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3
3.1

Problem Statement
Object Grasping Scenario

The robot object grasping scenario considers a robot manipulator with standard gripper and objects
that are located on a planar table in front of it. Objects originate partly from a Diesel engine assembly
use case and have both simple and complex geometry (see Fig. 3). All objects should allow for a stable
grasp, without alteration to the gripper or object pose and be light enough to be lifted (< 1 kg). As
general rule, we denote that each object can be represented by a 3D planar position and orientation
{x, y, θo }, from which a grasp pose is extracted. The grasping problem can then be stated as follows:
from a single object image demonstration, generate suitable training data to train a grasp detection
model that can run in real-time to successfully grasp new and unknown objects.
In this scenario, eight different objects (see fig. 2) are selected from a real diesel engine and also
four 3D-printed objects that are different in terms of mass distribution, texture, symmetry and scale
that describes the general properties of objects in industrial settings. For example, fuel line from the
engine block has a small width and a non symmetric shape with even mass distribution while a piston
has a symmetric shape, low aspect ratio meanwhile an uneven mass distribution. However, to simplify
the problem, the objects are selected carefully to be distinguishable from different views and the grasp
locations are reachable easily by the end-effector.

3.2

Planar and 3D grasp representation

The grasping model should produce an grasp pose in the form of a grasp location with a relative
orientation represented as b̂ = {x, y,θo } ∈ R3 that defines the grasp pose in planar space. In 3D
world space, A rigid pose of the gripper, connected to the end-effector of the robot, is defined as
Tg = (Rg , tg ) ∈ SE(3).
In addition to the grasp pose, two intermediate poses are defined to assist in the grasping sequence:
a hover pose Th = (Rh , th ) ∈ SE(3) and a pre-grasp pose Tp = (Rp , tp ) ∈ SE(3). Hover pose in
fact represent an imaginary pre-grasp pose after which the actual grasp is possible by going through
a pre-defined trajectory. On the other hand, the pre-grasp pose is defined as an offset with respect to
grasp pose in z-direction to avoid collision with the object.
The translation from the planar output of the detection module to world frame is done using the
mathematical equations 1 and 2 that holds in pin-hole camera model after camera calilbration.
Z
X=x ,
f

(1)

Z
,
f

(2)

Y =y

where X, Y, Z correspond to world coordinates and x, y denote pixel coordinate and f is the focal
length of the camera.

4

Methodology

The proposed method is separated into a baseline grasping approach, complimented by four different
perception models, to compute a planar grasp pose. The grasping approach (Fig. 1) consists of the
following four distinct steps:
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Figure 3: Object grasping setup.
Table 1: Object grasp detection model. Abbreviations: BB - bounding box, KP - keypoints, CL - class
label.
Grasping
model
A
B
C
D

Object position estimation
Pre-trained
Output format
model
Faster R-CNN
BB
Keypoint R-CNN BB and KP
Keypoint R-CNN KP
Mask R-CNN
BB and object mask

Object orientation estimation
Pre-trained
Method
model
CNN
Classification
Keypoint R-CNN KP
Keypoint R-CNN KP
Mask R-CNN
mask + SIFT

Human input
Object BB
Object BB,
mask and 2 KP

Training data
BB, cropped box
BB, KP, CL
KP, CL
BB, Mask, CL

1. Human input - captures and annotates the object in the field of view of the camera.
2. Training data - is generated automatically by applying data augmentation techniques.
3. Object grasp pose - is estimated based on different state of the art neural networks.
4. Grasping action - is done after converting planar grasp to 6D pose.
Following, we describe the four different combinations of perception modules.

4.1

Object detection alongside a CNN for predicting orientation

The object grasp location and orientation are estimated separately by training a Faster R-CNN and a
basic CNN, respectively.
The Faster R-CNN network takes pairs of images and their corresponding annotations (bounding
boxes) as input for training, and generates a bounding box around the objects if they are present in
the image scene. The input images are simply annotated by defining a bounding box around the object
followed by data augmentation. The architecture of the Faster-RCNN model and the input format are
illustrated in Fig. 1.
In order to predict the relative orientation, a simple CNN network is implemented where the final
layer consist of 360 output node to represent the class of the object’s orientation that limits the
precision to one degree which is enough in this case for our grasping pipeline.
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Table 2: Predictors’ used hyper-paramethers. Abbreviations: lr: learning rate, iters: iterations, ipb:
image per batch, num cls: number of classes

Object
Detector

Orientation
Predictor

A
lr: 0.005
iters: 500
ipb: 8
num cls: 1
loss:
categorical crossentropy
epochs: 15
batch size: 32
optimizer: adam
num cls: 360

B
lr: 0.0008
iters: 1000
ipb: 2
num cls: 1

C
lr: 0.0008
iters: 1000
ipb: 2
num cls: 1

D
lr: 0.008
iters: 1000
ipb: 2
num cls: 1

Not applicable

The first layer of this CNN network accepts image arrays with a shape of (224 × 224 × 3) to extract
features and classifies the object based on the highest score to predict the corresponding orientation.
To generate training data, the same procedure is followed as explained for Faster-RCNN method, with
the difference that at each step of augmentation, the bounding boxes are used to crop and resize the
region of interest that are labeled with the corresponding orientation.
In order to keep track of the network’s performance, the following angle error metric is used:
θe = ∥∥θtrue − θp ∥ − 180∥,

(3)

where θtrue is the true angle and θp is the predicted angle.

4.2

grasp pose extraction using Keypoint detection

In contrast with the previous pipeline, here a single network (Keypoint- RCNN) which is a variant of
Faster-RCNN network is utilized to detect both object and keypoints. During input annotation in this
pipeline, 12 keypoint on the object is defined carefully on a straight line that represent the reference
orientation.
Finally, The bounding box center is used as the planar hover position and the relative orientation
is extracted from the keypoints to form the planar grasp pose as follows: th = (x, y, θ) which is then
converfted to 6D pose for the final grasping action.
As a result, the proposed pipeline now only comprises of one stage of augmentation and one stage
of prediction.

4.3

Keypoint detection for proposing direct grasp poses

While the keypoint detector module demonstrated a greater stability and robustness in terms of successful grasps, one could improve the pipeline by directly assuming the center of keypoints to be the
center of grasp pose.
For this purpose, the same network mentioned in B, is used where in this case the pipeline only
utilizes the keypoints themselves to localize the “grasp location” instead of bounding boxes’ center
and the relative orientation is calculated similar to B.
Having the information about location and orientation of the grasp pose, the system could directly
transfer the 2D coordinates to 3D from camera frame to the world frame in order to directly pick the
object and there is no more need to reach the hover pose as the end-effector can be directly sent to the
grasp pose which simplifies the baseline model to a great extend and also shows more stable results as
illustrated in table 3.
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Figure 4: recovering camera pose using predicted mask and local feature extractors

4.4

grasp pose extraction using mask prediction

Object mask estimation can return a planar object position and orientation based on predicted mask
using Mask R-CNN architecture. This is possible, as the grasping model only requires 2D object
information, based on the object mask that separates the object from the background.
Mask-RCNN again is a variant of Faster-RCNN which is designed to detect object on the image
and predict a mask (polygon) over the object. To train such network, it is required to prepare the
training data such that it include both bounding box around the object and also a list of keypoints
that construct the mask around the object as shown in Fig. 1
One additional step is necessary to determine the grasp orientation, which in case of this study is
done by converting the mask over the object to a binary image followed by local feature extraction
methods to estimate the relative orientation as shown in Fig. 4.
For this purpose, the detection part consist of the following steps:
1. mask detection network generate mask over objects.
2. the generated mask is filtered to extract geometrical features of the object.
3. the extracted binary mask is now being used to find local feature based and consequently relative
rotation between the reference binary mask and extracted binary mask from the prediction.

4.5

Augmented Dataset Generation

Dataset generation utilizes a single input image (RGB, 480 × 640 × 3) taken above the workspace in
which the target object is visible. These images are then annotated as illustrated in Fig. 1 with respect
to their corresponding pipeline input format.
Augmentation of the reference image is done as follows: First, the image is annotated and labeled
by defining the required bounding boxes or keypoints over the object and a sequence of common
augmentation techniques are performed, i.e., cropping, zooming, rotation, translation, etc. Finally, the
data-augmentor automatically translates all the annotations from the input image to the augmented
images accordingly.
During each data augmentation process, 1500 training samples and 200 validation samples are
generated, for position and orientation data, respectively. For the CNN network of first pipeline, the
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Figure 5: schematic representation of the grasping architecture.
number of generated samples for training angle predictor is 5000. More details about each pipeline
can be found in table 3.

5

Implementation

Details concerning the implementation of the proposed grasping models are described in the following
section and includes the perception module, robot motion generation as well as simulation.

5.1

Architecture

The grasping pipeline is divided into two major computation nodes, which are explained as follows.
Perception - feeds the neural network models with the input images, runs inference and generates
an output. The raw output of the models as explained in section 4 are then used to calculate the planar
grasp pose of the object with respect to the image plane. The 2D information is then translated into
3D coordinates in the world frame and sent to the motion controller node. The translation from 2D
to 3D is done using equations 1 and 2 that holds in pin-hole camera models when all the intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters of the camera are available. The structure of the perception module is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
Motion control - generates the actions and motions of the robot manipulator and gripper in order
to execute a grasp. It receives input from the perception node, and directly commands a grasping
action. Motion generation is done using ROS MoveIt1 , with a Cartesian position controller running
on the robot at 1000 Hz.
The overall structure of the single demonstration grasping is illustrated in figure 5.
1 https://moveit.ros.org
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Figure 6: Implementation of grasping pipeline in Webots simulator

5.2

Grasp Detection Network

All the pipelines utilize Detectron2 [10] as their perception module. The generated training data
and their corresponding labels are fed to the learner, according to the corresponding pipeline input
format. Table 1 and 2 summarizes the information regarding the implementation and specification for
perception module of each individual pipeline.
The detection networks as mentioned previousely, utilize Faster-RCNN or one of its variants depending on the application. Similar to generic use cases where networks are designed to be trained for
multiple object classes, one can take benefit of that by developing such generic detector, however it
would require larger datasets and higher training times. In this work, the pipeline is developed such
that each demonstration result in a completely new and unique detector for each individual object.
For this purpose, only 1500 training samples is sufficient accompanied by 200 validation samples.
All the models as explained in 4 have as output a bounding box, where the bounding box center
represents the hover position, except for 4.3 where the hover pose is not utilized and the center of the
keypoints is taken as the grasp position.
Finally, the pipelines learn how to find grasp locations and orientations by post processing the
outputs of trained networks, followed by corresponding robot action as explained in 3.2.

5.3

Simulation environment

For quick evaluation of the developed grasp models, two simulation environment containing all relevant
steps are implemented. This enables grasping models to be assessed without costly robotic hardware,
speeding up developments considerably. For this purpose, 3D models of all objects are obtained to
have a better idea on performance and limitations when doing real experiments. Both Gazebo and
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Webots (see figure 6) are utilized to demonstrate the functionalities, and are provided freely available
to the research community.

6

Results and Comparison

Experimental results, their analysis and a comparison to other related work follows in this section.
To evaluate the performance of studied pipelines, the grasping scenario is performed in simulation
environment and extensive grasp experiments, executed with a collaborative robot (Franka Emika
Panda), RGB-D camera (Intel Realsense D-435) and standard gripper (see Fig. 3). All objects are
placed at random configurations on the table in front of the robot and 10 robot grasp attempts are
executed for each object from different robot starting configurations.
Table 3 illustrates the performance of each developed pipelines on average, on all the objects. The
success rate in this study translates to the percentage of successful grasping attempts with respect to
total attempts.
During the experiments, random objects are also placed in the view of the camera to see the
affect of unseen and similar objects where the detector performed perfectly as long as the optimal
score threshold and hyper parameters are being used. However, illumination and brightness of the
environment still is a major affecting factor in this work and generally in vision applications.

6.1

Grasp Detection Results

The first pipeline turns the learning process into a two-stage detector where two separate training is
needed and during inference, two consecutive predictions are needed to get location and orientation of
the object, which makes the pipeline computationally inefficient. On the other hand, another dataset
must be generated to train the convolutional neural network. Although this model showed above
90% success rate, having to train two different network bring extra complexity to the system and the
CNN angle predictor shown higher error comparing to keypoint detection module. Moreover, the high
success rate reported during the experiments is due to the fact that faster-rcnn showed a more robust
bounding box detection performance than the keypoint detectors in terms of finding Minimum Area
Rectangle (MAR).
The second pipeline utilizes keypoint-rcnn architecture and the outputs are directly used to derive
planar grasping pose. This pipeline simplifies the pipeline as there is less effort needed by the user
for input demonstration. However, still user is required to demonstrate a final grasping action to
the system from hover pose to pre-grasp pose. On the other hand, although the detection accuracy of
keypoint-rcnn shows similar performance to faster-rcnn, minimal errors observed in the MAR prediction
were the main reason of lower success rate with respect to the first pipeline.
Pipeline C showed the highest success rate among all the pipelines. Although the same network
from pipeline B is used for training, however the minimal change in the input to the network mitigates
the accuracy issues of the second pipeline by directly using keypoints center instead of bounding
boxes’ center as the grasping planar position. Not only this makes the prediction more accurate, it
also simplifies the grasping system as the final grasp pose can directly be reached by translating the
2D coordinate of grasp location to 3D as explained in 3.2.
Implementing pipeline D was with the objective of directly retrieving the 3D camera relative pose
with respect to the input demonstration. However, this requires a huge number of features on the
scene which makes the problem complicated when the shapes share similarities with each other. The
annotation of input image is much complicated and time consuming as the user have to draw a
mask/polygon over the object which is not consistent with the final objective of this work to develop
a user friendly grasping pipeline.
Inference performance of the pipeline’s detection modules are measured on a desktop and laptop
GPU (Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti and GeForce 940mx). Then computational performance of the pipelines
in terms of training data, data size, training time, inference time etc. are illustrated in 3.
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Table 3: grasping results in terms of success rate, training performance and inference speed
Grasping success rate
Grasping pipeline
Average success rate, 80 attempts
A
0.9125
B
0.825
C (simulation)
0.935
C (real experiment)
0.8875
D
0.775
Training
Dataset size
training time (average)
00:14:00
1500 (faster rcnn), 5000 (CNN)
00:02:00
1500
00:07:30
1500
00:07:00
2000
00:08:00
1500
00:06:30

Inference speed (FPS)
GTX 1080 ti Geforce 940mx

20

2.5

model size
faster-rcnn: 300 mb
CNN: 8 mb
450 mb
450 mb
450 mb
330 mb

Other than the characteristics of each pipeline, there are also other factors that highly affect
the performance of pipelines. For example, shape complexity, texture, color and brightness of the
environment still have effect on the performance as other 2D RGB vision applications. Due to the
same reason, as depth information is not available, grasping height is also must be known prior to
grasping which is another limitation of developed grasping modules.
It is worth mentioning that in an experiment with pipeline C, 7 different views of the object
was demonstrated to the system that dramatically increased the robustness of detection in different
environmental conditions.

7

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results from the previous section, pipeline C has shown the most robust grasping method
where both in simulation and real experiments, demonstrate a high success rate and reliability compared to the other tested methods. On the other hand, not only it requires less computational resources,
but also eliminates the need for the user to demonstrate the final grasping movement which makes it
more intuitive, simple, and faster. Although the proposed model still is limited to known objects and
planar movements, still it can extend the freedom of objects by mitigating the need for fixed object
locations which can be highly effective in human-robot-collaborative tasks.
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